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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This study was conducted within the context of the nursing profession. Specifically.
role modeling was carefully examined within an

exi~

learning situation (a clrical nursing

course) which was a part of an academic nursing education program. The learning si1uation
took place during the latter half of the last semester of the senior year of a baccalaureate
degree nursing program. Each student was

as~gned

to

~

with a particular nursing staff

member (termed mentor) at a university medical center. The student worked the same
schedule as the mentor for the

~ration

of the course, including evening and night shifts and

weekends. A team of nursing faculty was responsible for the classroom and clinical teaching
of this nursing course. Each faculty member supervised a group of students, made frequent
rounds, interacting with each student and mentor and met for a weekly seminar with the group
of students. For the student, this clinical experience provided an intensive exposure to a
particular staff nurse role model, and the first opportunity to implement some aspects of the
staff nurse role, including reafities of the clnical work situation.
Differences between nursing faculty and nurses whose primary function is to provide
nursing care have been well documented (Smith, 1965; Kramer, 1974; Cason and Beck,
1982, Dalme, 1983} and frequently discussed (Styles, 1982, Novak, 1983; Peterson, 1983;
Turnbull, 1983} in nursing literature. In general, nursing faculty members compared with their
nursing service colleagues are characterized as taking a more idealistic, lndividuaHzed and
intellect~!

perspective on nursing care and nursing performance. These differences which

1

2
are often referred to as the division or gap between nursing education and rurslng service

flaV8 created a phenomenon caled •reality shock" (Kramer, 1974) for the new graduate
ft.R'Se. Reallty shock is the resul of a conflict between the value syslems and expectations of
the •school subculture• and the "Work subculture• (Kramer. 1974). Nursing· service
administrators and new graduate nurses alike reportedly feel disillusioned when they discover
that. the new graduate Is unprepared to function adequately in the work situation (Schorr.
1978). There has been great debate about whose responaibillly (i.e., nursing service or
nursing education)

It is to solve this problem. over the past ten years, unification and

colaboration models have been proposed and implemented across the country (Clark, 1981;
MacPhail, 1983). These efforts represent an attempt at rapprochement betWeen nursing
service and nursing education. In general, these models require that all nurses accept some
responsibility for both patient care and education of students (and in some settings, for
nursing research and consultation as wait), regardless of the classification of their primary job
functions as patient care, education, management or research. It has been suggested that
providing clinically expert role models for nursing students during their educational programs
Is one way to bridge the gap between nursing service and nursing education (Quint, 1967;
Dalme, 1983; MacPhail, 1983; Peterson, 1983). In addition to the role modeling influences of
nurses whose primary job function is providing nursing care, students may benefit from the
role modeling influences of nursing faculty (Archer and Fleshman, 1981; Dalme, 1983;
Meyer, 1983).
The term role model appears in job descriptions of practicing nurses not necessarily
engaged in formal clinical teaching, particularty nurse managers and Clinical Nurse Specialists.
Role modeling has been identified as an-important ingredient in the development of nurse
researchers (Mayer, 1983; Werley and Newcomb; 1983) and Is central to one particular
'

"

formulation of a theory a~ ~digm.tor:,~~· (Erickson, Tomlin and Swain, 1983).
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It is often suggested that knowledge of psychology (Mahoney, 1983) and particularly
of the modeling process (Bandura, 1977b; Severance and Gottsegen, 1977) could benefit
from investigations set in con1)1ex and

natural

settings. Little research has been reported

regarding the functioning of role models in the development of professional identity in
nursing (Dalrne, 1983). Previous research on modeling has been either of a highly controlled
experimental nature (Bandura. 1963; 1966; 1968; 1973; 19771>; Severance and Gottsegen,
1977) or, when conducted in a more natural setting, has compared modeUng with other
teaching or therapeutic methods (Teevan and Gabel, 1978; Chalmers and Wager, 1979;
Frank, 1982; Hall and Caims, 1984) without examining the modeling process and Its
correlates. The present study represented a middle ground between these

two approaches

by exploring role modeling in a natural setting and attempting to identHy some of Its behavioral
and situational correlates.

The theoretical rationale for the design and implementation of the present study is
imbedded within the context of a cognitive social learning perspective: specHically, reciprocal
determinism. Reciprocal determinism, as discussed by Bandura (1978, 1983) asserts that a
person, that person's behavior and that person's environment au influence one another.

Figure 1. Becjpmc.a! Petennjojsm
. Undlrectlonal
B • f (P,E)
Partially Bldlrectlonal

B•f'(P

E)

Reclprocal

P.

a<':e
Schematic repr8$entatlon of three
alternative concep&ipns of interaction.
(B • Behavior, P • Coanittve and other
personal factors, and
Environmental
evenlS.) (Bandura, 1978 p.345)

e•
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As displayed in Figure 1, reciprocal determinism. in contrast with other fonnulations of

determinants of human behavior, places greater emphasis upon the active role of cognition

and other personal factors and posits a direct relationship between behavior and environment
and betWeen a person and that person's behavior. The nature of this interaction is reciprocal
over time (Phillips and Orton, 1983; Bandura, 1983), perhaps as a spiral along a temporal
dimension.
Modeling, or learning through observation, which has been of great research interest
to Bandura (1963; 1966; 1968; 1973; 1977b) can be interpreted as a microcosm of reciprocal
determinism. The environment, in the modeling situation interpretation, can be considered to
be itseH composed of persons (including models), persons' behavior (including behavior to
be modeled), situational, and other non"'.J)8rson environmental factors. A person can enter

this environment, intending to learn by modeling the behavior of someone in this
environment. That person and that person's behavior '!"ill bQth influence and be influenced by
the (modeling) environment, as Figure 2 illustrates.

Ejgure 2, Recjpmcal Determjnjsm jn the Modeling Sltyation

/~Um~~)
B

E (Modeling Situation)

s
Of course teaming through modeling may occur without a person necessarily

intending to learn in this fashion and entering a situation for that purpose. Learning by
modeling is reported to be a natural occurrence in development (Achenbach, 1978) and
socialization (Bandura, 1969). For the purpose of the study reported here, however, the
focus is upon intentional teaming by modeling as a part of an overall planned educational
process.
The relationship between a student and role model can be compared with the
relationship between a client and psychotherapist. A pers0n intending to team by modeling
enters the situation with the expedation of changing behavior and/or certain personal factors
(cognitions, attitudes, values, knowledge, skills) through interaction In the situation. The
individual who enters psychotherapy does so with similar expectations. Certain components
of the therapeutic relationship are related to therapeutic change and are common among an
types of therapies: the client's appraisal of self; the client's belief that the therapist can help;
experience of success by the client; active participation by client and therapist; a rationale,
conceptual scheme or myth regarding the process, shared by client and therapist; a healing
setting (Frank, 1982); reconstructions of personal meaning for the client rather than return to
equilibrium and an interplay of feedback (therapist response and reactions to client) and
feedforward (client's active restructuring) mechanisms (Mahoney, 1982). The components of
the effective psychotherapeutic relationship may have parallels in the modeling relationship
which is effective In producing change• 1n the person who enters the situation to become
more like the model. The present study was designed to explore some of the personal factors
associated with students and role models and their interadion in relation to the change which
occurs through teaming by modeling. The type of reciprocal feedback described between
therapist and client, and between role model and student is an important ingredient of
reciprocal teaching (Resnick, 1985: Brown and Campione, 1986). The reciprocal teaching
procedure makes use of specialized social interaction which includes not only the expert

6
performance of the model, but also talloracl feedback and progressively greater responsblllty
in performance for the learner. Through feedback, modeling and increasingly fuller
performance, the learner gradually attains independent performance.
The process of learning by modelng Is an important means by which a person learns
various roles in society and incorporates certain attri:>utes observed in other people into
personal structures. Modeling, in this context, especially where a particular defined role In
society is concerned, is frequently referred to as role rmdeling.
Role modeling is often employed as a means of learning In educational and training
programs preparing individuals for professions and vocations and as a means of personal,
professional and career development beyond basic educational preparation. The preceptorstudent relationship is one example of role modeling at work in the educational preparation of
health care providers. The preceptor is a practitioner of a particular health care discipline
(dentistry, physician's assistant, nursing) with whom a student of the discipline is placed for
learning purposes. The student observes and works with the preceptor. The student
participates in the care of the preceptor's clients at the preceptor's discretion and depending
on the knowledge and skill level of the student and the objectives of the clinical course in
which he or she is enrolled. The preceptor is usually not a faculty member of the educational
program, though some may receive faculty appointment. The student's performance is
.evaluated by a supervising faa.ilty member, usually with the input of the preceptor. Presently,
preceptors hip is receiving national attention in the nursing profession (Turnbull, 1983) due to
'

its applicability as a teaching method in schools of nursing (Walters, 1981; Clark, 1981;
Chickerella and Lutz, 1981; Turnbull, 1983, Stuart-Sidall and Haberlin, 1983; Peterson,
'

·'

,1983) and in staff development, inservice education and continuing education for nurses
'

'

(May, 1980; Boyer, 1981). tn addition to 118 rote modeling co~nent, the preceptor rote has

the components of resource person, supervisor and designer of instruction (Haberlin, 1983).
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Fields other than heatth care use the preceptorship arrangement, though different
terminology (such as master-apprentice) may be used.
Role modeUng is also considered to be a component of mentorship. Mentorship is
usually distinguished from preceptorship on the basis of the introduction to the profes&ional
network, specific career guidance, direct support and assistance which the mentor supp6es to
a prottfg( over time (Wer1ey and Newcomb, 1983). Mentorship has received ITIJCh popular
attention as a key ingredient to success in the business world. Mentorship has captured the
attention of the nursing profession as a means of developing and clarifying professional
identity (Styles, 1982, Wolf, 1982; Fagan and Fagan, 1983) and <M!veloplng professional
leadership (Vance, 1982). While there is abundant literature deaHng with mentoring and
precepting, the concept of role modeling is ittle developed. Role modeling is mentioned
almost without exception in literature related to mentoring, precepting and professional
socialization. A role model is usually briefly defined, if at all, as one who presents an example
to emulate and admire and inspires the student to follow the example (Werley and Newcomb,

1983). Role modeling "is often assumed to involve an informal and almost mystical process.
As a result, the idea that one can formalize the educational process of the modeling
relationship is rarely considered or acted upon.· (Williams, 1982, p. 11).
Overall, the purpose of the study reported here was to identHy some of the correlates
of the effective modeling relationship {student's appraisal of self and of role model and
perceived interpersonal styles and autonomy of the student and the role model) and
contribute to knowledge regarding the educational process of t.he mode&ng relationship. The
study was designed to address the following research questions:
1. What are the differences among nursing students, nursing faculty and staff nurse role
models in terms of work values and perceptions of the professional interpersonal
environment?

8
2. What changes occur in nurUlg lludents' WOik values and perceptions of the professional
interpersonal environment over the duration of an experience in learning by role
modeJing?
3. Are there. relationships among changes which occur in a nursing student over the duration
of an experience In learning by role modeling and the work values and perceptions of the
professional interpersonal environment held by the student's staff nurse role model?
4. Are there relationships among changes occurring in nursing students over the duration of
an experience in learning by role modeling and any of the following parameters?
·
a. student's seH-appraisal
b. student's appraisal of her staff nurse role model
c. perceived interpersonal styles of the student and of her staff nurse role model
d. perceived autonomy of the student and of her staff nurse role model
Data were collected from nursing students (n • 48), their assigned staff nurse
mentors (n • 11), and nursing faculty (n • 36) participating in a clinical nursing course at a
university medical center. Measures of work values (a portion of the Worls yatues lnyentmy)
and perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment (the Role Model Repertory
Grid) were administered to nursing faculty and staff nurse mentors. Measures of work values
and perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment were administered to
students at the outset and the conclusion of the clinical leaning experience. ·
The Worts Values tnvemory (Super, 1970} Is a 45 Item questionnaire which measures
work values on 15 different dimensions (e.g., Independence, creativity, intellectual
stimulation, economic return}. Based upon the results of a pilot study conducted by the
investigator, 30 of the 45 items were chosen for use in the present investigation.
The Role Model Repertory Grid was used to measure perceptions of the professional
interpersonal environment. The Role Model Repertory Grid was developed by the
investigator based on a methodology developed by George A. Kelly (1955) and adapted for
use in numerous research situations In which psychological constructs used to interpret the
environment are of particular interest (Ryle, 1975; Greenberg, 1978; Platt, 1980). The subject
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-rates individual persons on given characteristics. The content Q.e•• the Individual persons and
given characteristics included in the Role Model Repertory Grid) used to adapt the
methodology to the nursing context

was based upon

nursing research findings related to

characteristics which differentiate among students. practicing nurses. nurse managers and
nurse faculty (Kramer, 1974; Lum, 1978; Hurley, 1978; Schmalenberg and Kramer, 1979;
Dalme, 1983) and pubRshed information regarding learning in the preceptor relationship
(Chicketella and

Lutz. 1981; Douville, 1983; Stuart-Sldall and Habertin, 1983). The Role

Model Repertory Grid used in the present investigation was a refinement of the version of the
instrument pilot tested by the Investigator. Content was revised to exclude ambiguous
material and Items which yielded little between group variance. Content was incorporated from
the results of an open-ended questionnaire which had been a part of the pilot study. The
revised Role Model Repertory Grid was considerably shorter than the pilot version, In that the
subject was required to rate eight persons on 18 characteristics as compared with 12 persons
on 21 characteristi::s in the pilot version. Since the total number of potential subjects was
relatively small (120 persons), a high rate of participation by potential subjects was very
important. Results of the pilot study suggested that reducing the length of the instruments
would increase the number of actual subjects. Comparisons were made among the student,
faculty and staff nurse role model groups and between students at the onset of the course
and students at the conclusion of the course. These comparative results identified ways in
which the student, f acuity and staff nurse role models differed from one another and ways in
which students changed over the duration of the experience to the extent that these
differences could be measured by the instruments used. Furthermore, these comparisons
indicated in what ways and to what degree students became more Ike their staff nurse role
models (or their faaJlty members) over the duration of the course.
The Role Model Repertory Grid required that subjects rate themselves on given
characteristics. Students rated their staff nurse role models on these characteristics.

10
-Therefore It was possible to construct from the Grid. measures of: student sett-appraisal;
student's appraisal of her staff nurse role model; perceived interpersonal styles of the student
and of her staff nurse role model; perceived autonomy of the student and of her staff nurse
role model. The relationships among these measures and changes occurring in students over
the duration of the course (toward greater similarity to staff nurse role models in work values
and professional interpersonal perceptions) were exarrined.
Finally, findings of the proposed study are clsaJssed within the context of reciprocal
I

'

detennlrlism. A reciprocal deterministic interpretation of findings distinguishing among three
subgroups within a profession, and the persistence of these differences despite historical
efforts at rapprochement, is offered. Findings demonstrated that leaming occurs through role
modeling and that this learning can be interpreted within the contexts of reciprocal
determinism and research regarding the importance of the quaDty of the relationship between
students and their role models. The results of this research project provide a further
articulation and refinement of the reciprocal determinism paradigm; contnbute to the further
definition of learning by role modeHng; demonstrate a unique application of the Repertory
Grid methodology; suggest further applications and adaptations of the Repertory Grid
methodology; suggest extensions of this research toward predictive findings; offer
instructional implications for learning situations in which learning by role modeling is an
intended outeome, and pose a number of questions for further research.

CHAPTERU

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Literature representative of five topics relevant to .the study of learning by role
modeling is reviewed here: reciprocal determinism, modeling/role modeling, parallels
between the role model-student relationship. and the p&fChotherapist-client relationship,
mentoring/precepting and the nursing profession.

EactJ topic is presented as a

separate

subsection.
The reciprocal deterministic perspec1Ne. is explained and applied to the process of
learning occurring through role modeling. A.reciprocal deterministic analysis of differences
among faculty, studer;it and staff

nursc:t. ,me11tor groups is

offered. The relationship of the

reciprocal deterministic perspective to the peculiar instrumentation (the Worls Values Inventory
and the Rote Model Repertory Grid) of the study is also described. Modeling and role
modeling are defined within the context of the reciprocal determinism model and previous
research findings are presented. The point is made (in some cases explicitly by other
researchers) that little investigation of the process of learning by modeling and rote modeling
has been conducted in complex naturalistic settings. The applicability of the specialized
social interaction used in the reciprocal teaching method to the learning situation studied in
the present investigation is identified. The importance of role modeling in professional
socialization in nu~ing is discussed. A mnnber of parallels between the role model-student
relationship and the psychotherapist.client relationship are identHied and discussed.
Modeling has been employed ,xtensively in therapy by Albert Bandura. Beyond this

11
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however, reported determinants of success In psychotherapy regardless of the specHic
therapeutic mode used have Rl.lch In common with elements reported to be in1>0rtant to the
success of learning by role modeling. Certain general goals of therapy are simBar to the goals
of the learning by role modeling situation which serves as the theoretical context for this
study: increased self-direction and self-confidence. Issues raised regarding appropriate
concerns and methodology for the study of psychotherapy and behavioral change are
presented because of their relevance to the present investigation. Role modeling is
considered to be a very important component of mentorship and preceptorship. The use of
these two approaches in nursing education is described. Discussion of the nursing
profession centers around reported differing perspectives between nurse educators and
nurses whose primary role function is patient care. Ways In which the process of learning by
role modeling might be useful in reconciling these differences and contributing to the
development of nursing as a profession are discussed.
This combined body of literature related to reciprocal determinism, modeling/role
modeling, parallels between the role model-student relationship and the psychotherapist client relationship, mentoring/precepting and the nursing profession creates an overall
framework for the investigation at hand. SpecHic findings reported regarding each of the five
topics reviewed in this chapter were incorporated in the development of the Role Model
Repertory Grid.

Becjprocal Qeterrojnjsm

Albert Bandura (1978, p. 346) presents a social learning model of l'K.lman behavior
which asserts that, "behavior, internal personal factors, and environmental influences all
operate as interlocking determinants of each other.• He expresses this relationship
diagranvnatically as shown In Figure 3 and terms this perspective reciprocal determinism.
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Personal Factors

/~

Behavior + - - - - - + Environmental
Factors

The reciprocal deterministic perspective is distinct from other formJlations of human
behavior by describing behavior as an Influence on personal and environmental factors--"an
interacting determinant, not a detached byproduct that plays no role in the production
process." (Bandura, 1983). From the reciprocal deterministic viewpoint behavior, personal
factors and environmental factors are considered to be direct influences upon one another.
Therefore, reciprocal determinism affords a person (i.e., personal factors) a more active role in
the process and the importance of feedback among determinants (personal factors, behavior
and environmental factors) is emphasized. Bandura conceptualizes the effects of these
determinants upon one another as occurring reciprocally over time rather than all acting upon
one another simultaneously at a given point in time (Phillips and Orton, 1983; Bandura,
1983).

Reciprocal determinism is a useful framework .for the study of learning by modeling.
The modeling situation, an environment which an individual may enter to learn, can be
conceptualized as itself containing the determinants personal factors, behavior and
environmental factors, as shown In Figure 4.
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Figure 4. BeQnmca! Qeterrninilm in the Mocteliog Sltuatkm

In Figure 4, P represents the personal (including cognitive) factors associated with an
individual who enters a modeling situation in order to team from a human model. B represents
the behavior of this individual who enters the modeling situation. The modeling situation Is
represented by E and can be considered to contain: the personal factors associated with
other persons in the environment, one of whom is the designated model (P 1); the behavior of
other persons, including that of the designated model (81). and non-person environmental
factors which are a part Of the modeling situation (E1).
Williams (1982) supplies an example in discussing the way in whioh a pr.otessional
aspiring to leadership positions might develop the charisma requisite to this progress. "Such
'charismatic' .competence is created by a process· of exposure to specialized tasks tn a
supportive environment wherein role models (mentors) can be observed at close range and
where feedback is provided.• (WIHiams, 1982, p. 3). She cites Graen and cashman's (1975)
findings describing· some specific reaources which a leader might distribute differentlally
favoring particular subordinates to whom the leader wished to provide opportunities to
practice modeled leadership behavior: "talk· assignments, especially non-routine tasks;
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hecessary lnfonnatlon; support and a personal relationship; intervention to alter the
consequences of a subordinates- actions; opportunities for participation in decision making;
vtslbillty. ... A subordinate...can

~

wlh time and energy; greater respond>illty and

risk taking; concern for the success of the entire unit or organization: and loyalty and support
of the leaders.• (Williams, 1982, p.. 5). The points made by Wiliams underline the Importance
of: a reciprocal feedback process; the active roles played by model and learner; the model-

1eamer relationship, and a supportive environment.

The effect of persons as a· part of the modeUng environment was investigated by
Dalme (1988) in a study of nursing studenls' preferences for llJf'Sing faculty and nursing staff
role models. She asserts that -ahe positive or negative character of developing identity is
determined more by enVin>nmental lntluences·that by Inherent per&onal~ struc:tur& • (p. 36)
and that the student cuttu,._i.e., effect of peers as a part of the

envtronment~Wtdences

the

transmission of the values of nursing faculty and nursing stan to nursing students. Bandura's
(1973) description of the component subprocesses in the social leaming analysis of

observational learning emphasizes the Importance of feedback In shaping a learner's
matching performance of modeled events.
· Reciprocal determinism was chosen as a framework for this study because of the
emphasis placed upon the active role of the individual person and feedback and because It Is
useful in accounting for differences between the nurse faculty and staff nurse subgroups
within the nursing profession.
The learner plays an active rote in the modeling situation when working closely with a
role model The learner Incorporates messages about the moders role in the setting, indirectly
experiences the role through observation and gradually acquires parts of the model's role-

not totally Integrating or rejecting the moder& role, but evolving his own role (DouvlUe, 1983).
Whether or not an individual accprn speclic modeled events is related in part to his estimate
of his ability to match the perfonnanc& 4Lt•. his self.efficacy with respect to the particular
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behavior) and the functional value which he beleves the behavior wDI serve for him (Bandura.
1977a. 1977b). T"'8 relationship between model and learner can be considered parallel to the.
therapist-client relationship. Strupp (1986) suggests that educational situations, as well as
parenting, are more appropriately used as situations analogous to therapy than is the
traditionally used medical model. It is likely that some of the client (i.e., person) factors related
to change in all approaches to psychotherapy, such as hope for improvement, seH-efficacy,
autonomy. self-direction and self-trust.(Mahoney, 1982) may have parallels in a modeling
slluation which Is of an educational rather than 1herapeutic nature.
New models of human cognition 8f11)hasize the active and instrumental role of the
person participating in an ongoing exchange· with the environment through cognition and
behavior (Mahoney, 1983). One of these approaches, motor theories, combines feedback
and feedforward mechanisms. FaedfOIWard mechanisms are ooncemed wtth active cognitive
restructuring anc;i elaboration as compared with the sett-regulating or equilibrium restoring
connotations of feedback (Mahoney, 1983). Reciprocal feedback functions in the
professional soc:ialization process in the socializer-socializee relationship (Conway, 1978:
Hurley, 1978; Schorr, 1978; Styles, 1982; Mayer, 1983). Continuous feedback is an
important element of the preceptor-student relationship (Henneman, 1983), which Is a
professional socialization experience for the student in the context of the professional
education program
Reciprocal teaching (Resnick, 1985; Brown and Campione, 1986) employs
specialized social interaction between teacher and learner. The teacher models expert
performance and supports the learner in gradual mastery.

The teacher provides feedback

specificaHy tailored to the learners' needs and based upon learner responses. The learner is
encouraged to assume an active role in leaming and accept progressively greater
responsibility for performance. Raported experience with reciprocal teaching includes
elements not directly related to the leal'Qing by role modeling context of the present
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investigation: the student assuming the teacher role at intervals in a peer group. and the
incorporation of feedback from the student group into the learning process (Resnick. 1985;
Brown

and~.

1986). Nevertheless, the specialized social interaction taking place

between student and role model, particularly the

r~

feecl>ack with contiflJOUI

individualized adjustments and PJQQressively increasing responsl>lllty of the studer:it see~
to be the: same social process which takes place in reciprocal teaching.
Reciprocal detennlnism offers some explanation for differences between nurse
faculty and nurses whose primary responsi>ilily is patierc care. Each group uses a different
value system to evaluate nursing performance (Smith, 1965; Kramer, 1974; Schorr, 1978). In
general, faculty take a more Idealized and indiYldualized perspective. This value system, in the
reciprocal deterministic view, is a part of personal factors. The value system partially
detennines behavior and also is partially daiermined by behavior. The outcomes of the
behavior are

experience~

by the person as either satisfying or unpleasant. When satisfying,

the value system may be strengthened; unpleasant ~comes may result in questioning or
changing the value system. The environment contributt!s to, or partially detennines whether
'

outcomes are satisfying or unpleasant. Tha response of other persons in the environment
and the privileges or material goods which may be consequences of behavior influence the
persistence of the behavior, and reciprocally, the behavior may act on the environment to
change the environment to a context more appropriate for the behavior. The value system
and other personal factors partially determine the environment by contributing through the
value system of the interpersonal environment, to the decision making process about what
rewards will be available for what behaviors.

Within the environment the major goals of activities taking place heavily influence the
values and behaviors which wiU be rewarded. H the goal of one environment Is education of
nursing Students and the goal of another JS to provide oorsing care, different values and
behaviors may be perpetuated in

e~

environment. The fact that education is often
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eonsiderecl to be for Mure practice while provision of care of necessity deals with present

practice accentuateS differenc;es between the two endeavors.
A person may choose a particular environmenl because the value system to be found
and reinforced there is In close comtSpOndence to his own, or he may seek a new sluatton
hOping to change some of his vaues along the lines of what he expects win be supported· in
the situation he chooses. These relationships are represented in Figure 5.

Ejgyrt 5, Perpetuating a Group Value System; A Rec)procaf Deterministic lnter,pretatioo

p

"'--•---da:-larB

As long as a choice exists for the Individual between two environments, each with a
different value system, the individual IS likely to choose the environment which will best
support his values and value his skDls or make adjustments in his valueS and skills so that they
are in hannony with his environment. This tends to perpetuate the two value systems rather
than leading to one unified value system integrating the two.
Therefore, given that which Is tepOl'led above, reciprocal determinism appears to
provide an appropriate integrative fra~rkforthis study. It supplies a theoretical basis for
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·1n1erpretlng differences among the three groups who are the subjects: nursing faculty
members, nursing students, and staff rurse role models of nursing students. This application

or reciprocal detenntnism Is shown In Figure 5. Further, essential aspects of the process of
learning by modeling Include active roles of the learner and the model, feedback between
these individuals and a supportive environment. These are also iq>ortant features of the

reciprocal detennlnistic perspective of human behavior. Finally, the reciprocal detenntnlstfc
perspective ·supports the selection of· the Instruments used In this study: a portion of the
Work V•tues Inventory and the Role. Model Repertory Grid. Measuring work values and
comparing results among the three groups of subjeCts yields lnformalion about some of the
personal factors which each group

btings to 1he teaming situation. Changes in the work

values of students over the duration of the experience in learning by role modeling can be
discussed in the context of the effects of the learning environment (which as shown in Figure
4, contains personal factors associated with the model and the behavior of the model). The

Role Model Repertory Grid provides lnfonnation a.bout how subjects discriminate among
significant individuals in the professional environment on the basis of given characteristics.
Thus, It identifies personal factors {in the form of dlseriminations about significant individuals)
which are associated with each group of subjects. Comparison of selected ratings of the
significant individuals provided in the Role Model Repertory Grid identifies ways in which
faculty members perceive their immediate supervisors differently from ways In which staff
nurse role models perceive their immediate supervisors, suggesting that each group may
receive positive feedback for different behaviors. Since each subject rates "myself" on the
same characteristics as the signricant individuals provided, It is possible to determine which of
the significant lndMduals the subject perceives to be most Ike •myself.• Students rate their

staff nurse role models on the given characteristics. which permits identification of ways In
which students perceive thernselVes

as bec:oming

more like their role models over the

duration of the course. Reciprocal determinlsmwould interpret such changes on the part of
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Students as a resul of the r~ flnraction of the personal factors the student brought to
the sttuation with the students' behavior In· the situation and the environment (Including

personal factors associated wilh the IOle model and the behavior of the role model). Given
characteristics upon which subjects rate themselves and significant incllv1duals include
characteristics which are important In the reclprocal determinillic perspective, such as
elements of self-efficacy (sel-confidence, assunng responsibility for own actions, personal
power, Self-direction, efficienoy, leadership), rapport wlh others, supportiveness, flexlblity

and declSion making based on problem fJOlvinl
upon institutional rules). That

said~·

tas· c0ntrasted wilh dedsiOn making based

reciprocal determinism appears to be a formulation

particularly well suited to the study of learning by role modeling.

ModeHng/Bote Modeling

Bandura and his associates have procl.rced extensive research on the subject of
modeling (Bandura, 1977b). Modeling is differenliated from imitation (a concept more lmited
and focused upon motor behaviors) and identification (a concept more diffuse and difficult to
address empirically) (Bandura, 1977b). The active role of the observer and of cognition are
essential In the process of learning by modeling. The component subprocesses in the social
learning analysis of observational learning in<*Jde encoding and rehearsal by the observer
and stress the Importance of feedback and the motivational value of anticipated outcomes of
behavior rather than reinforcement (Bandura and Jeffrey, 1973). Some of Bandura's specific
findings in relation to modeling include: the power to control rewards on the part of a model Is
related to increased imitation of that model and outweighs same sex imitation (Bandura, Ross
and Ross, 1963); general patterns of social behavior, such as moral judgment, can be
aCCJJired through modeling (Bandura· and· McDonald, 1968); observers of low intelligence,
having feeUngs of incompetence,·foW Sd-esteem and who have been frequently rewarded
for imitated ·responses are more .Ulleptlble to modeling effects (Bandura, 1977b);
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acquisition of behavior can be accomplished more quickly with a model; observed outcomes
of behavior of a rmdel are effective ia strengthening or weakening ilhl>Jtion of the response
by an observer and facilitating the response by the observer, and usuaty outweigh the effects

of model characteristics such as high prestige, power, intelligence and competence
(Bandura, 1977b); the observer's assessment of his abDity to reach certain outcomes is of
critical impOrtance (Bandura, 19778).

Other researchers have demonstrated: Interaction. of gender of observer. attrl:Jution
of success with the experimental task and gender of the model among college men and
women (Severance and Gottsegen, 1977); the superioriJY of a.modelinglrole playing teaching
method over lecture/discussion in the training .of college student mental health
paraprofessionals in interpersonal techniques (Teevan and Gabel, 1978); modeling and
interactive operations collaborate in determining

t~

character of aggressive expression:

among first and second grade boys, observation ~ve information regarding the setting and
context of behavior and the acts of peers were powerful in th~ regulation of behavio~ (Hall and
Cairns, 1984). Wager (1979) states that human models are one of the strongest influences on
attitude formation and change, having more

l9ta! impact on behavior change than direct

experiences. He suggests that It is very reinforcing to learn through modeling because
mistakes and consequent punishment can be avoided.
Most previous research oonceming modeling has: taken place in limited experimental
settings; dealt mostly with

inconseque~I

experimental tasks, perfonnance of which is readily

measured by a behavioral checklist approach, and concentrated upon school age children as
subjects. The requirement of a novel stimulus (having extremely low to zero probability of
occurring under the. stiD'IJlus conditions) to demonstrate a matching performance of. modeled
events (Bandura. 1977b) has indicaled the choice of the laboratory setting for modeling
research. However. Bandura has ·himS,d. suggested that: there is probably a greater

reinforcemel'lt effect with self-selected ~la and duration of exposure than with controlled
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single or multiple models (1966); the laboratory findings may not be generalizable to cor11>1ex
functional behaviors in more naturalistic settings (1977b); more venturesome and talented
obServers are lkely to derive greater benefit from ob8ervlng exemplary models (1977b)"
Little research has been done using ldeafized models whose behavior has a high
utiDtarian value (Bandura, 1977b). Previous research in more naturalistic settings which has
compared modeling with other teaching or therapeutic methods has not explored correlates

of effective modeHng processes. The research reported here aimed to study modeling and Its
correlates in a field setting.
Role modeling is a form of learning by modeling which occurs naturally in the
socialization process. Role modeling is used as a leaming method in professional and
vocational education programs and is considered to be a means by which minorities might
prepare for fuffer participation in society (WiUlams, 1982). Role modeling is usually defined as
presenting an example which others emulate (Haberlin, 1983; Stuart-Sidatl and Haberlin,
1983). This idea Is basic to most literature on the subject. Complementary defining
characteristics are that: a role model teaches by his actions (Murphy and Hammerstad, 1981);
a role model is one who is admired and inspires others to emulate his example (Werley and
Newcomb, 1983); a role model helps an incftvidual perceive himseH in a new role without
threatening the loss of the old role (Erickson, Tomlin and Swain, 1983); role models are
among the comparison group types of reference groups: an individual observes a role model
who possesses and displays a particular role and compares his observations with his own

performance to learn (Lum, 1978), and role modeling Is one means to produce change in a
social system: an individual may simply'inltiate a new behavior and others wm follow this lead
(Schmalenberg and Kramer, 1979). Though often mentioned in popular and professional
literature, role modeling is Infrequently discussed or examined. The term seems to be
commonly understood and "is often
process. As a resut, 1he idea that

assumed to involve an informal and almost mystical

one cahlotmalize the educational pn>cesS of the modeling
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relatiOnship is rarely consider8d or acted upon.• (WIUlams, 1982, p. 11 ). Haberlln (1983) states

th8I role modeling is an extremely affective mode of teaching, but that I 1s·one for which the

prospective role model cannot prepare (Haberlln, 1983). Wiiiiams (1982), however, asserts
th8I it is possible to learn to role model and to learn to learn from role models. She assumes
that "the effectiveness of rote model relationships varies as a function of how the two persona
1n the situation approach the relationship, the degree to which they are cognizant of its forces,

and the extent to which they understand the psychological factors involved.• (Wiiiiams, 1982,

p. 11).
Role modeling has long been an important concept in nursing education
(Backenstose, 1983; Bergeron, 1983). Nurse faculty members serve as role models for
nursing students (Archer and Fleshman, 1981: Meyer, 1983). Dalrne (1983) found that faculty
members were the most frequent choice for role models by second year (senior) nursing
students. First year students more often chose other nurses in the clinical setting or
expressed no preference for role models. Dalme notes that professional identity is the only

new ingredient (among sex, ethnic and social identity) added for synthesis into personal
identity in late adolescence. She indicates that staff nurses also become significant referents
of behavior for students late in their educational sequence.

Staff nurses are used in many nursing education programs as specifically designated
role models for students. Some of the intended outcomes of learning by role modeling
include: professionalism, self-responsibility, accountability, clinical expertise and peer
acceptance (Rowe. 1983); Criteria used by one nursing program for evaluating the rote
modeling perfonnance of the staff nurse In relation to the student Include: number of times
staff nurse and student meet together; nature of the exchange of feedback; opeMess of
communication and trust and how support is provided to the students
Exemplification is 1identified as

(Rowe,~1983).

one CC>n11Qnent of the professional socialization relationship

(Styles, 1982). Other components descrl>ed·ln Styles' formulation relate to aspects of the
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modeling relationship and process: identllcation, appraisal (feedback), Instruction, sanction

and collaboration. The socializer. « IOle model, •acquaints the socializee with tacit and explicit
values of the work environment and asalsts her to an adjustment which preserves our rrutual
professional values.• (Styles, 1982. p. 207).
Role modeling Is considered to be Important for professional and career develOpment
beyond basic educational preparation in nursing. •As a professional role model, each nurse
has an impact

on the

profession and··the environment.• (Chaska, 1983,

p. 875). Newly

graduated nurses and· nurses newly employed by parttcular il"l$tltotions are often placed tn
obServational teaming situations to team priorly setting, deCiston making, delegation of tasks
and comn1Jnicatlon skills (Murphy and Hammerstad, 1981). Staff nurses, as well as students,

need exemplary role models (MacPhail, 1983). The role model function appears in job
descriptions of raarse managers and Clinical Nurse Specialists. Graduate students· In nursing
are expected to serve as role models (Glass and Coleman, 1983) and nursing faculty are
advised to be role models regarding the use and practice of nursing research In the clinical
setting (MacPhaH, 1983). Tumminia (1981) notes that there are few male nurse faculty role
models available for male students of nursing. The great interest in role modeling as a means
of professional development in nursing and the practice of designating nurses to function as
role models for specific· students makes nursing a particularly meaningful context within which
to study the role modeling relationship.

Parallels between the Bole Mocfel·SlYdent Be!atjonshlp and the Psychotherapist-Client

Belatjonshjp
The change in an individuars behavior, knowledge, sklls, values or attitudes which
occurs following a relationship wlh

a model can be

seen

as parallel to change in these

attributes following a psychotherapeude retatlon8hip. Bandura (1977b) has used modeling as
a form of therapy in the treatment of Individuals suffering from phobias. There are
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·components related to change in psychotherapy which are shared by all forms of therapy: an
emotionally charged, confiding relationship with a helping person; a healing setting: a
rationale, conceptual scheme or myth shared by patient and therapist; active ~ation of
patient and therapist in a ritual; experience of success for the patient, to combat
demoralization; patient's self-appraisal as one capable of i"1>f'Ovement; patient's appraisal ,t
therapist as one who can help (Frank, 1982). Frank states that the cleterminanls of success in
psychotherapy are in the patient/therapist relationship and not in the procedure (1982).
Bandura (19na) uses the concept of seJf~ICaCY (one's estimate of his ablty to perform in a
particular way) as an integrative framework which explains and predicts changes occurring in
various modes of therapy. Sett-efficacy has been criticized as indistinct from the individual's
perceptions of probable ~comes of behavior (Eastman and MarziUier, 1$84). However, the
present investigation did not address

t~t

problem, but explored

relat~

of both self-

confidence regarding performance and outcomes of performance to teaming by role
modeling. Change .in ther;apy is also. described as reconstructions of personal meaning rather
than return to equilibrium:

a f eedforward (active restructuring through exchange with the

environment) process which interplays with feedback (Mahoney, 1982). Mahoney (1982)
emphasizes the role of hope in therapy and that a desired outcome of therapy is the
individual's increased appreciation for his

own resources. Gendlin (1986)

asserts~

the

subprocesses and microprocesses of psychotherapies cut across different therapeutic
methods and are relevant in situations other than the therapeutic setting. The learning by role
modeling situation appears to be such ;t situation. Psychotherapy has been defined as the
creation of an interpersonal context (characterized by accep~. warmth, eq,athy, respect,
and caring) in which therapeutic learning oca.rs (Strupp, 1986). "The therapist becomes a
better mentor than the significant figures .e>f the patient's past •••• and counteracts learning
which occurred in previous unsatist•onuelatic>nships (Strupp. 1986, p•. 123)~
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The relationship between role model and learner Is viewed as critical (Wiiiams, 1982).

Training in the helping relationship, coachklg and giving feedback Is provided as a part of one
program preparing preceptors (Murphy and Hammerstacl, 1981). A role model for a l'l.lrsing
student must demonstrate excenence in nursing practice (Atwood, 1979; Clark, 1981;
Murphy and Hammerstad, 1981; Walters, 1981; WoH, 1982; Backenstose, 1983; Maes,
1983; Stuart·SidaR, 1983) and professional commitment (Murphy and Hammerstad, 1981;
Backenstose, 1983; Bergeron. 1983; Stuart-Sidall, 1983). Other characteristics of the role
model, the student and the role modeling relationship which are frequently cited are similar to
components of the psychotherapeutic relationship. The themes of sel-efficacy and building a
sense of seH-worth and control are indicated in the importance of: the role model encouraging
student autonomy (Backenstose, 1983; Douville, 1983; .Maes, 1983; Stuart•Sidall. 1983); the
student maintaining control over the fuffillment of learning objectives {Votroubek, 1983); seldirectiveness on the part of the student (Walters, 1981; Backenstose, 1983; Douville, 1983;
Maes, 1983) and on the part of the role model (WoH, 1982; Maes, 1983). Active participation
in the relationship by the role model (Clark, 1981; Walters, 1981; Backenstose, 1983;
Bergeron, 1983; Stuart-Sidall, 1983) and by the student (Douville, 1983) is described as
enthusiasm for the learning process. Certain elements of the communication style of the rote
model are considered important: tact (Douville, 1983); receptivity (Douville, 1983; Werley,
1983); problem-solving style (Murphy and Hammerstad, 1981); communication at the
student's level (Henneman, 1983), and good rapport with coueagues (Stuart-SidaU, 1983).
Flexibility is seen as an important characteristic of the role model (Walters, 1981 ; Bergeron,
1983; Douville, 1983; Henneman, 1983). The role model-student relationship is described as
supportive (Clark, 1981; Murphy and Hammerstad, 1981; Wahers, 1981; StyleS, 1982;
Backenstose, 1983; Haberlin, 1983; Stuart·$idall, 1983). Role modeling allows students to
take risks In a protective environment (Archer and Fleshman, 1981). The accepting,
supportive nature of the role of therapist Is similar to the elements of comn11nication style,
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·suPport and ftexl>llty. The feedback and feedforward mechanisms In therapy are present In
the effective role modeling relationship as: continuous feedback (Henneman, 1983);
objective appraisal of student performance (Bergeron. 1983; Douvlle, 1983); wlmngness to
share (Walters. 1981; Bergeron, 1983; Dowl1e. 1983; Maes. 1983); ability of the role model
to manage questions and opinions of the student (Clark, 1981 ); the role moders disclosure of
his cognitive processes. strategies, motives and feelings and the student's request for this
disclosure (Schmatenberg and Kramer, 1979; Haberlin, 1983}; the role mode1'8 emphasis
upon problem solving as opposed to recaff (Backenstose, 1983); the role moders use of
examples (Stuart-Sidall, 1983); use of a demoaatic versus paternalistic process by the role
model (Williams, 1982). Williamsi (1982) instructional program for leaming to leam from role
models includes the· teamer reviewing role modeling influences in his family and personal
history--a process which feedforwards (restructures) past experiences for use in the present
context.
The increased sense of self-worth, confidence, self-direction, coping skms. and
control which are ·desired outcomes of therapy have counterparts In leaming outcomes
1

attributed to role modeling relationships: professional maturity, confidence, organization skDls
(Chickerella and Lutz, 1981); stress management, interdisciplinary relationships In the clinical
setting, attitudes toward work, clientel8 and community affairs, and Integration of personal and
professional life (Douville, 1983); hard work and discipline, dedication to the job,
independence, honesty, persistence, 1•cttulness (Fagan and Fagan, 1983); professional
roles, values, attitudes and expedations (Wer1ey and Newcomb, 1983).

Viewing the student-rote ·model ·telationship and the client-therapist relationship as
parallel, certain issues raised concerning the study of psychotherapy and behavioral change

-h

have been taken into account In th9 desiOrt-ofthe present investigation. Gendlin (1986)
recommendS:

increased etTlphaiS

interaction process betWeen

9'xPkritory studies; recognition and study of the

Pati•nt and Wrapltft rather th8n variables associated with
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patients and with therapists

separate~;

that dimensions of the person (cognition, feeling,

imagery, behavior) be studied together and that dimensions of therapy (chemical, social,
psychological) be controlled and Sludled together rather than isolated. since dimensions
naturally occur together: comparing aaccesses with faillres within a given therapy rather than
comparing treatment with control groups so that research findings may be used to Improve
success rates rather than to assert superiority of one therapeutic mode over anc>ther, or over
no therapy; and separating the process of therapy from the outcomes of therapy. Strupp
(1986) also •mphasizes the in1>0rt.ance of interperaonal interaction, noting that interpersonal

and procedural factors may oot De separable, ud cautions that focusing on outcomes can be
problematic since healthy adjustment is continually in process and may not be accurately
represented by

a measurement taken at a given point in time. The present investigation

addressed the foregoing concerns in several ways. The study reported here was exploratory
in nature: the investigation studied four general questions; the construction of the Role
Model Repertory Grid

inclu~d

informat-ion about the teaming by role modeling experience

which had been collected from students, staff nurse role models and faculty members in a
pilot study. The information was collected with open-ended questions so that the most salient
aspects of the e)f:perience. for the participants ~Id be ider;dlfied and represented on the
Role Model Repertory Grid. Data analysis included exploratory techniques: responses to175
items per subject were placed selectively in various combinations, evaluated for the
appropriateness of the combinations and used as variables. Although variables associated
with students and with role models were. used in the analysis, variables associated with their
relationship (interpersonal styles and student's appraisal of the role model) were also used. By
constructing and studying the variat>Je: change In the student over the. duration of the
leaming by role modeling experience toward greater similarity to the role model, a situation
parallel to co"'*'1g successes and falJu• in therapy was created. A control group was not

used, as the purpose of the study wu ~•>eplQre .-ad describe the learning by role modeling
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·experience and not to compare I to ol'ler modes of learning. WhDe the outcome of change in
the student was used in the analysis. process variables (interpersonal styles and student's
appraisal of role modeQ concemlng the student-role model relationship were also considered.
Findings of the present lnvestigatiOn are applicable for defining areas of focus in a more
process oriented Investigation of learning by role modeling.
Many of the characteristics (a supportive relationship which facBates learning goals)
and outcomes (gains in seH-confidence and functional skiffs) of the effective
psychotherapeutic relationship which are cited above are presented in literature related to
mentoring and precepting as desirable characteristics and outcomes.

Mentorjngtpreceot!ng
Role modeling is a component of mentorshlp (Vance, 1979; WiDiams, 1982; Werley
and Newcomb, 1983). In addition to serving as a role model, the mentor: grooms his prot,ge
by providing special learning opportunities (Williams, 1982); is an experienced adult who
befriends and guides the less experienced (Fagan and Fagan, 1983); is a teacher, promoter
and door opener (Vance, 1982). Mentorshlp is a type of role phenomenon which can be
subsumed under the concept of socialization (Werley and Newcomb, 1983).
Mentorship in nursing has been identified as an important process for improving the
preparation of newly graduated nurses (Schorr, 1978) and for clarifying the identity of the
nursing profession In the future (WoH, 1982). Studies of mentorship within the nursing
profession have shown that mentoring as a part the career development of leaders in the
profession exceeds that found among influentials in the business world (Vance, 1982) and
that nurses, as compared with police and teachers, report closer identlieation with mentors
and greater satisfaction with the experience (Fagan and Fagan, 1983). Nurses credited the
mentoring process with: gain in self-C::Onfldence; leaming technical expertise, interpersonal
work relationships and understanding 'Of· the administration, of the hospital; providing a
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.someone (in the person of th& mentor) who listened to ideas and encouraged creativly

(Fagan and Fagan, 1983).
Preceptorship is another learning process used in nursing which incorporates R>le
modeling. Preceptorship .does not ~ the introduction to the professional network.
specifie career guidance, direct support and assistance which a mentor supplies to a prot8g8
over time (Werley and Newcont>, 1983). It is a more narrowly c:leflned clinical teaching role of a
shOrter duration in which a practicing oorse role model works with a learner. In addition to the
role model component, precepting includes the roles of resource person and supervisor
(Haberlin, 1983; Schubert, 1983); designer of Instruction (Haberlin, 1983) and faciHtator of
the studenfs goals and objectives (Henneman, 1983). The preceptor helps the student
apply intellectual learning to the realities of the work situation (TumbuH, 1983).
The preceptor role has received national attention in nursing (TurnbuH, 1983). It iS
employed in schools of nursing (Chickerella and Lutz, 1981; Clark, 1981; Walters, 1981 ;
Peterson, 1983; Stuart·Sidall and Haberlin, 1983; Turnbull, 1983) where It offers the
advantage of more economical use of faculty time; increased professional credibility. by
allowing time for faculty involvement in direct patient care, research and consultation and
nursing staff involvement in education; preparation of students for future mentor roles
(Backenstose, 1981). Staff development, inservice education and continuing education for
nurses are also using preceptorships for learning purposes (May, 1980; Boyer, 1981; Murphy
and Hammerstad, 1981; Walters, 1~1 ). Benner (1984) recommends strengthening
preceptor efforts for neophyte nurses and hypothesizes (based on her research which has
identified a qualitative difference in thinking between higher and lower levels of expertise in
nursing performance) that the most appropriate preceptor for the advanced beginner might
be the competent nurse, who (in Benner!s model) has not yet progressed to the stages at
which the qualitative difference eJCists: proficient and expert. Nurse extemships, which are
summer employment opportunities in patient care tor .._.rsing students immediately before
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the senior year of their colegiale rmrslng program, make use of preceptors for teaching and
supervision.
From that which has been reported above, I can be seen that mentoring and
precepting are 1wo

exa~es

of the· use of role models In the nursing profession. S1y1es

(1982) suggests that a variety of other supportive modes of socializer-socialzee relations~

are possible and should be explored. However, for the purpose of present investigation only
the merttoring and preceptlng modes have been deDneated beeause of their emphasis upon
role modeling.

Context Of The

SW<tY: Jbe Nucsjog PmfessJon

Nursing education today reflects a move from apprenticeship training into the arena of
academic preparation, but there is concern as to how to· combine the elements of clintcal
nursing experience and coHege education without compromiSing the quality of either
(Peterson, 1983). In general, many nursing department administrators, and many newly
graduated nurses as well, haVe felt that the clinical nursing experience provided in the basic
education program is insufficient to prepare the new graduate to function adequately in the
work setting. Nurse educators have not necessarity disagreed, but have been of the opinion
that the basic educational program should not produce a finished product (i.e. an expert
nurse) but one who is ready to enter practice. During the past ten years schools of nursing
and nursing departments Whose function

Is to provide nursing care services In heatth care

agencies have developed programs, both separately and cooperatively to strengthen the
preparation of the new graduate for the work environment.
Evidence of differing perspeetive* 'betWeen nurse educators and nurses whose
primary function is prt>vldin~f nurslrig cant Is ·abUndant. Through content analysts of
perfonnance evaluations of nurslng·stdt>y;head nurses and of nursing students by nurse
educators, Smith (1965) found signliclntdlfterences In the expectations of head nurses and
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.nurse faa.alty. Head nurses

Plact4

greater emphasis upon: leadership. directivenesa,

obedience. conformity, cooperation,·appearance and coq>e>sure. Nurse educators stressed
sensitiveness, physical

supportiveness and cognitive skins. Benner (1984) reports little

consensus among oorse educators, newly graduated oorses and nursing service managers
regarding what the newly graduated ruse can,

cannot, should, and should not do.

In 1974, Kramer described a phenomenon called •reality shod<" which occurs when
the newly graduated oorse •~ri~ ....... qonlUct between the •school sut>t;:ulture• and the
•work subculture.•

Dominant values ot the school subculture are: comprehensive. total

patient care with individualization and family involvement; use of judgment, autonomy,
cognitive and deciSiOn making :skills. The wort< subculture values: providing safe care for all
the patients (as a group as compared with individuals); organization; efficiency; cooperation;
responsibility. The ·school •tre~es general role bahavior.s and principles, while the work
situation demands role specific beh•viors (Schmate11berg and Kramer, 1979). The
instructional program, The Path to BjcuttyraUsm developed by Kramer and Schmalenberg
(1977), has been widely.e;mployed ill nursing ~ols and llUrsing. departments to adQress
the conflict between school values and wq~ goals. BeMer (1984) describes the tension
between theory and practice as the tension between the use of rules to determine actions
and actions resulting from the lessons of experience.
Cason and Beck (1982) documented dissimilarities between graduate faculty and
practicing Clinical Nurse Specialists and b&twe•n graduate f acuity and nursing administrators
in the imp()rtance assigned to various, behaviors which are a part of the Clinical Nurse
Specialist role. Faculty placed more importance upon autonomy and accountability:
administrators valued collaboration and illerdependence more highly. Graduate students
resembled the Clinical Nurse Specialists al the beginning of their clinical experience. Qver the
course of .the academic year their ~of behaviors did not change significantly, but did
become even more like the Clinical Nurse Specialists In the relative Importance given to
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.varioUS behaviors. In addllon, faculty placed higher value on: self-evaluation; acceptance of
outcomes of own behavior and risk taking on behalf of the patient and less importance upon

patient ecklcatlon than other groups.
Although efforts have been made at rapprochemert between nursing education and

nursing service, ctlfenmces ramain an issue (Schorr, 1978; TurnbuU, 1983; Dolan, 1984).
MacPhail (1983) suggests that the practice environment Is in need of more question
inquiry, flexibility and independence of thought and action and less rigidity, conformity, N
and regulations and adherence to patterns wlhout scienllfic bases. Styles (1982) raises the
question of whether It is reasonable for the .practice setting to socialize students to a patient
focused role and for schools of nursing to aocialize students to the role of nursing in society In

a more general way.
Role mocteUng is proposed as a part of the solution to bridge the gap t>etween

nursing service and nursing education (Quint, 1967; Novak, 1983; Peterson, 1983)..Clinlcal
practice settings containing staff nurse role rmdels offer students an alternative to the faculty
ideal (Dalme, 1983). In settings in which unlicatlon models are in operation, each nurse's rote
requires performance (and modeHng) of practice, education, research and consultation
responsibilities (Clark, 1981). Kramer's research indicated that for the individual nurse, the
solutions to the conflict between school and work subcultures lay in developing one's

own

sources of positive feedback for whatever vwe system one wishes to retain (Kramer, et al.,
1972). This idea is supported in Bralto and Caston's (1983) findings that job satisfaction in
nursing is related to intrinsic reward systems and cohesiveness of the nursing unit. Role
modeling is a potential means of leaming'this conflict resolution mechanism. Benner (1984)
takes the position that as a result of experience, nurses al higher levels of expertise use
perceptual distinctions that cannot be grasped conceptuaty and therefore have difficulty In
making their knowledge explicft for learners. ·A clinical discipline needs expert clinicians to
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model this dynamic transaction between personal knowledge and the clinical situation.•
(Benner, 1984. p. 9)

Students need to have the opportunity to observe what it is they are expected to
emulate (Atwood. 1979; MacPhail. 1983). Nurse managers and n.trse faculty are not the best
available models for some aspects of the staff nurse role. A healthy balance of personal and
professional interests is an important model characteristic (Chaska, 1983).
Ei)eyond basic educational preparation for nursing, role modeling has been identified

as an iJY1)0l1ant ingredient in the preparation of nurse researchers (Mayer, 1983; Werley and
Newcomb, 1983), Clinical Nurse Specialists (Silis, 1983) and nursing leaders (Vance, 1982).
One particular formulation of a theory and paradigm for nursing considers role modeling as
central {Erickson, Tomun and Swain, 1983). It is predicted that •role modeling, preceptorship,
apprenticeship, mentor relationships - the whole gamut of interpersonal-intellectual dynamics
that characterize science and Its practitioners - will come with a steady growth of scholarship
and scientific investigation in nursing." (Werley and Newcomb, 1983, p. 215). Because the
ability to learn from role rnodels and the facilitation of learning by role modeling is important to
professional socialization and career development in nursing and the development of nursing
as a profession, further knowledge about the process of learning in this fashion will be useful
to the nursing profession.

Becapltutatjon

Reciprocal determinism was chOsen as the perspective of the present investigation
because it offered a means of describing influences at work in the situation in which learning
takes place by role modeling. and because.it provided an interpretation of the persistence of
differences in subgroups within a professional group. The major foci within this cognitive
social learning perspective are the active role played by the individual in cognitive
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restructuring and elaboration and the dynamic interplay of personal, environmental anct
behavioral factors in determining one anolher.
In the present investigation, modeling, specifically learning some aspects of a
particular profeSSional role through Intense exposure to a specific model, was studied in a
field setting. The use of more naturalistic settings and expert models has been recommended
as a means to advance knowledge 1n this area (Bandura, 1977b; Severance and Gottsegen,
1977; Mahoney, 1982).
Interestingly, there appear to be a number of parallels between the learner-role model
relationship In the· educational context and the psychotherapeutic relatio~. Modeling is
itself frequently used as a fonn of therapy (Bandura, 1977b). A person enters psychotherapy
with the expectation that some change will ocau facilitated by the relationship with a therapist.
A corresponding situation exists in the case where learning occurs by role modeling: a learner
enters the setting for close exposure to a human model with the expectation that he or she
will evolve a changed role which will incorporate his or her observations of the model. Some
components have been found to be related to change in psychotherapy, regardless of the
particular therapeutic mode (Frank, 1982; Mahoney, 1982). These components may have
parallels in the change which OCaJrs in learning through role modeling: the learner's appraisal
of self; the learner's appraisal of the role model; the ease and style of communication between
student and role model; the perceived autonomy of the student and the role model.
The nursing profession, which served as the context of this study has relied on forms
of role modeling for preparing students tor the practice of nursing. Two specific processes:
mentoring and precepting are receiving much attention in nursing as means of professional
development and education. Both of these processes have a signHicant role modeling
component.

As stated at the end of Chapter 1, the findings of this study should contribute to
knowledge in educational psychology by: expanding our knowledge base related to
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.reciprocal determinism: further defining learning through role modeling and its correlates,
outside of the laboratory setting; demonstrating an application of Repertory Grid
methodology; suggesting further applications and adaptations of Repertory Grid
methodology; suggesting extensions of this research toward predictive findings; offering
instructional implications for learning situations in which learning by role modeling is an
intended outcome. and posing a oomber of questions for further research. Findings may be
applicable not only In fonnal 'educational situations, but In social contexts in which role
modeling might be a means to development and advancement (WilliamS. 1982): speclfically In
assisting ethnic minorities and women to participate more fully in society.

CHAPTER 111

METHOD

Research OuesJjons
This study was designed to address the foDowing research questions:
1. What are the dlffesences among nursing students, nursing faculty and staff nurse role
models in terms of work values and perceptions of the professional interpersonal
environment?
2. What changes occur in nursing students' work values and perceptions of the professiQnal
interpersonal environment over the duration of an experience in learning by role
modeling?

3. Are there relationships among changes which occur in a nursing student over the duration
of an experience in learning by role modeDng and the work values and perceptions of the
professional interpersonal environment held by the student's staff nurse role model?
4. Are there relationships among changes occurring in nursing students over the duration of
an experience in learning by role modeUng and any of the following parameters?
a. student's self-appraisal
b. student'.s appraisal of her staff nurse role model
c.

perceived interpersonal styles of the student and of her staff nurse role model

d. perceived autonomy of the student and of her staff nurse role model

Subjects
Of the ninety-five subjects participating in this study, 48 were students; 36 were staff

nurse role models, and 11 were nursing faculty members. Nursing students were senior
I

nursing students in the latter half of the last semester of the program of a university school of
nursing and enrolled in the course (see Appendix A for course syllabus) which included the
learning by role rnodeUng experience component. Staff nurse role models were members of
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the n.nsing staff of a university medical center who were specifically designated. to serve as
•mentors" for nursing students in the course which included the learning by role modelng
experience component. A partia.dar role model was assigned for each individual student.
Nursing faculty were university faculty members responsible for teaching and clinical
supervision of the course which included the role modeDng experience component. At the
time of (jata coRection. these subjects were participating in a cDnical nursing course in which
each student worked with a specifically designated staff nurse role model (called •mentor"
within the context of the course) for an average of 33 hours per week over a five week period.
Fifty-two student-mentor pairs were participating in the course at a university medical center.
Seven nursing faculty members were providing the clnical instruction for the course at this
mecical center. Each faculty member related to a group of student-mentor pairs, r,anging from
four to ten pairs per faculty member and averaging eight pairs per faculty member. Faculty
members made rounds to the various clinical units to which students were assigned,
conferring with each student and mentor and providing clinical teaching and supervision.
Each faculty member met with her group of students for a two hour seminar each week.
For the purposes of the present investigation, learning by role modeling was
operationalized as a change in a nursing student's perceptions of the professional
interpersonal environment (assessed by The Role Model Repertory Grid) and work values
(assessed by the Worts yalyes loyemor:x) over the durat.ion of the intense exposure to a staff
nurse role model which occurred in the qtinical nursing course. A more complete definition of
leaming by role modeling would also include changes in behavior, knowledge, skills, and
attitudes acquired through observational learning. In the context of the study, the student
acquired knowledge through classes, readis:ags, and other experiences beside those which
included the role model. Nursing skills had ~en previously acquired by the student to a large
extent. Measuring nursing behaviors which might be novel for the student would have
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.created an unmanageable situation for data coUection. In addition it wouJd have been clfficul
to compare learning of newly acquired. behaviors across

a number of students since the

specific skills leamed might cflffer tor each individual student depending upon the nulling
specialty in which the clinical experience. took place. According to a reciprocal ctetermnilllc
perspective, behavior, in a more genera! sense, is influenced by personal factors such as
cognition and values. Perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment and wOlk

values acquired ck.Iring observation of a model are probably acquired through observation of
behavior more than thi_t>Ugh verbal explcation of these perceptions and values by the model

Banctura's (1973) criteria for a novel modeling stimulus was satisfied by the uniqueness of the
experience for the student of working full $hlfts,

a typical work schedule which includes

evenings, nights and weekends and exposure to a typical staff nurse patient assignment.
These experiences were not previously prQvided in an integrated fonn in the curri~"1· .The
student was continuously in the presence of a particularly designated staff nurse role model
throughout the experience.
Student-staff nurse. role model pairs worked together, rotating shifts, working
weekends, and assuming typical staff nurse responsibilities. The time lapse was
approximately five weeks and 168 hours of clinical experience from the onset to the
conclusion, From the reciprocal deterministic perspective, the experience would effect
environment (i.e., staff nurse role. modets and facuity) as weU as the students. Over a longer
time period, it might have been possible to observe some effect of the experience

upon

faculty and staff nurses, however because they were more professionally mature and
because the experience was not as ,unique for them as it was for the student, their
perceptions of the professional interpersonal and work values were not expected to be as
dramatically affected as the students'. The pilot study provided supportive evidence for
considering nurse faculty and staff nurse mentors stable in the perceptions and values under
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·consideration over the duration Of the leamfng by role modeling expedence. A similar
assu"1'fion has been made in previous research (Cason and Beck, 1982).
The ·school of nursing offerac:t the cpurse in clrical agencies other than the medical
center, However, It was only at the medical center that each student worked consistently with
the same mentor. Students and mentors working at other clinical sites were not included.
since It was anticipatad that the effect of an experience in learning by role modeling would be
more clearly demonstrated in a situation in which the Sludent interacted consistently with the
same staff nurse role model. Nursing
faculty
members who were proviclng clnical instruction
r
,
,,

at other cUnical sites were includac:t in an attempt to increase the number of subjects in the
faculty group such that comparison among the faculty, student and mentor groups would be
,

'

~

~

more meaningful.
Fifty-two students, 52 mentors, and 16 faculty members were Invited to participate in
the study. Data were contributed by: 48, or 92.3% of the students; 36, or 69.2% of the
mentors, and 11, or 68.8°/oof the faculty members. One hundred percent of the faculty
members who were teaching at the medical center contributed data. Most subjects were
White females. Approximate age, gender and racial composition of the sample is shown in
Table 1.
All faculty members held masters' degrees In r1.using; 36% were doctorally prepared.
Most of the staff nurse role models (85%) held baccalaureate degrees in nursing. Less than
ten per cent were masters' prepared and less than ten per cent held an associate degree or
diploma

as their highest level of educational preparation. Several of the staff nurse role

models were enrolled in masters' degree programs.
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Table 1, Age, Gender and Bacia! Characteristics of the Sanple
NlE(YEARS)

RACE

GENDER

Students
(n•48)

20-30
(most eal1y
20s)

98%female
(1 male)

98% White
(1 Latino}

Role Models
(n-36)

Late 20s to
mld30s
(3>40)

100%female

97%Whlte
(1 Black)

Faa.ilty
(n•11)

30sto 40s
(1>60)

1OOOk female

91% White
(1 Asian)

As Table 2 shows, the majority of the subjects were working in medical or surgical
cfinical areas, including general units, critical care areas, the operating rooms, and specialty
units such as the bone marrow transplant unit and the bum unit Twenty-two per cent were
working in community or mental health oriented settings including the emergency room, the
comrrunity nursing service of the medical center, and the psychiatric care unit The remaining
15% were working in maternal and child health areas, including obstetrics, pediatrics and the
neonatal and pediatric intensive care units, The numbers of students, mentors and faculty
members in the clinical specialty categories of medical-surgical, community and mental health,
and maternal and child is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Clinical Spedafty Categorit$ of the Sarrple

GROUP

MEDICAL,.SURa1cAL

COMMUNITY AND
MENTAL HEALTH

MATERNAL
AND CHILD

TOTAL

Students
(n-48)

32

10

6

48

Role Models
(n-36)

23

7

6

36

5

4

2

11

80

21

14

95

Faculty
(n-11)
Total
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1.ostrumentation
Instruments used in this study were a portion of the Worls Values lovemory (Super.
1970) and the specially construded Role Model Repertory Grid. One year prior to data
collection for this study. the investigator conduded a pilot study in order to refine the
Instruments to be used. Subjeds for the pilot study were the students, mentors and faculty
members who were participating In the clnical nursing course at that time. Eighty-four
subjects contributed data to the pilot study: 43 students; 35 mentors, and six faculty
members.

Work Values Inventory
The Worts Values Inventory (Appendix F) was adniristered In its entirety to subjects In
the pilot study. This Instrument has been widely tested by its author Donald Super (1970). It
measures •satisfactions which men and women seek in work and the satisfactions whleh may

be the concomitants or outcomes of work.· (Super, 1970 p. 4). The subject rates 45 Items on
a five point scale indicating the importance the subject places upon each of the 45 possible
satisfactions Usted. The task requires ten to 15 minutes. Scoring procedures yield a score for
each subject on 15 dimensions of work values, each composed of three hems. These
dimensions are: altruism; aesthetics; creativity; intelledual stimulation; achievement;
independence; prestige; management; economic return; security; surroundings; supervisory
relations; associates; way of Ufe; variety. :
Super (1970) reported reDability coefficients ranging from .74 to .88 (median .83) over
a two week time Interval with

99 tenth 91'8ders. Validity stucies have Involved correlations of

Worts Values Inventory clmensions with scales of Strong's \focatjonal lotnst Btants, the
Kyder Preference Record and the Agpon-Yernon-Lindsey Stydy

Of

Values.·· Social

desirablfrty_ has been shown to inflate alttui$m·responses and lower independence responses
(Super, 1970).
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In an attempt to reduce the data to groupings of Items which accounted for most of
the variance in the sample, data fn>m the pilot study administration of the Worls Yaluu
laventor:y were subjected to factor analysis. The intent was to reduce the rumber of variables

summarizing the Worls Yalyes tnyentory from Supe(s 15 dimensions in order to faciltate
comparisons among groups and su~ interpretations. Further, It was considered to be
desirable to decrease the number of Work Values lnyempr:y items presented to subjects so
that the task of responding was simplfied encouraging an increased response rate. Thirteen
factors having eigen values greater than

one were extracted using a principal components

analysis and Varimax rotation. The first 7 factors were selected for use in the present
investigation. The basis for selection was tnat the cffference between variance accounted for
by Factor VII and variance accounted for by Factor VIII was greater than the difference in
variance accounted for between any two ot.her consecutive factors with the exception of the
'•·

difference in variance accounted for between Factor I and Factor II. Only items having a
loading of 0.50 or greater on their respective factors were retained. The portion of the WQ.Its
Values Inventory used in this study

(Appencfi~,G) was a 30 lte;n instrument. Table 3 presents

the seven factors, the composition of each, the

Worts Yalyes Inventory dimension to which

each of the items contributes and the reliability coefficient (Cronbach's alpha} of each factor.

Bole Model Repertory Grid

The Repertory Grid methodology was developed by psychologist George A. Kelly to
identify the major psychological construc,ts used by an individual to Interpret personal reality
(Kelly, 1955). The methodology has beelll adapted for use in numerous research situations in

which ways of construing reality and onese~lftrelation to others are of particular interest (Ryle,
· 1975; Slater, 1976; Pope, 19n; Gre8!'b9rg, 1978; Smith, 1978; Platt, 1980; Stewart,
Stewart and Fonda, 1981 ; Beall, 1985). A <iffepertory Grid Is formed by a subject indicating to
what extent specific persons, places or objects possess certain specific characteristics. Each
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Ilbll il

FadDm RI 1b1 Wark~• .. . _ . , ,

Factors

.Wqds Y. . . lnymlprJ
hams
DM:NSIONS

...

Cfonbaclis
{N-84)

I. Internal Reward

Have hedom In~

own._

IDHNDENCE

0.85

.._your own dtclllcN Nl!ffHJENCE
Are your- own boa
Uae leadar9hlp ablllln
Tiy oUtnew ldeaund

suggestions
Have aulhorlty over
others
Conlrlbule new Ideas
~PN9tipe Ip )'QUr
II. External Reward

IDHNDENCE
MNWJE'EtfT

CAEATMIY
MANAGEMENT
CfEATMTY

PfQnGE

Have ~conlaC:la,witl ASSOCIATES
fllloW WCllMrs .
Are one of the

::J..

Fonn "*ldltdps

)'QUr telow work8nl
Know your job wll last
Are looked up to by
others
Are always sure of
havingajob
Know that others
consider your work

0.84

ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES

SECURrrY

PRESTIGE
SECURITY

PAEstlGE

imWlant
Ill. Economic Return

Can get a raise
Are pllid enough to live

ECONOMIC RETURN
ECONoMIC RETURN

0.85

right

Have pay Increases 1hal
keep up with the
cost of living

ECONOMIC RETURN

IV. Mental Challenge

Need to be mentally alert INIEU.ECTUAL
STMULATION
Have to keep solving new INJB.LECTUAI..
problems
STMULATION
Are mantaly challenged INTEU..eCTUAI..
STMULATION
Use leadership abilities MANAGEMENT

0.75

V. SurroundlftOs

Like the aetting In Which SlHOJNDINGS
~ut job Is done
SURROUNDINGS
Have • good place In
work clean,
(good
g,qulet,
en
h apace.etc.)
HaY8/9dequate lounge, SlHtOUNDINGS
toiltl and other faciltiea

0.76

VI. Altruism

Feel.~

have helped
ALlRJISM
llnCllher person
Add IO lie well being of Al.TfUSM
°'*people
Al.TfUSM

0.82

Add bemlly IO 1he world AESTHETICS
Nead ID MY8 artistic
AESTHETICS

0.69

VII. Aesthetlca

=to

-----

............ procb:la AESTHETICS
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-characteristic is a bipolar consbUCt, such as happy-sad. Figure 6 is an example of a partial
Repertory Grid. To coFJ1)1ete the Grid in Figure 6, a subject would be asked to use the box at

the intersection of the row for each dlaractertstic with the column for each person to inclcate
to what extent each person possesses each characteristic. This would be accomplished In
one of three alternative ways: the subject might be asked to place a checkmark In the box to
1ndieate that the person possesses the characteristic at the left side of the continuum; the
subjeet might be asked to rank the persons from the person who ·possesses the most of the
charaCteristic at the left side of each continuum 10 the person who possesses the most of the
characteristic at the right side of each continuum; the subject night be asked to rate· each
person on each characteristic on a scale, for example a scale of one to seven, one
representing the left side of each continuum and seven representing the right side of each
continuum. The subject may not be asked to interact with the physical fonnat of the Grid at all,
depending upon the context of the research or therapy and the capabilities of the subject.
The Grid might be formed and completed by the researcher or therapist, using infonnation
obtained through a carefully structured interview with the subject.
Bgure 6. A partjal Repertory Grid

Self

Happy-----------5ad
Loving- - - - - - - -SelflSh

Srnart---------stupid
Honest-----lnsincere

Mother

Father

Brother

Friend

Ideal
Self
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In the language of Repertory Grtc:I methodology, the bipolar charaderistics are called
constructs and the persons are called elements. The elements need not necessarily be
persons; they night be places, objects, activities or any concrete entity which might be of
interest. Constructs and elements may be provided entirely by the therapist or researcher,. Qr
the subject may be asked to generate au or some of the constructs and/or elements. When
subjects' Grids are to be grouped for the purpose of analysis or when a subject's Grid is to be
compared with another Grid (either a Grid completed by the same subject at another time, or
by another subject), constructs and elements are provided.
The concept of reliability is not applied to Grid methodology; in reported ctinical and
research uses of the approach, change is a desired finding when subjects are retested, rather
than being evidence of reliability problems with the method (Ryle, 1975; Fransella and
Bannister, 1977). As Beail notes,"... the repertory grid is a flexible and diverse methodology
and not a standardised test with a set procedure• (Beail, 1985, p. 22) and therefore, usual
means of establishing reliability and validity are not applicable. Ryle (1975) reports some
validity evidence in which grid findings were supported by psychometric testing and clinical
symptomatology.
There are a number of options for analyzing Repertory Grid data. These include
nonparametric methods, some of which do not require the use of a computer (Kelly, 1955;
Stewart, Stewart and Fonda, 1981), and multivariate statistical procedures including factor
analysis, principal components analysis, multidimensional scaling and cluster analysis
(Fransella, 1977). In England, where Repertory Grid technique is used widely in therapy and
research (including market research). several computer programs designed specificaUy for
Grid analysis are available (Beail, 1985). Regardless of the specific method used, the general
form of the results of Repertory Grid analysis reduces the data in at least two ways by
ide~ntifying

relationships among constructs and relationships among elements. Interpretation

of these relationships reveals Which constructs are seen by a subject to exist together (e.g•• in
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terms of the example tn Agure 6, the subject might view happiness and selfishness as beinQ
commonly found together) and which elements are seen to be similar to one another (e.g. In
terms of the example tn Agure 6, the subjeCl may view self as being simlar to mother and ideal

self being similar to father). Some analytic techniques, such as principal components ~.
reduce the data further by computing the ·correlations of elements·wlth constructs, creating
principal components. Usually the first principal component accounts for 30% to 50% of the
total variance and the second principal .component accounts for 10% to 25% of the total
variance. Principal components are defined by a latent root, a construct vector and an element
vector. Loadings of each element and each construct on each vector are calculated. A graphic
representation is pmcllced In which principal co~nents appear as axes intersecting at right
angles and elements are plotted in the tour quadrants fonned by the· intersecting principal
components ..
The Role Model Repertory Grid utilized in the present study was developed by the

investigator to measure p&rceptlons of the professional interpersonal environment. The
content used to adapt the methodology to the nursing context was based upon nursing
research findings related to characteristics which differentiate among students, practicing
nurses, nurse managers, and nurse faculty (Kramer, 1974; Lum, 1978; Hurley, 1978;
Schmalenberg and Kramer, 1979; Dalme, 1983) and publshed information regarding learning
in the preceptor relationship (Chlckerella and Lutz, 1981; Douville, 1983; Stuart..sidall and
Haberlin, 1983}.
The Role Model Repertory Grid was pilot tested along with the

wor1s· Values. Jrwtntory

with 84 subjects. One Grid was prepared for students (Appendix H) and another Grid was
prepared for mentors and faculty (Appendix J). The two versions were Identical with the
exception of one element: students were asked to rate their mentors and mentors and facuRy
were asked· to rate their Immediate supeMsot'I. ·
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The Role Model Repertory Grid had role titles listed as the elements along ttMt
horizontal axis. The role titles repntsented 12 people (incluclng the subject) who have been
significant In the professional experience· of 1he subject (e.g. RN I would Ike to be Ike;

most

influential nursing Instructor). The subject ·identified (but did not submit to the investigatol)
particular persons who fit these description& The subject ·wrote identifying names or lnitial8
on a removable label. In the pilot study, students, faculty members and most of the mentors
completed the Grid at the beginning of the course and then again at the conclusion of the
course. Therefore, provision was made for subjects to keep the label a>ntaining the names or
initials of the persons secure. This was done by asking subjects to ntmove the tabel·after
completing the Grid, affix it to a second Grid which was stapled to the first and seal this sea>nd
Grid in an envelope which was provided. N. the time of the second co"1)1etion of the Grid, the
investigator returned the envelope to the subject, so that the second Grid could be used for
rating the same persons on a second occasion. Faculty members and mentors completed the
Grid on two occasions In the pilot study so It could be established that the faculty members
and mentors remained more stable in their perceptions over the duration of the course than
did the students.
Twenty-one bipolar constructs (e.g. cooperative--competitive; idealistic-reafistic)
were listed along the horizontal axis of the Grid. Subjects rated each element (person) on
each construct on a scale of one to seven. The task required approximately one hour.
Based upon results of the pilot study, the Role Model Repertory Grid developed for
the pilot study was revised. The goals of revision were to e&minate elements and constructs
which: produced little between group variability, provided redundant lnfonnation or appeared
from subjects responses to be ambiguous or unclear. Further, information about salient
constructs which might not have been inc:bclad in the Role Model Repertory Grid was sought
from pibt study subjects. This informalon'.watl gathered using an open-ended questionnaire,
Perceptions of the Mentorship Questionnaire {Appencix L). Anally, as was the case with the
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Wor1s va1yes l[JV8DtOJY. It was desirable to re<1lce the r1.1rrt>er of constructs and elements so
that the task of responding was simplfl~. in order to increase response rate.
Frequency distributions and means and standard deviations of Grid ratll10$

were

col'll>Uted for the pilot study sample as a whole and separately for student. mentor and fac:ully
groups. Some constructs (e.g. helpful, easy to comna.inicate with, assertive) were rated very
similarly by all groups and were eliminated on that basis. Two groupings of elements (least
successful RN I know, nursing instructor who had little influence, and RN I hope I am never
like, and their opposites: most successful RN I know, nursing Instructor who had great
influence, RN I would like to be Ike) were rated very sinilarly by all gmups. The successful and
unsuccessful RN elements and the influential and noninfluential nursing instructor were
eliminated, leaving the positive and negative role model (RN I would (not} Ike to be Ike} to
represent the groupings of elements. The constructs related to clinical skill and clinical
knowledge were used similarly by all groups, and therefore were replaced with the construd
of clinical expertise. The masculine--feminine construct was used by many subjects to
identify the gender of the person being rated (i.e. ratings were largely ones or sevens ) and
was therefore etiminated.
Analysis of responses to the Perceptions of the Mentorship Experience
Questionnaire indicated that student, farulty and mentor groups were generally in agreement
on the benefrts and important learning outcomes of the course and on the characteristics of
students and of mentors which contribute to an effective learning experience. Important
benefits and learning outcomes for the student Included the students' experience of the
reality of the staff nurse role, increased autonomy and accountability and increased
understanding of cooperative effort, teamwork and the leadership role of the nurse. Since It
was anticipated that student self-appraisals on the Grid would reflect gains in these areas, it
was irq:>ortant that ttiese areas be represented as constructs in the Grid. Leadership was
added as a construct. The other important benefits and learning outcomes were already

so
'presented In constructs {e.g. realistic, use of problem soMng for decision making, self.
confidence, taking of responsibility for own actions, self-direction, rapport with others,
supportlveness, and cooperativeness). Most important characteristics of an effective mentor
were patience, clinical expertise, leadership, supportiveness, willingness to teach and
promotion of the student's independence and active role. On this basis, patience and
supportiveness were added to the Grid constructs. Most important characteristics of the
student who learns effectively from a mentor were desire to learn, flexiblnty and self·
confidence. These qualities were already Grid constructs.
These revisions reduced the nuni>er of elements from 12 to eight and the 11.1mber of
constructs from 21 to 18. Because pilot study results had indicated a tendency for subjects to
choose extreme ends of the scale, the extremes were emphasized by adding modifiers to the
constructs (e.g. very inefficient-extremely efficient) In order to encourage subjects to use
mid-range values. The location of the removable label was changed based on the suggestion
of pilot study subjects. Since the role titles provided as elements were not needed by
subjects once they had identified on the label the real people who frt the descriptions, the
task of rating was facilitated by having the label in direct proximity to the rating spaces of the
Grid.

Approvals and Consents
This study required the approval bf: the Research Committee of the school of nursing
(Appendix B); the Director of Nursing Research of the meclcal center (Appendix C); and the
Institutional Review Board of the mecJical cerrter (Appendix D). Subjects' rights of volurrtary
participation, confidentiality and anonyr'nity were protected. Data and results of data analysis
which might permit identification of lndividuaf subjects were held in confidence by the
investigator. Results have been ret>ort.O

in ''aggregated form and Without reference to

characteristics of individuals or situations that would make It poSSlble to Identify any subject or
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·associate any subject with particular data. Subjects were asked not to identify themselves by
name on the data collection Instruments. Data could not be corq:>letely anonymous becauae ft
was necessary to match each student's

~nses

with the related mentor and faa..lty

member and to compare student's respcmses at the beginning of the experience with
responses at the conclusion of .the experience. For this purpose, subjeets indicated on their
questionnaires the medical center unit (or urits in the case of faculty) to which they Werf
assigned. This information was U$ed by ~he investigator only for the purpose of data analysis
and not shared with the subjects or otl'ler represe,...ves of the school or the medical center.
There were no known risks to subjects associated with participation in this study. All data
gathered we{e voluntarily

.seH-r~pqrted

responses 'o questipns related to the work

experience and the clinical experience. Questions were not personally intimate in nature.
Subjects were fully info~ of the foregoing,infonnation related to confic;lentiality, anonymity,
voluntary .participation, their right to discontinue participation at any time, and.the nature of
implied consent. This information was

pro~

to subjects in a cover letter (Appendix E)

which acex>mpanied data coUection instruments.

Procedure
Data were collected at a medical center and school of rursing each of which was a part
c:>f a university located in the midwest. The university, at the time of the study, was a Roman

Catholic, urban university. Enrollment expeeded 15.000. At the time of the study, the medicaJ
center, was a 530 bed tertiary care cent•r located in a suburban area a short distance from a
major city. Approximately 4.500 pe~ were employed by the rnecical center, approximately
1 ,300 of these were Department of .Nursing eq>loyees. Approximately 60% of the 900
registered nurses held

baccalaureate.~

in nursing. The only mrsing students having

clinical experiences at the medical center YJf81J students of the university school of nursing.
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The school of nursing,· at

the time of the study,

had well estabRshed and fully

accredited undergraduate and graduate programs in nursing with

an enroHment of 575

undergraduate students ·and 157 graduate smdents. There were 50 fuh time faculty memberl

and ten half-time or part time f8QJlly at the time of the study.
Data were collected over a six week period in the latter half of the spring semester of
the 1985-1986 academic year. Prior to beglnring data collection, the investigator met with the
faculty rriember who was coordinating the nursing course to plan data collectlon. The first data
collection occurred In the students' second week of cinical

experience~

Data collection was

not begun during the first week in order to allow students an opportunity to form a first
Impression of their mentors, since an appraisal of the mentor by the Student was a part of the
data to be coDected.
During the second week of the students' clinical experience, the Investigator met with
each faculty member whose students were assigned to the medical center. In each meeting a
time was arranged for the investigator to meet with students for the purpose of data coffectlon.
These sessions occurred either immediately before or Immediately after the weekly seminar
for the week. Each faculty member provided the Investigator with a Hst of mentors and their
work schedules for the week. Each faculty member received the letter to subjects (Apperdx
E), the portion of the WQr1s yatyes Inventory used in the study (Appendix G), and the faeully
and mentor version of the Role Model Repertory Grid (Appendix K). The

investigator

described the study and gave Instructions for responding to the questionnaires, USlnO the
questionnaires themselves tO clarffy the explanations. Facully members were asked·to ·return
the completed questionnaires to a mailbox in the schOOI of nursing offices at the medical
center which had been &$Signed to the Investigator for the duration of the data colectlon
period. During the students• second week of clnical experience, the inVestigator met with the
students In classrooms located at the medical center. Groups ranged In size from four to 30
students. The larige range in group size

wu

due to combined group seminars. The
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1nvestigator distributed to each student: a letter to subjects (Appenclx E), the portion of the

Work Values lnygntory used in the study (Appendix G), and the stude..- version of the Role
Model Repertory Grid with

a second blank Grid and envelope attached (Appendix I). The

investigator reviewed orally the contents of the

letter to

subjects and the instructio•

for

completing questiomalres. Students were advised that the purpose of the second copy of
the Grid and the envelope was to protect their privacy In terms of the persons they bad
Identified on the removable label adjacent to the role descriptions on the Grid. Students were
instructed to remove the label after completing the Grid and plaoe it In the label space on the
second Grid. Students were instructed to fold the seQOnd Grid, place It in the envelope,
complete the identifying information on the envelope and seal the envelope. Students were
assured that .the investigator would not open the envelope and would use the identifying
information on the envelope only for the purpose of returning the envelope to

.t~e

appropriate student at the time of the second data coBection. Completed questionnaires and
sealed envelopes were returned to the investigator as individual students completed them.
While the course was in progress, the investigator approached each staff nurse role
model (usually on the clinical unit where she was working). The investigator Introduced
herself, described the study and gav.e the letter to subjects and questionnaires to each staff
nurse role model. The investigator reviewed orally the contents of the letter and the
instructions for completing the questionnaires, using the questionnaires to clarify the
instructions. Staff nurse role models were asked to return questionnaires to the investigator
through the interdepartmental mall to the school of nursing office at the meclcal center. In
some cases, staff nurse role models rejumed completed questionnaires to the investigator
through her student or the faculty member .Involved. Most staff· rurse

role models returned

completed questionnaires within ten. day$. Those who did not were contacted by telephone
or in person by the investigator to encourage a response. Those who had not responded by
the time the course concluded received a letter from the inveStigator encouraging a
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response. A set-addressed stamped envelope was provided. Among staff nurse role models
who were introduced to the study personally by the investigator the response rate was 76°/.. It
was not possible for the investigator to approach the six staff nurse roJe models on one of the
cUnical units due to certain restrictions in that area. The investigator enlsted the assistance of
the nursing staff development coordinator in that area to distribute questionnaires and collect
them upon completion. Despite repeated follow-up by the investigator only one of the six
staff nurse role models in that particular area responded.
During the final week of the students' clinical experience (one month after the first
data collection), the investigator scheduled da1a collection sessions for student subjects. In
each session, the investigator returned the sealed envelopes containing the blank Grid to
which students had affixed the labels on which they identified persons who fit the role
descriptions provided as elements on the Grid. The portion of the Worts Values lnyantoty
used in the study was distributed to students. Students returned questionnaires to tile
investigator as they completed them.
Faculty members supervising students at clnical sites other than the medicaJ center
received the letter to subjects and CJJestionnalres in their mailboxes at the school of nursing.
These faculty members were instructed to retum questionnaires to the investigator through
Interdepartmental mail. Forty-four percent of this group responded.

Qesjon and SfatiSJical AnalYses

The overaB design of the study was a repeated measures design: measurements of
the student group at the beginning of the experience in learning by role modeling were
compared with studert measurements at the conclusion of the experience. Aa shown in
Figures 8, 9, 10,. 11, 12, and 13, the repeated measures design was used to address
Research Questions #2, 13, and 14 reepectlvely. which dealt with changes occurring, in
students over the duration of the experience In learning by role modeHng. Research

SS
'Question #1, which pertained to differences among student, f aculy and staff nurse role
model groups,

was

addressed by means of a comparison among groups on multiple

measures taken al one point in time as clsplayed in Figure 7. The reds of faQJlty and Ital
nurse role model groups on the portions of the Wod< YakJa Inventory used In the study and
the Role Model Repertory Grid, were used to represent work values and perceptions of the
professional Interpersonal environment (respectively) for each group. The assumption that
faculty and experienced staff nurses, being more professionally mature than students, would
I

•

not change In these attributes over a short time (Clson and Beck, 1982) was supported by

the pilot study results (I.e., no significant differences were found In

Worts Values lnyemor:r

factor scores or in Role Model Repertory Grid ratings when comparing a group of staff nurse
role models and. faculty members at the beginning of the learning experience In role modelng
with their factor scores and ratings at the conclusion of the experience). Therefore, In tilt
present investigation, faculty members and staff nurse role models results on the portion of
the Worts Va!yes hMtntQtY used in the study and the Role Model Repertory Grid were treated
as criterion measures representative of the respective groups. This study did not employ a
control group since the purpose of'the study was not to compare the learning by role
modeling situation with another learning situation, but to describe some aspects of learning
which occurs in this mode and to relate the extent of learning by modeling to perceptions of
the individuals (i.e. students and staff nurse role models) involved in the learning situation.
Therefore, the learning by role modeling situation, in tenns of intensity and conditions Of
exposure of the student to the role model were similar for all student subjects so that
differences In the extent to which the student erndated the model are more lkely to be due to
factors Intrinsic to their relationship than to external factors. This approach is congruent with
the recommendation that In Instances In which It Is the Intent to apply reharch findings to
increase success rates with particular ~. research should examine the diffentnces
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·between success and failure with the given mode of treatment rather than compare·~

· ~',j ''n:;

of a treatment modafity with a control sftuation (Gendln, 1986).

Prior to addressing the research questions, statlSUcal analysis of each lnabument wal
performed using SPSSx procedures (Nie, It. al., 1983; Noruls, 1985). Factor~ ·:sti7&
portion of the Worls Values tnvemory used in the study were comput8d

tor·

ai ·~:
'

"'."l

t .....,.... f7

Internal reDablllty of these factors for this sample was computed. Repertory Grid conltfOtt
ratings were recoded whenever necessary to change the more desirable

pote cw·~·

construct from one to seven. Cluster analySls was viewed as the procedure of ·~:lot
analysis Of the Role Model Repertory Grid data. There are a number Of advatlaglta of

o•

analysis over principal co'mponents analysis (Stewart, Stewart 8nd Fonda, 19tt1twtt1Ch··w
relevant to the study at hand. Cluster analysis "Uses non-parametric statistics on

the· clblf~I~

treats 4 as more than 2 and less than 5), but makes no assumptions aboUtthe a~;ii!i
of the differences" (Stewart, Stewart and Fonda, 1981, p. 65). This feature is appropriate to
the rating scale suppfied in the Role Model Repertory Grid. Because principal

c0n1Pb"i\itltti

analysis ls a parametric procedure, the solution is affected by the ratio of etemerittflb
constructs (three to one recommended) and by an unrepresentative samplng Of constructs
(Fransella and Bannister, 1977). The output of the cluster analysis procedure in SPSSx
includes a clear graphic display of the re1at1onship

ot constructs to one anottrer anc!i'CSt

elements to one another, it is •relatively easy to demonstrate what the computer h*s ·Cs6hJtio
get from the data to the map• and "detail(s) of the relationships '

bmwfen

elements/constructs ... (are preserved in the) ... visual presentation of the data." (Stewart,
Stewart and Fonda, 1981, p. 65.) Pemaps most compelDng in relation to the present Study is
the fact that if principal components amat)isfs IS used to compare before and after time points
or different individuals or groups with 'on~· anOther, "there is no guarantee that the main axes
Produced for the second Grid will be the
'

and Fonda, 1981, p. 64).

satne as the ones in the first Grid" (stewart, Stewart

·

Figure 7 displays the analytic pandgm related to addressing Research Question #1: What are
the differences among nursing students, ruslng faculty, and staff

oorse role models In terms

of work valUes and perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment?
Multlvadate analysis of variance was used to identify differences In work values among
the three groups. Cluster analysis was uSed to detennine the relationships among elements
and the relationships among constructs within each group. The results of cluster analysis
showed which characteristics (i.e. the constructs) each group saw as being most closely
related to one another. Because constructs rated consistently near the midpoint of the scale
clustered together on that basis, the analysis lnclcated which constructs each group found to
be not particularly saDent for professional interpersonal discrimnations. Cluster analysis of

elements showed persons each group perceived to be most Ike one another and how group
members saw themselves in relation to other persons. The construct and element patterns for
each group were examined, summarized and compared with one another.
The analytic paradigm related to addressing Research Question #2: what changes
occur in nursing students' work values and perceptions of the professional interpersonal
environment over the duration of an experience in learning by role modeling?, was similar to
the approach described for Question #1 as shown in Figure 8.
Because the comparison made was between students at the onset of the experience
and students at the conclusion of the experience, for the analysis involving factors of the

Work Yalyp tnyentory, the repeated measures design for rruntvariate analysis of variance was
used.
The form of the analytic para~m related to addressing Research Question #3: Are
there relationships among changes which occur In a nursing student over the duration of an
experience in learning by role modiling and the work values and perceptions of the
professional interpersonal environment "'Id by the student's staff nurse role model?, was
sirrilar to the approach for the first two Research·· Questions, as shown In Agure 9.
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Twenty-nine student-role model pairs were used. Although both the student group
and the staff nurse role model group were larger than 29, the analysis required that the
student had provided data both

at the onset and the conclusion of the course and that both

the student and her staff nurse role model had contributed data. These conditions were
satisfied by 29 student-staff nurse role model pairs, or 55.8% of the maximum possible
number of student-staff nurse role model pairs.
For the work values portion of the analysis the sum of the differences between each
student and her role model was co"1)Uted for each factor at the onset of the course and for
each factor at the conclusion of the course. Differences on each factor were then used as
variables in a repeated measures rrultivariate analysis of variance.
The perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment analysis was
accomplished by computing differences between each student and her role model for each
element and construct at the onset and at the conclusion of the experience. MANOVA
analysis (repeated measures) was used to test the significance of change in the difference
scores between the onset and the conclusion.
Further manipulations of the data were necessary to address Research Question #4:
Are there relationships among changes occurring in nursing students over the duration of an
experience in learning by role modeling and any of the following parameters:? student's self.appraisal; student's appraisal of her staff nurse role model; perceived interpersonal styles of
the student and of her staff nurse role model; perceived autonomy of the student and her
staff nurse role model.
A measure of the variable: change in the student toward similarity to her staff nurse
role model (see Figure 10) was created by summing the nursing student-staff nurse role
model differences at the onset and at the conclusion of the experience which had been
computed (in the case of work values) for use in the analysis for Research Question #3.

figure 1Q, Chanoe in the Studenl toward SimHarfty to her Staff Nurse Bole Model

Sum of the absolute values of the differences
between the student at the onset and her role model on:
each of the seven work values
(+)
each of the eight elements
(+)
each of the eighteen constructs

(-)

Sum of the absolute values of the differences
between the student at the conclusion and her role model on:
each of the seven work values
(+)

each of the eight elements
(+)
each of the eighteen constructs

(=}

Change in the student toward similarity to her role model
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Conclusion differences were subtracted from onset cifferences to obtain a value for the
variable for each student-role model pair.
Student's seH-appraisal (see Figure 11) was measured by combiring Role Model
Repertory Grid ratings of the element '"myself" by students at the onset of the experience on
the constructs: sen-confidence, efficiency, taking responstblBty for own actions, clinical
expertise and seH-direction. Cronbach's alpha was computed for the resulting scale to identify
and delete any constructs which decreased the reliability of the scale. The element distances
in the students' onset Grids were then examined, noting the relationship of the element
•myselr to positively viewed elements such as •RN I would Ike to be Ake• and to negatively
viewed elements such as •1east successful senior nursing student I know: A value for each
student was obtained by subtracting from the scale score the element distances between the
student and the positive elements and adding the element distances between the student
and the positive elements. A frequency distribution .was constructed for the variable.
Spearman's rho was computed to test the relationship between the change variable and
student's self appraisal.
The variable, student's appraisal of her staff nurse role model (see Figure 12), was
measured by a method similar to that used for student self-appraisal. Ratings by the students
(at the onset of the .experience) of the element, •my Nursing 381 mentor,• on the constructs
clinical expertise, enjoys helping others learn, flexibility and supportiveness were combined.
Cronbach's alpha was computed for the scale and negative indicators were deleted. Element
distances of each student's Grid completed at the onset of the course were examined for the
relationships between •my Nursing 381 mentor,• '"RN I would like to be fike,: and •RN I hope I
am never like: A value for each student was obtained by subtracting from the scale score the
element distance between •my Nursing 381 mentor" and •RN I would like to be Hke• and
adding the element distance between •my Nursing 381 mentor"' and •RN I hope I am never
like.· A frequency distribution was constructed for the variable. Spearman's rho was
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Figure 11, Student's Self-Acprajsal

Studenfs Self-Appraisal Scale Score

(-)

Sum of the element distances between "Myself" and:
"RN I would like to be like"

+
"Most successful senior nursing student I know"
+
"Person Jwould most like to work with"

(+)

Sum of the element distances between "Myself" and:
•RN I hope I am never like"

+
"least successful senior r.Jrsing student I know"

+
•person I would rather not work with•

(•)
Student's Self-Appraisal
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figure 12. Studeors Aoprajsal of her Staff Nyrse Bole Model

Student's Appraisal of Staff Nurse Role Model Scale Score

(-)

Element distance between
"My Nursing 381 mentor- and "AN I would like to be like•

(+)

Element distance between
"My Nursing 381 mentor" and "AN I hope I am never like"

(•)

Studenrs ,,praisal of her Staff Nurse Role Model
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computed to test the relationship between the change variable and student's appraisal of her
staff nurse role model.
Measures of the variables: perceived interpersonal styles of the student and of her
staff nurse role model, and perceived autonomy of the student and of her staff nurse role
model were constructed in a similar fashion. Both variables required taking into account three
perspectives: the student's view of herself; the students view of her staff nurse role model,
and the staff nurse role model's view of herself. In the case of the first variable, the
perspective with respect to interpersonal relationships was of interest. Therefore, the
student's Grid ratings of "myself,• and "my Nursing 381 mentor- at the onset of the
experience, and the staff nurse role model's Grid ratings of •mysetf• on the constructs:
rapport; cooperativeness; seeing others as responsible for one's actions; eagerness to learn;
enjoyment in helping others learn; self-direction; flexibility; patience and supportiveness were
used to form three scales, one for each perspective. For each scale, Cronbach's alpha was
computed and constructs which decreased the reliabiRty coefficient were deleted from each
scale. The element patterns of student Grids compfeted at the onset of the experience were
examined for the relationship between the student's view of her Nursing 381 mentor and the
student's view of the person she would most like to work with, proviclng another indicator of
the student's perspective of her staff nurse role moders Interpersonal

~-

Rnaly, student

(onset of the experience) and staff ruse role model scores on Factor II (External Reward) and
Factor VI (Altruism) of the Worts VQuts lnvaotory were considered as further lndfcators of view
of self with respect to Interpersonal styl8. These indicators were summed (as shown In Figure
13) to obtain a vabt of the variable for each student-f'Ole model pair. A frequency clstrlbution
was constructed for the variable. Spearman's rho

was

computed to test the relationship

between change in the student toward similarity to her staff nurse
·interpersonal styles of the student and of her staff ruse role model.

rote model and perceived
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Ejgyre 13. Perceived lnt•a:MnQDal Stxfu of the Stydeot and qt her Staff Nury Bpi@ Model

Student's View of Self

Score

Extamat Reward Score + Altruism
+ Student's Perception of Own Interpersonal Style Scale Score

(+)

Role Moders View of Self
Extemal Reward Score + Altruism Score
+ Staff Nurse Role Modet's Perception of Own Interpersonal Style Scale
Score

(+)

Student's View of Role Model
Studenfs Perception of Staff Nurse Role Moders Interpersonal Style Scale
Score
(-)
Element distance between
"My Nursing 381 mentor- and •Person I would Ike to work wtth•

(•)
Perceived Interpersonal Styles of the Student and of her Staff Nurse Role Model
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To measure the variable, perceived autonomy of the S1Udent and of her staff oorse
role model, students' Grid ratings of •myself' and •my Nursing 381 mentor- at the onset of the
experience and staff nurse role mode.l's ratings of •myself• on thEt constructs:

l:J~

of problem

solving rather than institutional rules to reach decisions; self-confidence, taking responsibiUty
for own actions, power, self-direction and leadership were used to form three scales, one
scale for each perspective. For each scale, Cronbach's alpha was computed and constructs
which decreased the reliability coefficient were deleted. The scores of students (onset of the
experience) and staff nurse role models on Fador I (Internal Reward) of the Wor!s Values
Inventory were used as further indicators of the self-perception of each with respect to
autonomy. These indicators were summed (as shown in Figure 14) to obtain a value for the
variable for each student-staff nurse role model pair. A frequency distribution was constructed
for the variable and Spearman's rho was computed to test the relationship between perceived
autonomy of the student and of her staff nurse role model, and change in the student toward
similarity to her staff nurse role model.
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Ejgure

14,

Percejyed Autonomy of the Stydent and of her Staff Nurse Bole Moclel

Student's View of Self
Internal Reward Score
+ Student's Perception of Own Autonomy Scale Score
(+)

Role Model's View of Self
Internal Reward Score
+ Staff Nurse Role Model's Perception of Own Autonomy Scale Score

(+)

Student's View of Role Model
Studenrs Perception of Staff Nurse Role Moders Autonomy Scale Score

(•)

Perceived Autonomy of the Student and of her Staff Nurse Role Model
I

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The results of this investigation are organized and presented in relation to each of the
four research questions this study was designed to address.

Results related to the

establishment of reliability of Work Values Inventory factors and consequent revisions of the
factors are presented first.

Subsequently, each research question is addressed, first

reporting and then summarizing the results obtained from the analysis of Wor!s Values
Inventory and Role Model Repertory Grid data. Finally, the composition and distribution of
the variables constructed to obtain results related to Research Question #4 are presented
and each of the four parts of Question #4 is separately addressed.
Reliability Analysjs of the Wor!s Values tnvemory Factors

Rellablfity analysis of the Wor!s Values Inventory factors resulted in the deletion of
seven items from the seven factors. The final Item composition and reliabiity coefficient of
each factor is presented in Table 4. Two items were deleted from Factor I. Internal Reward:
"have authority over others• and •gain prestige in your field.• One item was deleted from
Factor II. External Reward: •are looked up to by others.•
remained the same tn Item compositloh.

Factor Ill. Economic Retum

Two Items were deleted from Factor IV. Mental

Challenge: "need to be mentally alert" and 9have to keep

soMng new problems." One Item

was deleted f~om Factor V. Surroundings: i-.ave adequate lounge, toilet and other facilities:
One item was deleted from Factor VI, Altruism: "help others." Factor VII. Aesthetics
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Iabll~ B~ised

Eacicm ml~ Wads :a1ua 1mmacx

Factors·

, WQrk Y@!ues !Qyemgry
DIMENSIONS
Items
.

Cronbach's

aiph8

(N-95)
1. Internal Reward

11. External Reward

Ill. Economic Return

IV. Challenge

Have freedom in your
own area
Make your own decisions
Are your own boss
Use leadership abilities
Try out new ideas.and
suggestions
Contribute new ideas
Have good contacts with
fellow workers
Are one of the g~
Form friendships w .
your fellow workers
Know your jobwil·last
Are always sure of
having a job
Know that others
consider your work
important
Can get a raise
Are paid enough to live
right
. Have pay increases that
keep up with the
cost of living
Are mentally challenged
Use leadership abilities

V. Physical
Environment

VI. Enhance Others

0.79

INDEPENDENCE
INDEPENDENCE
MANAGEMENT
CREATIVITY
CREATIVITY
ASSOCIATES

0.77

ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATES
SECURITY
SECURITY
PRESTIGE

ECONOMIC RETURN
ECONOMIC RETURN

0.88

ECONOMIC RETURN

INTEUECTUAL
STIMULATION
MANAGEMENT

0.79

Like the setting in which SURROUNDINGS
your job is done
SURROUNDINGS
Have a good place in
which to work (good
Hghtlng,qulet. ·clean,
eno1.1gh space.etc.)

0.62

Feel you have helped
anQther person
Add to the wen being of

0.83

ot~

VII. Aesth.etlcs

INDEPENDENCE

ALTRUISM
ALTRUISM

p,eop&e

Add be1uty to the world AESlHETICS
Need to ·have artistie
AESTHETICS
abill
Makt
produds AESTHETICS

~e

0.72
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remained the same.

Each deletion increased the reliability coefficient of the factor

concerned. The names of the first two factors were retained despite deletions, since the
names still appeared appropriate to express the conceptual relationship of. the items.Factor
IV. Mental Challenge was renamed "Challenge" since the tw() items deleted were oriented
toward intellectual stimulation. Factors V. and VI. were renamed because their original names
and composition were the same as two of Super's (1970) dimensions of the Wor!s Yalyes
~

Inventory. With the deletion of one item each from Factors V. and VI., their respective names
were changed from "Surroundings" to "Physical Environment" and from •Altruism• to
"Enhance Others." These revised factors of the Wor!s Values lnyemory (Internal Reward,
External Reward, Economic Return, Challenge, Physical Environment, Enhance Others and
Aesthetics) were used as work values in the analyses performed to address each research
question related to the study at hand.

Results Related to Research OuestiOn #1 (What are the differences among nursing students,
nursing f acuity and staff nurse role models in terms of work values and perceptions of the
professional interpersonal environment?)
Qifferences jn Wods Yalyes
The MANOVA analysis of work values by group (faculty, staff nurse role models and
students at the onset of the experience) ifldicated significant difference among groups

(p•0.000, Wilks). The largest contributors to between group variance were differences in
Physical Environment, External Reward and Internal Reward. Means, standard deviations and
significance of the univariate F-tests of the MANOVA analysis (effect for group) ate presented
in Table 5. An examination of the data presented in Table 5 Indicates that the faculty group
mean for Physical Environment (7 .3) was considerably lower than the group means of the

Table 5.

Worts Valyes:

GrouP Means $tandard Deviations and Unjvadate E-tests of the MANOVA (ettect tor group)

Work Values (maximum possible score)
Internal
Reward
(30)

Group

External Economic Challenge Physical
Aesthetics Enhance
Reward Return
Environment
Others
(30)
(15)
(10)
(10)
(15)
(10)

'---------------------------------------

Students
· (onset)

mean

standard
deviation

n-47

24.9

23.6

12.2

8.9

8.9

8.6

9.4

2.6

3.0

2.3

1.1

1.1

2.6

0.9

'--------------------------------------------------

Faculty

mean

26.5

19.3

11.4

9.5

7.3

7.7

8.9

____________________________________________________________________________
standard

n-11

3.6

4.1

2.6

0.9

1.1

1.6

1.6

24.3

23.1

12.8

8.9

8.4

7.8

8.9

deviation

,

mean

Role Models

______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
standard

Univariate F-tests
significance Of F

*significant at 0.05 level

2.9

deviation

n-36

,

3.6

2.1

1.2

1.3

2.3

1.2

0.001*

0.168

0.270

0.000*

0.198

0.134

,

0.081
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students (8.9) and the staff nurse role models (8.4). The faculty group mean for External
Reward (19.3) was considerably lower than the group means of the students (23.6) and the
staff nurse role models (23.1). The difference between group means for lntemal Reward of
faculty (26.5), and students (24.9) and staff nurse role models (24.3) approached significance
in the univariate F-test (P•0.081).
The relative importance of the work values within each group was determined by
computing percentages of maximum score obtained by each group for each work value and
ranking the percentages within each group. Table 6 displays the percentages of maximum
scores by group for each work value and within group rankings for the work values. An
examination of the data presented in Table 6 indicates that Challenge and Enhance Others
received the two highest percentage scores in each group. External Reward and Aesthetics
received the two lowest percentage scores in each group. There were some differences
among groups in the relative scores for Physical Environment, Economic Return and Internal
Reward. Students viewed Physical Environment to be of greater relative importance than did
faculty and staff nurse role models. Staff nurse role models gave greater relative importance
to Economic Return than did students; ranking within the faculty group was lower than in the
role model group and higher than in the student group. Internal Reward was of greater
relative importance to faculty than to staff nurse role models; within the student group,
ranking was lower than in the faculty group and higher than in the role model group.
Similarities and differences among groups (students, faculty, staff nurse role models)
in importance of the work values studied and in relative importance of these work values within
each group is presented in Table 7. All groups were similar in considering Challenge and
Enhancement of Others to be very important values and Aesthetics to be of least importance;
there were no significant differences among groups for these three work values. While
groups did not differ significantly in valuing Economic Return, within the role model gr00p,
Economic Return was of greater relative importance than within the student group. External

Table 6. Worts Vah,Jfts: Relatlye prtodty within Groups

Groups
Students

n-47
1.

Enhance Others (94)

2.5. Challenge (89)
2.5. Physical Environment (89)
4. lntemal Reward (83)
5. Econonic Return (81)
6. Extemal Reward (79)
7. Aesthetics (57) ·

Faculty

Role Models

n=11,

1. Challenge (95)
2. Enhance Others (89)
3. lntemat Heward (08)
4. EconomiC Return (76)
5. PJlysical Environment (73)
6. External Reward (63)
7. Aesthetics (51)

n=36
1.5. Chaffenge (89)
1.5. Enhance Others (89)
3. Economic floturn (65)
4. Physical Environment (84)
5. Internal Reward (81)
6. External Reward (77)
7. Aesthetics (52)

Rank. Work Vah.Je (percentage of maximum possible score of group mean)

Table 7.

Worls Values: SjojtariUes and PiUerences across Groups
Importance of Work Values
(MANOVA)

simitarities
among
- groups

Challenge (p:0.27)
Aesthetics (p=O. 198)
Economic Return (p=0.168)
Enhance Others (p=O. 134)

Relative Importance of
Work Values within Group
(Ranks)

Chanenge----------,
highest
Enhance Others---"
External Reward---,
lowest

Work

Aesthetics----------/
Physical Environment (p..0.000)
students and role moclels>facuity

Values
differences
among
groups

External Reward (p=0.001)
students and role models>facuity
Internal Reward (p=0.081)
faculty>students and role models

Physical Environment
stuclents>faculty and
role models
Economic Return
role models>students
Internal Reward
facultY>role models

---------------------------------------------------------------

...
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Reward was of second to least importance for all groups, however role models and students
valued External Reward significantly more than did faculty. Students and role models valued
Physical Environment significantly more than did faculty;

among the students Physical

Environment was of greater relative importance than among faculty and role models. Facutty
valued Internal Reward significantly more than did students and role models; faculty placed
greater relative importance upon lntemal Reward than did role models.

Qjfferences jn perceotiOQS of the protessjonal lntewersonal Enyjmnment

Cluster analyses of the elements and of the constructs of the Role Model Repertory
Grid data were used to determine possible differences in perceptions of the professional
interpersonal environment across the three groups. Cluster patterns for elements and
cluster patterns for constructs were identified within each group. Euclidean distance was the
measure used as the basis for clustering. Given the formula:

Distance (X,Y)

J/i..

C:>G - YJ2

(Noru~is, 1985)

the value of the Euclidean distance depends upon the number of subjects (I.e., the number
of differences computed) in each group. Cluster analysis forms groupings of variables In a
stepwise fashion, grouping together at the first step, the variables separated from one
another by the smallest Euclidean distance and continues to form groupings incorporating
I

variables separated by increasingly greater Euclidean distances until all variables have been
included in one grouping. Correcting for differences in number of subjects across the three
groups, comparisons among the groups were made by comparing the distances at which
particular constructs (or particular elements) combine with one another in each group.
Comparison is facilitated by rescaled distance cluster combine output, which is generated by
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the dendogram plot option of the SPSSx procedure, CLUSTER (Norulis, 1985). The
rescaled distance cluster combine output Is a visual representation of steps at which variables
combine with one another in cluster analysis. Distances between variables, or clusters of
variables, are not plotted as •actual distances, but are rescaled to numbers between zero and
25. Thus the ratio of the distances between steps [points at which combinations occur) is
preserved." (Noruiis, 1985, p. 175) It should be noted that cluster analysis does not include
a test of statistical significance across groups.
The tables used in this chapter to present the results of cluster analysis of the Role
Model Repertory Grid, display by group (students, role models, faculty), the stepwise
combinations of elements (or constructs) to form groupings. The rescaled distance cluster
combine output is included to provide a graphic representation of the steps at which
combinations occur. At step one, elements (or constructs) which are least distant from one
another are combined. Elements (or constructs) combining at step 25 are most distant from
each other.

The cluster analysis procedure does not provide a method for combining

elements with constructs. It is important to bear in mind that elements are similar or different
with respect to one another based only upon the characteristics provided as constructs in the
Role Model Repertory Grid; constructs are similar or different with respect to one another only
on the basis of their salience in discriminating among the persons provided as elements in the
Role Model Repertory Grid.

Element patterns
Table 8 displays element patterns in each of the three groups. Interestingly, the
positive and the negative elements formed separate and distinct clusters across the groups.
In each group, the last combination (Indicating the greatest distance) was the combination of
the positive cluster with the negative cluster.
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Table 8: Element Patterns:

Qlfferences among Students. Faculty and Bole Models
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One means of comparing the element patterns among the groups is to examine
systematically the relationships shown in Table 8 in a stepwise fashion, comparing the
combinations at each step across the three groups. The elements most similar to one another
in the student group were: "RN I would like to be like," "my Nursing 381 mentor" and "person I
would most like to work with." Both the faculty and the role model groups included "myself" .in
the clusters formed at the first step. For the faculty, "myself" combined with "person I would
most like to work with " and "RN I would like to be like.• For the role models, •myself" and
"person I would most like to work with" combined at the first step. The only second step
combination was in the role model group, in which the "RN I would like to be like" combined
with the "myself" - "person I would most like to work with" cluster. At the second step, the
faculty and role models had identical content in the positive cluster, however role modelS did
not view themselves as being as similar to "RN I would like to be like" as did faculty. For the
students, it was not until the third step that "myself" combined with another element: "most
successful senior nursing student I know.• Also at the third step the positive cluster in the
faculty group incorporated "most successful senior student I know;" that element did not join
the positive cluster in the role model group until step eight. At the fifth step, all positive
elements clustered together in the student group; in the faculty and role
·:

I

..

.

.

"1oclel groups, this
'·

did not occur until the eighth step. In the role model group, "my immediate supervisor" joined
the positive cluster at step six ; that element was not incorporated Into the positive cluster in
the faculty group until the eighth step.
In all groups, the first combination ·between negative elements occurred

at

considerably later steps that for positive elements. In an groups, the first combination of
'

i

.

~

negative elements was between "RN I hope I am never like" and "least successful senior
rursing student I know" (students at the fourth step; faculty at the fifth step; role models
'

at

..

the seventh step). At step eight for bOth faculty and role model groups, "person I wook:I
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rather not work with" joined with the other two negative elements; for the student group, this
combination did not occur until step ten.

Construct patterns

Table 9 displays the construct patterns for each of the three groups. The table does
not include all constructs in the Grid and does not continue beyond the seventh rescaled
distance. In the interpretation of cluster analysis, the conventional procedure is to interpret
clusters to the step prior to the largest inefease in distance between clusters. In the case of
the construct clusters presented here, this occurred at step five for the student group and at
step seven for the role model and faculty groups. Constructs excluded in this way are those
which were not particularly salient in discriminating among the elements. The specific
constructs excluded were excluded by all three groups in the case of six constructs: use of
problem solving (as compared with institutional rules) for decision making; cooperativeness
(as compared with competitiveness);

realistic (as compared with idealistic);

taking

responsibility for own actions; emphasis upon comprehensive individualized patient care (as
compared with safe care for groups of patients) and enjoyment in helping others learn. In the
role model and student groups, ~he construct: powerful, was less salient (combining at step
11 in both groups) than in the faculty group in which it was incorporated into a cluster·at step
seven. In faculty and student groups, the construct: eager to learn, joined clusters much
earlier (students, step two; faculty, step four) than in the role model group (step 10).
Emphasis upon comprehensive individualized patient care joined clusters late in all three
groups: students, step 18; role models, step 20 and faculty, step 22. In the role model and
student groups, the last construct to be lrlco'PC?rated was: use of problem solving as a basis
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JABLE 9, Construc;t patterns: Qillmnc;ea among SttJdent&, Eacyty and
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for decision making; in the faa.ilty group, that construct joined with flexibility and balance
between personal and professional life at step 14.

In the faculty group, the last

combination was the combination of cooperativeness and realistic approach with all other
constructs.

In role model and student groups, these constructs joined others earlier

(cooperativeness: step14 for students, step 15 for role models; realistic approach: step 12
for role models, step 13 for students). In general, faculty made more discriminations than did
the other two groups -{i.e., in student and role model patterns, individual constructs were
joined to previous clusters at earlier steps than in the faculty pattern.)
Comparing the groups stepwise, the strongest relationship in the faculty group was
between self-confidence and efficiency.

In the faculty group there were no other

combinations until step four. Both role model and student groups had three combinations at
the first step and two of the clusters were Identical for these two groups: rapport with others
and supportive of others; efficiency and cJinfcaJ expertise. Flexibility combined at step one
with patience in the role model group and with leadership in the student group. At step two,
role model and student groups had another identical combination: balance in personal and
professional life with rapport and supportlveness. In the student group, eager to learn and
selfoodlrection also combined at step two. M

step three, the efflciency-dinical expeltise duster

was joined by an additional construct in the student group (self-confidence) and in the IOle
model group (self-direction). At the thiftl step, two previous clusters in the l'IUderl

greup

joined {flexibility-leadership with balanee-tapport·supportiveness). At the fourth step~ the
aforementioned cl.tster joined patience in the student group and In the rote ~I gRXJp a
very similar cluster was formed, differing In content only in that leadership was included in the
student

group. At step tour. role model and student groups appeared to

have

constructs

sorted Into interpersonll emphasis and professional emphasis, except that leadership was a
part of the ~emphasis for, students. At.

step four,

in the .first combination in

the

faculty group sine8'tt• one, eager lo team and self-directed Joined. At. step five, al preYfous
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clusters joined in the student group with the exception of the eager to learn - self-directed
cluster. At step five, self-confidence became a part of the professionally oriented cluster in
the role model group. In the faculty group, patience and supportiveness joined and rapport
joined the efficient - self-confident cluster. At step six, balance and flexibility joined in the
faculty group and in the role model group, leadership joined the prof essionalty oriented
cluster. At the seventh step, all clusters in the role model group joined together and in the
faculty group, powerful and clinical expertise were joined together and added to the cluster
which included self-confident, efficient, rapport with others and leader.

Summary of Results Belated to Research Que§tlon #1

Differences in work values and perceptions of the professional interpersonal
environment were found among nursing students, nursing faculty and staff nurse role
models. Generally, students and role models were more similar to each other than either
group was similar to faculty. Faculty valued Internal Reward more and valued Physical
Environment and External Reward less than did students and role models. In terms of the
relative priority of the seven work values studied (within each individual group). students
placed higher relative importance up0n Physical Environment than did faculty or R>t&·moc:r.ts:
staff nurse role models gave greater priority to Economic Return than did students,

and

faculty placed greater emphasiS Upon Internal Reward than did the role models. All three
groups dlfferentially evaluated Challenge and Enhancement of Others· as highest priot11189,
and Extem81 Reward and Aesthetics as lowest.
There were several ways In which each group dlfered from the other two groups in
perceptions ot the professional interpersonal environment. Faculty appeared to be more
discriminating tn the use of characteristics (constructs), using a larger mmber of
characteristics lft· CIOse retattonships and crea!ino a larger rlul'nber of discrete relationships.
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Clinical expertise, cooperativeness and realistic approach were less salient for faculty than for
students and role models. Power and problem solving were more salient for faculty than for
the other groups. Role models reportedly saw themselves (and other positive persons) as
more similar to their immediate supervisors than did faculty. Role models and students
appeared to group characteristics into two groupings: one with an interpersonal orientati<>n
and the other with a professional orientation.
Students differed from faculty and role models in viewing themselves as more distant
from positive persons. Both faculty and role models viewed themselves as very closely
related to the person with whom they would most like to work. Faculty also viewed ·RN I would
like to be like'" as very similar to •myself.• Students viewed themselves as most closely related
to "most successful senior nursing student I know; however this was not as close a
relationship as the relationship among other of the positive persons. Students were less
discriminating in their view of positive persons than faculty and role models were, and viewed
the "person I would least like to work with• as less similar to other negative persons than did
faculty and role models.
Role models Viewed eagemess to learn as less salient than did students and faculty.
Faculty and students saw self-direction and eagerness to leam as closely related; for role
models, self-direction was related to efficiency and clnical expertise. Faculty and students
saw the "most successful senior nursing student I know" as more closely related to other
positive persons than did the role models.
There were also numen>us similarities among the three groups:

au groups viewed

the "person I would most Hke to WOfk with" as very similar to some other positive person. All
groups saw the relatioflships among positive persons as being closer than the relationships
among the negative persons. All groups considered the same characteristics to be least
salient. It cannot be determined from the data whether the less salient characteristics were
considered unimportant, or whether a midrange value was viewed as most desirable (e.g., on
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the scale of competitive-one, cooperative-seven, a value of four might be viewed as most
desirable).

The characteristics of lesser salience were:

problem solving (versus rule

orientation) as a basis for decision making; reaUstic (versus idealistic); taking of responsibility

tor own actions (versus seeing others and circumstances as responsible): emphasis upon
comprehensive individualized patient care (versus safe care for groups of patients); and
enjoyment in helping others learn (versus disliking helping others team).

Besu!ts Belated to Be§earch Ouestjon

#2 (What changes occur in nursing students' work

values and perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment over the duration of an
experience in learning by role modeling?)

Changes jo Wo(k yalyes

The repeated measures MANOVA analysis indicated no significant difference
between students at the onset of the experience and students

at

the conclusion of the

experience (p.0.233, Wiiks). Means, standard deviations and significance of the univariate Ftests of the MANOVA analysis (effect for time) are clsplayed In Table 10. It should be noted
that since the repeated measures design uses only cases having both onset and conclusion
scores, fewer students were included In the analysis related to addressing Question 112
(n-39) than in the analysis related to addressing Question #1 (n-47). This accounts for the
slight variance in student results at the onset reported for Question #1 and results reported
for Question #2. While there were no significant clfferences overall, univariate F-tests of the
MANOVA analysis (effect for time) indicated significantly lower scores at the conclusion of the
experience for Enhance Others (p.0.010) and Physical Envirorvnent (pa0.025).

Table 10.

___________

Worts Values of Students: Group Means. Standard Deviations and Unjyariate E-tests of the MANOYA (effect for time)
,

,

Work Values (maximum possible score)
lntemat

External Economic Challenge Physical
Aesthetics Enhance .
Environment
Others
(30)
(15)
(10)
(10)
(15)
(10)

Reward Reward Retum

Group

----·--------mean
Students

(30)

----,----------------------------------~-------------

(onset)

24.8

24.0

12.3

8.8

9.0

8.7

9.4

---------------------------------2.6
2.5
2.7
1.1
0.9
2.3
1.0
standard

deviation

------------------------------------------------------'
8.7
8.7
8.9
23.4
Students
mean
24.4
12.3
8.5
(conclusion)

standard

2.8

2.0

0.268

0.144

1.000

deviation
Univariate F-test slgliftcance of F

---------------------------------

3.1

1.1

1.0

2.9

1.2

0.645

0.025*

0.933

0.010·

*slgnltlcant at 0.05 level

00

....:a
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The data appearing in Table 11 present the percentage of maximum score possible
obtained by students for each work value, ranked at the onset and at the conclusion of the
experience. An examination of the data reported in Table 11 indicates that the relative
positions of the work values ranking highest (Enhance Others) and the two values ranking
lowest (External Reward and Aesthetics) remained the same. Challenge and Economic
Return increased in relative importance, while Physical Environment and Internal Reward
decreased in relative importance.
Table 11. Worts Values: Relatjye pciorjly of Students

at the Onset and at the Conclysjon

Time

Students at the onset

Students at the conclusion

n-39
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Enhance Others (94)
Physical Environment (90)
Challenge (88)
Internal Reward (83)
Economic Return (82)
External Reward (80)
Aesthetics (58)

n-39
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Enhance Others (89)
Challenge (87)
Physical Environment (85)
EconomiC Retum (82)
lnt8mal Reward (81)
External Reward (78)
Aesthetics (58)

Rank. Work Value (percentage of maximum possible score of group mean)

The data appearing in Table 12 sunvnarize .similarities and differences In work values
between students at the onset and at the conclusion of the experience. Students' valuation
of Aesthetics and External Reward did not change significantly over the duration of the
experience; the relative importance students placed upon External Reward and Aesthetics
remained lowest. Enhance Others remained highest priority, however students valued
Enhancement of Others significantly less at the conclusion of the experience than they had at

Table 12. Work Values: SJ.m!!aritjes and Djffereoces t>etween Students at the Onset and Students
af the ColJC!uSjQD

---------------------------------------------------Importance of Work Values
Relative lrJ1X>rtance of
Work Values within

Group
(MANOVA)

similarities
between

onset

and conclusion
Wolk

Economic Retum (p.. 1.000)
Aesthetics (p-0.933)
Challenge (p.0.645)
Internal Reward (0.268)
External Reward (p=0.144)

(Ranks)

Enhance others-·---hlghest
External Reward--,
lowest
Aesthetics------.!'

~-----~---~----~-----~----~---------~~~~

Values clfferences

between
onset
and conclusion

Enhance Others (p=0.010)
conclusion< onset

Challenge----,
Economic
Increased
Return---./
Physical Environment (P=0.025)
Physical
conctusion<onset

En\tironment-,
Internal
decreased

Reward---'

--------------------------------------
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the onset. Students' valuation of Internal Reward did not change signHlcantly over the
cJuration of the experience,

howeVer Internal Reward decreased

in relative priority. Challenge

and Economic Return were not valued signHicantly differently at the conclusion of the
experience than at the onset, however both became higher priorities within the student
group. Physical Emiironment was valued significantly less by students at the conclusion of
the experience and also decreased in relative priority within the group.

Changes jn perceptions of tht prpfessional loterm:rsonal Enyjronrpent
Element panems
A comparison of element patterns between students at the onset and at the

conclusion of the experience is presented In Table 13. The relationships involving "myself"
were different at the conclusion of the experience: "myself" was most closely related to
"most successful senior nursing SIUdent I know" at the onset; at the conclusio~ "myself" was
most closely related to •person I would most like to work with."

At the conclusion,

students

viewed •myser as more closely related to other positive elements than at the onset. •Myself'
and "my Nursing 381 mentor" were more closely related at the conclusion (Euclidean
distance-67.5) than at the onset (Euclidean distance·98.5). At the conclusion, the "person I
would rather not work with" was more like U. •RN I hope I am never like.• The senior rusing
student element, in both negatiVe and positive valences,

was less like other pensona,in··the

negative and positive ~ respectively at the conclusion of the experience. Onset and
conclusion pattems were similar in that positive. and negative persons wse grouped as

distinct dusters which were maximally unlb each other and in that "RN I would llce 1D be ll<e"
and "my Nutsing 381 mentor" W8i'8 very closaly.refated at both times.,
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Table 13: Element Patterns;

Qmereoces jn Students between Onset and Conctusfon
Aleclllld Dill.- ciu..r Comlllne
1 2 3 4 5 I 7 I 9 10 II 25

Mr
Students
(Orme!)
~

Nursing 311 lllllllllf.,_ _ _ _ _-t

Myself _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..w ..,rs1ng

Ma.c suc:oestllul
RN I hope I am -

~

lllldenl - - - -

HM-------.

llloceeeful - - Nlrslng

•udent-----

~

Penon I would , . _ no1 Wik with - - - - - - - - '
RN I would Ilka to be

Mr

Nursing 381

.

llr.e------.

~....._

_ _ _ ___,

Myulf-----------.
Students
(eonc:lu·
sion)

Person I would -

Ilka tD worll with

Ma.c sucCMlllul . . - Nll9ing student - - - '

-·-- ... -RN I hope I am

-Ilka----------.

l.eMt . - f u l - - nursing

•udent I

~

U-·-----_.

Construct patterns

There were changes in the salience and interrelationship of constructs In the student
group between the onset and the conclusion of the experience, as the data presented in
Table 14 indicate.

Interpersonal and professional groupings could be identHied at the

conclusion as well as at the onset, however the composition of the groupings changed
somewhat and the Interpersonal cluster increased in salience while the professional cluster
decreased in salience. Other changes in sanence included increased sanence of balance,
power. patience and realistic orientation. Although realistic orientation remained among the
least salient constructs overall, at the conclusion It was combined at step 11 with
cooperativeness. At the onset, reaffstlC orientation combined with enjoyment in helping
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Iable 14, Construct Patterns: Qilferences jo Students between Onset and Conc!ysjon

~

oi.r. cru.r Com111ne

2

RllllPO't wlll'I

3

'

5

Cllhen - - - - - - - - - - - .

Supportive of others - - - - - - - - - - - '
Fltxlble _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Students Leader
(onut) Patient - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

n.38

!lflclent - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Clinical e x p e r t i M - - - - - - - - - Self,confldent - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Self,c:tlrected _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

Supportive of o1hera - - - - - - - - - - - '
Rapport wlll'I Others - - - - - - - - - - .

Flexible _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Students Patient --------------~
(Ollnotulion) Self-confident - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

EllgertD .....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cllnlc.i

npenlae--------------"""'

!lflclent - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~--------------------

I
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others learn at step 13 and that pair was joined by cooperativeness at step 14. Constructs
which decreased in salience wete: leadership, efficiency, clinical expertise, eagerness to
learn and sen-direction.
Changes in combinations included the combination of leadership and power. At the
onset, leadership was a part of the interpersonally oriented cluster. At the conclusion the
powerful-leader combination was more closely related to the professional cluster than to the
interpersonal cluster, joining with both of these groupings at step nine. At the onset, eager to
learn and self-directed fonned a discrete cluster which joined both the interpersonal and
professional clusters at step eight. At the conclusion, eager to learn was a part of the
professional cluster. Self-direction and efficiency were closely related to each other at the
conclusion and more closely related to the profeSSional cluster, joining both the professional
and interpersonal clusters at step six. At the conclusion there was greater distance between
professional and interpersonal groupings, partially because at the conclusion,. Interpersonal
constructs were more closely related to each other and professional constructs were less
closely related to each other.
Similarities between onset and conclusion construct patterns, in addition to the
fonnation of interpersonal and professional clusters, were: rapport, supportiveness, flexibility
and balance were highly salient and closely telated to each other; constructs included in the
least saDent category were the same, with the exception of powerful; eager to learn was most
closely related to a construct dealing with the sense of sen {self-direction at the onset, senconfidence at the conclusion).
I

Summary of Besylts Related to Research Oue$fjon #2

Changes were found in nursing students' work values and perceptions of the
professional interpersonal envtronh18N'cjy._ the ckJration of the experi~nce in reaming by role
modeRng. In tenns of work vabts, ldS··~· was placed upon Enhancement of Others and
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the Physical Environment. The relative Importance to th& students of the seven work vak.les

studied changed somewhat: Enhancement of Others remained most important; Challenge
and Economic Return gained ih re!Mfve Importance; Physfcal Environment and Internal
Reward decreased in relative ~- The two lowest priorities remained Extemal Reward

and Aesthetics.
In terms of perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment, students
viewed themselves as more similar to other positive persons at the conclusion of the
experience: especially the "person I would most like to work with" and •my Nursing 381
mentor." The role of student, both in ltS positive and negative orientations, was more dlMant
from the students' concept of other positive or negative persons. The concept of co-worker,

both desirable and undesirable, became a more closely related part of po$ittve or negative
categories. Interpersonal constructs became more salient in discriminating among the
persons provided and were, as a grouping, more distant from professional constructs than at
the onset.

The grouping of professional construds Increased in breadth, though the

construds were not as closely related to one another

as

they were at the onset. The

construct of power increased In sanence and was most closely related
onset leadership had been-za

to leadership. At the

part of the interpersonal grouping of constructs,

but

at the

conclUsion was (wllh power) more closely telated to the professional grouping.

Results Belated to

Bnearcb Qunt!M f3 (Are there relationships among Chanoes which

occur tn a r1.1rsing student over the mntton of an experience in learning by role modeUng and
the wotk values and pen:eptionS Of the traerpersonal environment held by the student's staff

nurse role model?)
t'

Two different types of comparisons were made

to address this question. Fu,t,

changes in nursing students' work vak.les and element and construct patterns (as described
.

c

. ;

! .

";/},

~:"

:,

.

•

•
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in the previous section related to C'klestlon 12) were compared with staff nurse role model
results (as described in the section relaled to Question #1.) Secondly, work values and Role
Model Repertory Grid results of all students Who provided both onset and conclusk>n data

and whose specifically assigned ft>l8 models alsO provided data were analyzed. (Twenty-nine
pairs for work values; twenty-one pairs for perceptions of the professional interpersonal
environment). In each student-role model pair, difference scores between student and role
model were obtained for the onset and the conctusion. The difference score computed was
the absolute value of 1he difference between student and role model on: each of the seven
work values· at the onset and at the conclusion; each· element of the Grid at the onset and at
the conclusion: and, each construct of the Grid at the onset and at the conclusion.
Differences between students and role models at the onset were compared with differences
between students and role models at the concfuslOn.

Befatioosh;ps ;n Wor1s Values

Although changes in student&' Work values were not slgnlfieant (refer to the repeated
measures MANOVA analysis reported In the previous section), changes which did occur were
all in the direction of greater similarity to role models. The students' valuation of Enhancement
of Others decreased (from a mean of 9.4 at the onset to 8.9 at the conctoSion), becoming
equal to both role rmdel and faculty group. means.; although the studems' mean decreased,
Enhancement of Others remained the highest relative value in the student group. Students'

valuation of Physical Environment dedrea9ed (from a mean of 9.0 at the onset to 8.5 at the

conclusion), becoming more slrnifat to rote models (mean-8.4). The relative priority of
Physical Envift>nrnent in the student ...,, fel from second to third; in the role model group
Physk:al Environrttent ranked foutttl~ •CftallnOe and Economic Return gained In relative wlJe
In the student group (from thlrd tO .-hd iiril fifth ·to fourth r9spectlvety); In the role model

1
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group, Challenge ranked highest and Economic Retum ranked third. The relative valuation of
lntemal Reward decreased from fourth to fifth in the student group; Internal Reward also
ranked fifth· in the role model group. The change in relative valuation of Internal Reward is the
only work value in which the change in the student group was not in the direction of the
faculty as well as the staff nurse role models. In the faculty group, Internal Reward ranked
third.
There

were

29 studentJf'Ole model pairs for which work values difference score

comparisons could be made. Of these, there were only two pairs in which students did not
become more similar to role models in at least one of the seven work values. For these two
pairs, student-role model differences fn 'NOrk values remained the same for four work values in
one pair and five In the other. In 18 pairs, the number of the seven work values for which
student-role model differences remained the same was greater than the number of values for
which differences changed. Nineteen pairs showed student change toward greater similarity
to the role model in one, two or three work values; in eight pairs, students became more Ake
their role models in four or more work values. Extemal Reward was the only work value in
which more pairs increased in similarity (15) than remained the same (4) or became less similar
(10). For four of the work values, more student-role model differences remained the same
than changed: Enhance Others (20); Challenge (18); Physical Environment (13); Economic
Retum (11). tn the case of two work values, the difference between students and role models
increased In

more pairs than remained the same or decreased:

lntemal Reward (15) and

Aesthetics (12).

The repeated measures MANOVA analysis (comparing differences in work values
between paired students and role models at the onset of the experience with differences in
work·values between paired studenbl and role models at the conclusion of the experience)
Indicated no significant effect

fOt tirfte (JM).441, Wll<s). In the univariate F-tests of the

MNIOVA, significance was approached tn the case of two WOik values: Challenge (p.0.088)

~
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and Internal Reward (p.0.107). In both cases, the difference between student and role
model was greater at the conclusion of the experience than it had been at the onset.

Symmary of relationshjps among changes jn studem worts values and worts yatues held by mle
models.
There appeared to be few systematic relationships among work values of role models
and changes in student work values over the duration of the experience which held true for
the sample as a whole. As is evident from the findings reported above, somewhat different
impressions were obtained when different analytic approaches were used. This was because
the student and role model groups were not substantially different from one another at the
onset and because the students, as a group, did not change substantially from the onset to
the conclusion. Also, MANOVA analysis is based upon the extent of change (difference
scores) whereas frequency counts among pairs were simply categorical (change toward
similarity to role model; no change; change toward greater difference from role model) and
did not take into account the magnitude of change.

Findings to support systematic

relationships among changes in student work values and role model work values were not
conclusive, however some trends were noted.

Enhancement of Others remained the

highest priority; in more than 50% of the pairs, student-role model differences remained the
same, however for those pairs in which change occurred, it was sufficient to reduce the
student group mean so that student and role model groups had equal means. Physical
Environment became less important to students, which was an increase in similarity to role
models. Although Challenge became of greater relallve ifl1)0rtance within the student group
(as it was for role models), for more than 50% of the student role model pairs, differences
between students and role models remained the same. Economic Return became of greater
'

importance to students, which represented Increased similarity to role models. Though
I

relative importance of Internal Reward decreased In the student group (becomng more similar

~
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to role models), in more than 50% of the pairs, students differed more from their role models

at the conclusion of the experience. In more than 50% of the pairs, students became more
similar to role models in valuation of External Reward.

Be!ationshjps jn PerceptiPos gf tbe pmtessjgnal 1mecgersgnal ~ox;ronment
l=Iemem re!atjgnshjps

Comparison of changes in student element patterns between the onset and
conclusion of the experience with staff nurse role model element patterns (see Table 15),
showed increased similarity between role models and students at the conclusion of the
experience in several respects: the students' view of •myselr in closer proximity to the
•person I would most like to work with• and closer relationship of "myselr with other positive
elements; the students' view of the senior nursing student element (both successful and
unsuccessful) as less closely related to other elements in its cluster, and the students' view of
positive elements as more closely related to each other than negative elements. The change
in the students' view Of the "person I would rather not work with" as more closely related to
·eN I hope I am never like" was very similar to the role models' view of these elements. At the
onset of the experience, the students had viewed the "RN I hope tam never like• as most
similar to the ieast successful senior l'l.lrsing student I know,• as the faculty had.
Examination of the 21 student-role model pairs for which complete Repertory Grid
data were available, revealed· that students' similarity to role models on each element
increased In more than 50% of the pairs. '1n 72% of the pairs, students became more similar to
role models in rating "RN I woufd'lke to be llke." In 57% of the pairs, students became more
similar to role models In rating "least successfUI senior l'l.lrsing student I know.• For each of
the remaining six elements, Increased similarity between students and role models was noted
,

in 52% of the pairs.

Sixty-two percert of the pairs showed ilcreased similarity between

~
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Tabla 15 Elamant pattams· Compariapn of Studants

at Onset and at ConcWB>o wtth Bp!t Medals

cau..

"'-caled OlilUlnm
Combine
1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 II 25
AN I would I. . • lie ...
.., Nursing 381 - - - - - - - -

Person I would
Students
(ONllt)

n.311

moll lllle Ill work with
..,.•• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Moat succealul s.1lor nursing student - - RN I hope I am - I k e - - - - - - - - - .
LRst suoceMtut . . -

llUl'll"G

lllldent_ _ __Ji------,~

Person I would Idler 11111 work with - - - - - - - - - - ·

RN I would like to lie

Ille-------.

..,... ____________,
My Nursing 381 - - - - - - - - - '

Students
(mnc:tu.
lion)

Person I would moll Ike Ill work with _ ___,
UclM 8UOC9911fvl _ . , nursing lludent _ _ _..

AN I hope I am - I k e

-------------.h •

r

Person I would ....,_ 11111 work

with--------

L9lll

lludenl I - - - - - - - - - '

1-10111hll _.., lllll'llrlg

----.----------______.....
ANlwould ... IOllelll9

My lmmedlllte IUPI .....
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-rstng

ANlhopel--1119

---------.h
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~
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students and role models on four or more of the eight elements. Fifty percent of the pairs
showed increased similarity on five or more elements.
The repeated measures MANOVA analysis (comparing differences In element ratings
between paired sludents and role models at the onset of the experience with differences in
element ratings between paired students and role models at the conclusion of the
experience) indicated no significant effect for time (P•0.260, Wilks). In the univariate F-tests
of the MANOVA, significance was approached in the case of .two elements: "RN I hope I am
never like" (p•0.059) and "RN I would like to be like" (p•0.064). Differences between
students and role models in perception of the "RN I hope I am never like" increased over the
duration of the experience. Differences between students and role models in perception of
the "RN I would like to be like •decreased over the duration of the experience.

Construct Relatlonshjps
Comparison of changes in student construct patterns between the onset and
conclusion of the experience with staff nurse role model construct patterns (see Table 16),
showed increased similarity between students and role models at the conclusion of the
experience. In student construct clusters at the conclusion of the experience (in co"1)arison
with onset cluster patterns): constructs in the professional cluster were less closely related to
. one another; the interpersonal cluster became more salient than the professional cluster;
patience and realistic orientation Increased in salience; leadership, eagerness to leam and
self-direction decreased In salence;

leaders~ was

more closely related to the professional

than to the Interpersonal cluster; self-direction and efficiency were more closely related to
each other and to the professional cluster; eagerness to learn was more closely related to the
professional cklsler; the professional and Interpersonal clusters were more distant from one

T&b!t 1A. Construct Parttm1: Cgmperiagn gf Studtnls at Onstt and Concl!Jlion wjtb Bolt Modt!t
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another; the interpersonal cluSter no longer: included leadership, making student and IQle

model clusters identical in coJl1lQlitlon: the professional cluster Included more constructs.
Examination of the 21 student-role model pairs for which complete Repertory Grid
data were available, revealed that students' similarity to role models increased in at least 48%
of the pairs on six of the 18 constructs: supportiveness, 62%; realistic approach, 57% ;

'

emphasis upon comprehensive individualized patient care, 52%, and for each of the
constructs: clinical expertise, power and flexibility, 48%. The constructs showing increased
similarity in the fewest number of pairs were self-confidence and efficiency, each showing
greater similarity in 19% of the pairs. Twenty-nine percent of the pairs showed increased
similarity on nine or more of the 18 constructs. Fifty percent of the pairs showed increased
similarity on seven or more constructs.
The repeated measures MANOVA analysis (comparing differences In construct
ratings between paired students and role models at the onset of the experience with
differences in construct ratings between paired students and role models at the conclusion of
the experience) indicated no significant effect for time (p.0.198, Wilks). In the univariate Ftests of the MANOVA, two constructs showed significant difference:

self-confidence

(P•0.002) and efficiency (p.0.003). Emphasis upon comprehensive individualized patient
care approached significance (P-0.071). In the case of perception of self-confidence and
efficiency, differences between students and role models increased over the duration of the
experience. Differences between students and role models in perception of emphasis upon
comprehensive Individualized patient care decreased.
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Summarv

of relation&blpt IJDAflQ GtilllJQU in stydeot perceptions of the profasaipnal

mteroemonal anvjrgnmem and ""M'P'ktM held .by m!e mgdtls.
Ways in which student perceptions at the conclusion of the experience were more
similar to role model perceptions than. tt.KtY ~ been

at the onset included greater emphasis

upon the person with whom.one ~. (orwould not) like to work and decreased emphasis
upon the successful (or unsuccessful) senior nursing student. Self was viewed by the
students as more similar to the •person I would most like to work with.• Most students became
more similar to their role models in their perceptions of the persons who represented the role
descriptions provided. Perception of •RN I would like to be like• showed greatest increase in
i

similarity between students and role models.

The concepts of professionalism and

interpersonal relations were perceived more similarity by students (at the conclusion of the
experience) and their role models. At the conclusion of the experience, students perceived
interpersonal constructs as more salient in discriminating among the persons who
represented the role descriptions provided. Most students became more similar to their role
models in perception of one-third of the characteristics (i.e., constructs) provided.
Supportiveness, realistic approach and emphasis upon comprehensive individualized patient
care were the characteristics which the greatest numbers of students perceived more similarily
to their role models at the conclusion of the experience.
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Results Belated to Research Ouaation f4 (Are there relationships among changes occurrfng

in nursing students over the duration Of an experience in learning by role modeling and any Of
the following parameters: student's self-appraisal; student's appraisal Of her staff nurse role
model; perceived interpersonal styles of the student and of her staff nurse role. model;
perceived autonomy of the student and of her staff nurse role model?)
Research Question #4

was

addressed by correlating change in students over the

duration of the experience with each of the four parameters specified above. Five variables
were constructed to measure: change in nursing students over the duration of an experience
in learning by role modeling; student's sel,.,appraisal; student's appraisal of her staff nurse
role model; perceived interpersonal styles of the student and of her staff nurse role model,
and perceived autonomy of the. student and of her. staff nurse role model. Sufficient data for
computation of these variables were available for 20 student-role model pairs.

Change In Nyrslng Stuc:fents gyer the Puratjon of an Experience jn Leamjng by Bole
Modeling

The change variable

was measured

by ~ng the dlference between each

student and her role model on each Of the seven work Yalies· and on each element and each
construct at the onset of the experience and at the conclusion Of the experience. Suma of
onset differences and of conclusion differences were computed for each student-role model

pair•. The sum of the conclusion dlferences was then subtracted from the sum of the onset
differences for each pair providing

a value for each pair.

The value obtained indicated the

magnitude of Increased similarity between students and role models In the case of positive
values and decreased similarity In the case of negative values. Values for the 20 student-role
model pairs ranged from +141 to -174; mean- +2.4; standard devlatio~ 66.9. Distribution
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of this variable incficated great variability in the extent to which students became like their role
models.

Stydeors Self-Appraisal

The variable, student's self-appraisal, was measured by co"1Mfng a value for each
student for the Student's Self-Appraisal Scale (see Table17), subtracting (from the scale
score obtained) distances between •myself• and positively oriented elements of the Role
Model Repertory Grid (•RN I would like to be like,• •most successful senior nursing student I
know,• •person I would most like to work with1 and adding to the value obtained the element
distances between the negatively oriented elements of the Role Model Repertory Grid (•RN I
hope I am never like,• -ieast successful senior nursing student I know,• "person I would rather
not work with1. The Studenrs Self-Appraisal Scale (see Table 17) was created by performing
a reliability analysis using student ratings of •myself" on various combinations of constructs of
the Role Model Repertory Grid which appeared to be components of positive self-appraisal.
The most reliable combination (Cronbach's alpha- 0.77) was: self-confident, efficient,
clinically expert, self-directed. Scale scores were obtained by summing ratings of "mysetr on
the constructs included In the scale. Prior to reDabillty analysis and computation of scale
scores, construct ratings were recoded so that the more desirable pole of each construct was
seven . Values of the variable, student'.s self-appraisal, for the 20 student-role model pairs
ranged from +269 to -4; mean- 92.4; standard deviation- 76.3. The distribution indicated
great variability in student's self-appraisal.
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Tablft jZ. SJud@nt'a S@lf·Apprajaa! Scale

Student rating of the element "Myself• on the constructs:
self.-confident
efficient
clinical expertise
self-dtrected

n-44 students
Cronbach's alpha•

o.n

There was a moderate negative relationship (Speannan rho--0.48; P- 0.02) between
change in the student in the direction of the role model and student's self-appraisal.
Examination of change in particular work values, elements and constructs of the Role Model
Repertory Grid in relation to students' self-appraisal indicated that among those students who
became more similar to their role models in valuation of lntemal Reward anti Eeonomic Retum
and in perception of balance betWeen personal and professional life, self.-confidence and
emphasis upon comprehensive individualized patient care, self-appraisal scores tended to be
lower. Among students who perceived themselves as more similar to their role models at the
conclusion of the experience, self-appraisal scores tended to be lower. Among students who
became more sinilar to their role models in perception of eagerness to help others learn, self-

appralsal scores tended to be higher•

. Stu<;fftD!'I Aqpjyl of bet Staff Nurse Bole Model
The variable, studenrs appraisal of her staff nurse role model, was meaand by
computing a value for each student for the Student's Appraisal of Staff Nurse Role Model
Scale (see Table 18), subtracting from the scale score the element distance between the

studenrs rating of •my Nursing $81 ~ and -RN I would ll<e to b8 ll<e.• and adding to the
•.

:·

: .., :;, r . , . :··,

.

.

· · , ·

,.

value obtained the student's rating of •my Nursing 381 mentor- and •RN I hope I am never
,' .

'

. '

·' .ri,;·J~"1 ,'·."li#' '·

like.· The Student's Appraisal of Staff Nurse ROie Model Scale (see Table 18)

was created
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by performing a reliability analysis using stUclent ratings of •my Nursing 381 mento,. on

various combinations of constructs of the Role Model Repertory Grid which appeared to be
components of positive appraisal of the role model by the student. The most rertabte
combination (Cronbach's alpha• 0.79) was: rapport with others, efficiency, cllnical expertise,
self.ciirectedness, flexibility, supportiveness and leadership. The scale score was computed
by summing the ratings given by the student to her role model on those seven constructs.

Values of the.variable, students appraisal of staff nurse role model, for the 20 student-role
model pairs, ranged from 128 to 37; mean- 81.9; standard deviation- 26.4.

Table 18. Students Agprajsa! of Staff Nurse Bole Moc:Jel Scale

Student rating of the element •My Nursing 381. mentor- on the constructs:
rapport with others
efficient
clinical expertise
self.ctirected
flexible
supportive
leader

n-44 students
Ci'Onbach's alpha-0.79 '

There was not a significant Spearman correlation between student's appraisal of staff
nurse role model and change in the student toward greater similarity to her role model (p..
0.29). Examnation of change in particular work vakJes and elemera and constructs of the
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Role Model Repertory Grid in relation to student's appraisal of the role model indicated more
positive appraisal of the role model among those students who changed toward greater
similarity to the role model in valuation of Chalenge and perception of the •1east successful
nursing student I know: the •person I would most like to work with,• rapport with others,
cooperativeness, realistic approach, clinical expertise, self-direction, eagerness to help
others learn, patience and supportiveness. Among those students whose perception of their
role models became more similar to the role moders perception of •my immediate supervisor;
student's appraisal of the role model tended to be more positive.

Perceived Interpersonal Styles of tbe Student and other Staff Nurse Bole Model

The Interpersonal styles variable had three components: student view of self;

rote

model view of sel, and student view of role model. Each of the view of sel components was
measured by summing scores for External Reward, Altruism and the scale score created to
contribute to measurement Qf the variable. Two scales, the Student's Perception of Own
Interpersonal Style Scale .(see Table .19) and the Staff Nurse Role Moders Perception of Own
Interpersonal Style Scale .(see Table 20), were constructed. In each case, a reliability analysis
was performed using ratings of •mysetr by the respective group on various combinallons of
constructs of the· Role Model Repertory Grid which appeared to be related to Interpersonal
style. As comparison of the scale displayed in Table 19 with the scale displayed i1Table20
indicates, the combinations yielding the highest reliability coefficient were different in the two
groups (students and role models). In the student group, the scale was composed of rapport
with others, balance between personal and professional life and supportlveness (Cronbach's
alpha• 0.62). In the role model group, the scale consisted of more constructs, including
those which composed the student scale and also: sel-diractedness, enjoyment in helping

-

others learn. flexibility and patience (Cronbach's alpha- 0.74). Scale scores for each scale
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were obtained by summing ratings given by the subjects to •myself" on the constructs which
composed the scare appropriate for the subject's respedive group (student or role model).
Table 19 Studem•s perception of Own lnteepersonal SMe Scale

Student rating of the element •Myself" on the constructs:
rapport with others
balance between personal and professional life
supportive

n-44 students
Cronbach's alpha- 0.62

Table 20. Staff Nurse Bgle Mgders eerceptjon of Own !oteipersonal stYfe Seate

Staff nurse role model's rating of the element •Myself" on the constructs:
rapport with others
balance between personal and professional life
cooperative
self-directed

enjoys helping others learn
flexible
patient
supportive
n-36 sta1f oorse role models
Cronbach's 8'>11&• 0.74

A student view of the role model score was obtained by co111>uting a value for each
student for the Student's Perception !of Staff Nurse Role Moders Interpersonal Style Scale
(see Table 21) (by summing the ratings given by the student to "my Nursing 381 mentor" 9n
the constructs Included in the scale) and sublracting from the scale score the element
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distance between the student'S rating of •my Nursing 381 mentor" and the "person I would
most like to work with • on the Role Model Repertory Grid. The scale (see Table 21) was
constructed by performing a reliability analysis using various combinations of student ratings
of "my Nursing 381

mento,. on constructs which appeared to be indicators of interpersonal

style. The combination yielding the highest reHabUity coefficient included aR constructs of 1he
Staff Nurse Role Model Perception of Own Interpersonal Style Scale plus taking of
responsibility for own adlons (Cronbach's alpha- 0.74).

Table 21, Stydent's perception of Staff Nurse Bole Moders tntemersonal Style Scale

Student rating of the element "My Nursing 381 mento,. on the constructs;
rapport with others
balanee between personal and professional life
cooperative
takes responsibility for own action
self-directed
enjoys helping others learn
flexible
patient

supportive

n-44 students

Cronbach's 8'>fla- 0.72

Valles for each of the three co~nents {student view of self, tole mocMI view of sei
and student view of role. mod81) were then summed for each student-role model pair, yieldfng

a single score for each pair for the variable, perceived Interpersonal styles of the student and
of her staff nurse role model ·Values of

ranged from 193 to 140;

the variable for the 20 student-role mOdel pairs

mean- 1So5; 'standard deviation-11.9.

Spearman correlation of

w•
~

I

.

'

~·

, _,

,

.

' .

,

.

Interpersonal stylle with change in the student toward greater sinilarity to the role model

.
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not significant (P• 0.26). Examination of change in partiaJlar work values and elements and
constructs of the Role Model Repertory Grid in relation to interpersonal styles indicated higher
interpersonal style scores among those students who changed .toward greater similarity 10
their role models in perception of the •most successful senior nursing student I know" and
lower interpersonal style scores among those students who became more like their role
models in valuation of lntemal Reward and perception of balance in personal and professional
life, realistic approach, eagemess to learn, patience and supportiveness.

percejyed AlJtgngmy of the Student and of her Staff Nycse Role Model

The autonomy variable had three components: student's view of own autonomy, role
model's view of own autonomy and student's view of role model's autonomy. The three
components were summed to obtain a value of the variable for each student-role model pair.
The view of self components were created by summing the perception of own autonomy

scale score and the Internal Reward score for each student and role model. Separate scales
for view of own autonomy were constructed: one for students (see Table 22) and one for role
models (see Table 23). In each case, a rellability analysis was performed using ratings of
•myself• by the respective group (student or role model) on various combinations of
constructs of the Role Modal Repertory·GrkJ which appeared to be related to autonomy. As
comparison of the scales presented in Table 22 and Table 23 indicates, the combinations

yielding the highest relfabillly toefncUthl differed 9ilghtly between the

t\¥o groups.. The

student's scale was COl11>0Sed of ~lf-COnfidence, power, self-direction and leadership

(Cronbach's alpha• 0.67). The roJe moders scale consisted of only power, set-direction and
leadership (Cronbach'a ..._ 0.69). The third component of the autonomy variable was the
Student's Perception of .Staff Nurse Rc>,18 Moders Autonomy Scale (see Table 24). This scale
~

'

.

was created by performing a retlabllty anatysis using student ratings of "my Nursing 381
mentor- on various combinations of constructs of the Role Model Repertory Grid which
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appeared to be Indicators of autonomy. The combination producing the highest reUabllty
coefficient was: self-confidence, power and self-direction (Cronbach's a'2ha• 0.82). Scale

scores for each scale were obtained by summing the ratings given by the appropriate sub;ect
(student or role model) to the appropriate element ("myself" or •my Nursing 381 mentor") for
each of the constructs which composed the scale.
Table 22, Stydeors Perceptjon of

Own Autonomy Scale

Student rating of the element "Myseir on the constructs:
self-confident
powerful
self-directed
leader
n-44 students
Cronbach's alpha• 0.67

Table 23, Staff Nycse

Bole Model's Perceptjon of Own Autonomy Scale

Staff nurse role moc1ers rating of the element "Myself" on the constructs:
powerful
self-directed

leader
n-38 staff oorse role models
Cronbach's alpha• 0.69

Table 24, Studeors pegptjgn of Staff Nurse Bole

Modefs Autonomv Scale

Student rating of the element "My Nursing 381 mento,. on the constructs:
self-confident
powerful
self-directed
n-44 students
Cronbach's alpha- 0.82
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Values for the autonomy variable for the 20 student-role model pairs ranged from 118
to 87; mean- 103.2; standard deviaiion• 6.8. Spearman correlation of the autonomy
variable with change in the student toward greater similarity to the role model was not
significant (pa0.47). Examination of change In the student toward greater similarity to the role
model in relation to autonomy indicated that among students who changed toward greater
similarity to their role models in perception of cooperativeness, autonomy scores were
higher, while autonomy scores were lower among students who became more similar to their
role models in perception of self-diredion and valuation of Internal Reward, Economic Return
and Aesthetics. Among students whose perceptions of themselves became more similar to
their perceptions of their role models, autonomy scores were lower.

CHAPTERV

DISCUSSION

The findings of this study are discussed in the three sections. First, the resuls

related to each of the four research questions are reviewed and exptained. OveraU results are
discussed within the context of reciprocal determinism and role modeftng. Theoretical and
practical implications of the findings of the investigation are presented with respect to
reciprocal determinism, role modeling, Repertory Grid· methodology and instructional
implications.

Finally research recommendations are offered, based upon some of the

limitations and possible extensions of the study which is reported here.
Research Questions
Ouestton 11; Wbat are the (flfferences among nursing stydeots. nursing farufty and staff
nyrse mfe models jo te~IJ Qj, )XS)JI<
~oQ AfECeptjoQS of the professjonal joteme(§OOa!
·
·
env•mnmem?
.

Y#'q

Resuls related to

OuestlOn 11 were the most definitive findings of the Investigation.

Differences In work values arid perc8puons of the Interpersonal envbonment were clearly
identJfled across the three gri>Ups. Given that the overall sample was relatively holnogenous
':·

'

'

i

.

.

'

. (

(aft subjects were either stuctenrs or 91nPk>yees of the same university and !he vast maj()rtty of
subjects were white temaiffs' b&tween the ages of 20 and 40 years), !he relationship between

dlferences across the gr0ups and gh,up membership can be asserted with considerable
c0nftdence. It Is quite possl>le tttat·giuter differences might be found if groups of students,
f~ttY

and role models l'epresentlng a variety of institutions were studied, though that Is a

question

~r furttier research.

In general,· faculty dlfered from students and role models to a
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greater extent than students and role models differed from each other. This finding is similar
to Cason and Beck's (1982) finding among graduate nursing students, graduate nursing
faculty and clinical nurse specialists who served as preceptors for the graduate students. The
lack of great differences between students and role models created some diffieulties in
analysis related to the other research questions addressed in the investigation. One purpose
,j

of establishing differences across the groups at the onset of the experience in learning by
role modeling was to use role model results as criteria with which to compare student results at
,j

'

the conclusion of the experience. Comparison of student results at the conclusion of the
experience with role model results was planned in order to identify the nature and extent of
the students' change toward greater similarity to the role models. The student group and the
role model group were similar to one another in many ways at the onset of the experience,
which limited the nature and extent of students' change toward greater similarity to role
models which could be demonstrated.
Student, role model and faculty groups appeared to be similar in valuing challenge
!

,•,

'

and enhancement of others more than the other work values examined. The desire to help
.

'

1"'

'

•

others and add to their wel being is frequently reported to be significant among the reasons
given by individuals entering the field of nursing. Job satisfaction and continuance of
Individuals In careers in nursing seem to be related to oorses' sense of fulfillment of this desire
•'

\

<

•(

'

to help others. From a reciprocal deterministic perspective, the orientation toward being of
assistance to others might be described as a personal characteristic possessed by an
individual who embarks upon a Fl.lrslng career. Behavior consistent with a desire to help
others Is certainly expected in the environment In which oorsing Is practiced. When nurses
feel frustrated In their attefl1* to behave in a manner that Is helpful to their patients, it is often
I

,

because they ,perceive too many other demands to which they m.ast respond in the practl_ce
environment. Such. demands may result from Inadequate staffing and material resources,
,"•'

~ '
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administrative requirements, management styles and other environmental factors which seem
to detract from providing a level of patient care which is personally acceptable to a
conscientious nurse.
Challenge, which included the components of mental challenge and leadership, was
also valued highly in all three groups. Nurses utilize a knowledge base which inckldes factual
and technical information from a variety of disciplines as well as clinical information. Probably
one of the greatest mental challenges in nursing practice is making judgments based upon
integration of clinical findings with this knowledge base. Nurses use leadership abilities in
several ways.

Nurses supervise other health care workers, participate In numerous

professional organizations and lend their expertise to health related concerns of the
communities in which they live. More signlicantly, the daily practice of nursing requires
assertiveness to identify and activate the human and agency resources needed to assist
patients to meet their health care needs. Nurses also are routinefy expected to take •charge•
of patient care units and ieams• of their peers. It fs possible that the afftllatlon of all subjectS
with a university contr'tbuted to their placing a relatively high value on chaffenge. The
university environment coukl be expected to support behavior stimulated by a person's
desire to be chaBenged.
For an three groups, external reward and aesthetics were found to have the lowest
relative priorities among the wofk values ex-*'ed. The external reward variable conslSted of
a combination of affiliation with co-workers, job security and respect by otl*rs. Because

rapport · with colleagues is important for accompnshment of many patient care and
organizational tasks, external reward might be expected to be of higher relative priority. The
items comprising tttis work value however, were stated in a way more oriented toward
friendship than proCiJctlve working together. The work values which were composed ot items

related

to inc:lePfndence and creativity as weH as the basic requirements of physlCal

environment and financial compensation for work were viewed as more Important than
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external reward. Aesthetics was of least importance to all groups. Aesthetic concerns (related
to the patients' hygiene, cleanlineas, neatness and efficient organization of the patients'
immediate surroundings and the nursing unit in general and performance of nursing skills it
such as way that patients , their families and visitors and othe~ people in the vicinity are not
subjected to unpleasant or embarrassing sights, sounds and odors) are a part of the ptaCtice
of nursing. The way in which the items which composed the work value, aesthetics, were
stated did not relate as directly to nursing practice as they did to the work of an artist or
designer. Nevertheless, the low priority is probably an accurate reflection of the fact that there
are more compelling concerns in patient care than aesthetics although some other need
(such as protecting the patient's self-esteem or controlling the spread of infection) may also
be met by measures which serve aesthetic purposes.

There were similarities across the three groups in perceptions of the professional
interpersonal environment. The •person I would most like to work with" was viewed in each
group as being very closely related to another positively viewed person, although the
relationship was not with the same person in all groups. This finding supports the importance
in nursing of good working relationships. In all groups, positive persons were seen as being
more similar to one another than negative persons were similar to one another. This woukl
seem to indicate that the positive. poles of the characteristics provided as constructs on the
Grid described successful nurses and nurses who would be desirable co-workers and role
models better than the negative poles of those characteristics described unsuccessful
nurs8$ and

nurses who would not be

•irable

co-wod<ers and rote models. It is possible that:

the subjects had a clearer concept of what characteristics are associated with positive persons
than with the negative persons; that the persons used by subjects to represent the negative
role descriptions were given negative appraisals related to one or two characteristics in each
case (that situation would not be reflKted in the cluster analysis which considers all the
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characteristics together): or that characteristics other than those provided as constl\Jds (or as
the poles of constructs) were the common factors in the negative appraisals.
Ways in which faculty differed from role models and students seem consistent with
the independence and critical thinking which are characteristic of the academic setting.
Faculty appeared to be more independent than the other groups in their high valuation. of
intemal reward, low valuation of external reward and greater perceived distance (as compared
with role models) between themselves and their immediate supervisors. A greater tendency
toward critical thinking on the part of faculty is supported by the larger number of
characteristics which were. salient in discriminating among the persons implied by the role
descriptions (faculty used two more constructs than role models; power and eager to leam,
and one more than students: power; faculty construct patterns also showed more discrete
grouping&: four ckJsters

at the step at which students patterns contained two clusters and role

models contained only one). Faculty patterns did not show the interpersonal and clinicaJ

groupings as did the role moctei and student patterns. Clinicaf expertise, realistic approach
and cooperativeness were less significant for faculty than for the other two groups, in part
because fac:ulty used more characteristics to dlscrlninate among the persons i111>lied.by the
role descriptions. It Is possi>le 1hat faatlty appeared to be more discriminating because they
approached the task.of completing the Repertory Grid in a more thoughtful memer. due to

advanced education and evalUation .·experience. The lower priority placed on physical
environment may be related to the faQlltfs mobHity in terms of surroundings: eadl faculty

member supervised and taught.. . . , . on mare 1han one Clinical.unit and dMded her· otfice,

class and seminar hours between two school of nursing locations: one at the medical center
and one at another campus GI the un1Veraily1. .From the recipfocal deterministic perspective,

the dlfferenllatingcharacteriSlic:l~faadlymight be interpreted as arising flORI the recipR>cal
interaction of: personal orientation of Individuals toward independence and critical thinkiitg;

behavior produced consistent wilh1bil Odenlation, and the academic environment in which
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these Individuals choose to conlilut their employment (and in which the orientation toward
independence and critical thinking ii supported). Faculty might have been expected to find
the characteristic "enjoys helping others learn" to be of more importance in discriminating
among the persons Implied by the role descriptions. Had the persons whom they rated been
faculty colleagues or other persons having educational roles, •enjoys helping others leam"
would probably have been more salient. However, in the data obtained, taaitty could have
been rating nurses having primary roles other than teaching.
Role models and students were very much alike in using a combination of
interpersonal construds and a combination of professional constructs to discriminate among
the persons implied by the role descriptions and in viewing ciinical expertise and efficiency as
very closely related. Ways In which, students and role models differed included a hfgher
priority for economic return among role modets and the closer relationship, for role models,
among self-directedness; efficiency and clinical expertise, and less sa1ience of •eager to
learn" among role models. Students ware like faculty 'in viewing eagemess to learn and selfdirection as closely related and in viewing the successful senior student nurse as more closely
related to the other positively oriented persons implied by the role descriptions. Students
differed from both role models and faculty In: viewing themselves as more distant fR>m other

positively oriented persons impled by the role descriptions: viewing themselves as most
clOSely related to the successful senior student nurse; viewing themselves as less similar to
the "person I would most like to work with;" viewing the "person I would rather not work with"
as less similar to the other negatively oriented persons Implied by the sole descriptions;
making fewer discriminations among positively oriented persons, and In placing higher relative
priority upon physical environment.· Differences between students and the other two groups

may be related to lesser working experience on the part of students: fewer discriminations
among positively oriented pensona. glafer distance of self from positively oriented persons
and the use of the "person I would most Ike to (or would rather not) work with." The relatively
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higher priority of physical envin:Qnent for students might be related

to their lesser familiarity

with their clinical surroundings as compared wlh faculty and role models. Ways in which
students were more like faculty seem to be a reflection of their student role.
These findings relate to reciprocal determinism in several ways. The similarity
between students and role models is probably a refledion of the students' learning and
socialization during their previous two years of clinical experience and their anticipated
movement into the role of staff nurse. (i.e.,

the students may have chosen a work

environment in which the personal development and nursing behaviors which they have
acquired will be supported). Although the students were beginning their transition from
student to staff nurse, they were still under the evaluative control of the faculty and therefore,
the student role was relevant to them and the relationship between eagerness to learn and
self-diredion was viewed similarly by students and faculty. Faculty took the position that
eagerness to learn and self-cliredion were important to the success of the student in the
learning by role modeling experience (according to pilot study results) and may have
impressed this upon students during the first week of the experience (after which data
colledion took place). The higher relative priority placed upon economic return by role
models is probably related to the fact that of the three groups, their earning potential was
greatest and they may have selected their work environment based in part upon the personal
priority given to economic return. Ways in which faaJlty and role models were alike, seemi"Qly
due to work experience. can be addressed within the context of a reciprocal deterministic
perspective by asserting that even though the work environments of the two groups are not
the same, the experience of WOlking with others may be a common and significant element In
both work environments. Working with others may make an individual more aware of
Interpersonal factors In the work environment and accordingly, influence the perceptions and

behavior of the individual in the work setting.
I
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Question #2: What chaogu ORl!! In ounsjog students' work valyes and perceptions of tht
professlonal ;merpersonal eoylronmeot aver tbe duratjon of an experience jn leamjng by role

OJOdlHDQ?
Changes which occurred in students over the duration of the experience in learning
by role modeling were not dramatic for the student group as a whole. This is partially due to
the short duration of the experience (approximately one month) and partially by design. Since
this study was designed to measure learning by role modeling and relate the extent of
learning to selected parameters, it was important to use measurement scales which would
assess variability in the student group as a whole. Measures of achievement of the objectives
of the course in which the experience occurred were not suitable because faculty reported a
history of little variability in course grades and because the achievement of the objectives
depended upon use of resources other than the staff nurse role model including facuity input
and feedback, classes and seminars and instructional materials. The measures used, work
values and perceptions of the interpersonal environment, were selected because it appeared
that these work values and perceptions might be susceptible to the influence of an assigned
role model. Individuals (both students and role models) could be expected to vary with
respect to these work values and perceptions because ind'tvidual priorities and discriminations
were measured. The variability within the student group on these measures (particularly on
the Repertory Grid) and variability in the magnitude of change in individual students (some did
not change at all, whereas some changed considerably) contributed to the result of little
overall change when considering the student group as a whole.
In the student group, there wa& no change in the relative priority of enhancement of
others {highest priority), external re\vard and aesthetics (second to lowest and lowest,
respectively). The priority of these work values might be a reflection of "nursing work values"
as discussed in relation to Question •1 {to the extent that these subjects represent the
nursing profession in genera~.
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Changes which OCCUD'~ .in the students seem to be related to •on-the-job•
experience obtained by the students during this time period. As compared with student
results at the onset of the experience, results at the conclusion indicated that: the relative
priority of challenge and economie ratum increased; the "person I would most like to (or
would rather not) work with• became more clearly defined for students; students

saw

themselves as more like their role models and more like the person with whom they would
most Uke to work; the interpersonal grouping of constructs became more salient than the
professional grouping in discriminating among the persons implied by the role descriptions;
the concept of protessJonal

increased in breadth (i.e., the professional grouping of

constructs included more constructs) and included leadership, which had been a part of the
interpersonal grouping, and power became more salient. Other changes included a lower
priority for physical environment, perhaps because the students were more famifiar with their
surroundings and probably found them generally adequate.

Students perceived the

successful and the unsuccessful senior student nurse to be less salient at the conclusion of

the experience, probably related to their transition from the student culture to the work culture

and maturation, as wen as the increased salience of the desirable (or undesirable) co-worker.
From the reciplocal deterrninistk: perspective, these changes might be described as
arising out of the reciprocal Interaction of: the student's desire and readiness to move from

the student tole to tbe professlonal role (personal factors); the students performance of· the
staff nurse role to the fullest extent. in her career to date (behavior), and the environmental
factors of the demands, values and :consequences found on the clinical nursing unit,
Including the direct input and example offered by the role model.
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0uft3tton c· What are the ·rtlaliQDlhipa among cb•DQIS which QGQ,, jn a 111mjog atudent

over the duration of an exgeritnc;a in leamjng by role modeling and fbewgds yalyes and
interpgrsonaf IQYirppmtpt held qy Jhl St&lfem'§ 1Jif1 DYrst. mfe rrpdel?

ptrc@gtjgQS Of the

Question 13 was the fist of the research questions to directly address role modeling.
From the reciprocal deterministic .,...apective, the intent was to focus upon the learning by
role modeling situation as

an environment which itself contains personal factors associated

with the roJe model, the behavior of the fl)le model and the non-person environmental faators
contained in the clinical nursing .unit and patient care setting. Measurement of work values
and perceptions of the role model was

an attempt to isolate some of the personal

factors

associated with the role mode!.
Most of the change in the. studems was toward greater similarity to the role models,
although ill soma respects students

beca~ .more

like both role models and .faculty (which

might be interpreted as •professional maturation; and in some respects students became

more like faculty. >.ta,ny of the ways in 't"hich student&became more similar to their role rnod8is
were of an interpersonal nature.

The grouping of con.structs into interpersonal and

professional concepts remained in student construct patterns at the conclusion of the
experience. The interpersonal concept became of greater salience, which is unlike faculty
(although faculty construct patterns did not show the interpersonal and professional
groupings, the interpersonal constructs were leas ISalient for faculty). Balance between
.personal and professional life and patience ware more salient for students at the co~n
of the experience and .the majority of students became more like their role models in

perception of supportiveness.

n.& mQ>rity of stuctenas also became more Similar to their n>le

models In valuation of external ....-. which was composed of interpersonal affiliation and

security concerns. At the

~,,. ofJhe e~rience,

students placed a lower relative

priority upon internal reward. I '- -.W:.that the .student-rote model relationship was imuenli8'

In producing·""' changes of~~ nature. Pilot study results had Indicated 11\at
participants In .the laaming by role

.._q

-.xperience viewed growth In cormunicatiol'\ wlh
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colleagues as being an important outcome of the experience and the opportunity for the
student to have a single hUman rROUrCe with whom to consult as being an Important feature
of the course in which the experience took place.
There were also increased similarities in perceptions related to the professional
concept between role models and students at the conclusion of the experience. At the
conclusion of the experience, leadership was less salient for the students, and was more
closely related to the profeSSional concept. (Leadership was

a

part of the interpersonal

concept at the onset.) Self-directedness became a part of the professional concept. Realistic
approach became more saUent and most students became more like their role models in
perception of realistic approach, comprehensive individualized patient

care, and the •RN I

would like to be like." Students viewed themselves as more similar to their R>le models, which
was an Increased similarity to the way in which role models perceived themselves in relation to
their immediate supervisors. The students perceived the student role as mont distant from
the other role descriptions provided on the Grid. Students viewed the person with whom
they would rather not work as more similar to the RN they hoped never to be llke. (For faculty
the "RN I hope I am never like" and the "least successful senior nursing student" were seen as

more similar to one another.) The student's experience of working cloSely With the role moctet
undoubtedly contribUled to these changes, particularly the Increased definition Of. the
"person I would most ll<e to work with" and the perception of comprehensive lndiYlduallled
patient care and realistic approach.
Ways In which students became more simBar to both role models aid faa.tlty incUded:
a lower absolute value for enhancement of others (though this work value stlll remained

runber one priorly, again a almilarlly to both faculty and role models); higher relative priority
of challenge and eonomic return; lower YUJatlon of physical environment; contlrRJed lowest

priorities for b

work values external l'8W8ld and aesthetics (respecttvely). and pen::eption·of

"myser 'as nae itmilar to the "person I would most like to work with" and other posllvely
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oriented persons. These changes would seem to be related to the studentS' on-the-job
experience In their chosen profession, Which included adopting some of the values and
perspectives of the profession.
Students became more like faculty in the increased salience of power, the use of a·
broader conceptual system ( i.e., increased number of salient constructs); increased similarily
in the particular constructs which were important, and the decreased importance of clinical
expertise. The increased salience of power was probably influenced by at least three powerrelated experiences over the duration of the clinical assignment. As students, and relative
newcomers to their units they were not in positions of particular power, on the other hand
they were probably experiencing for the first time an increased responsibility for decision
making and use of clinical judgment . In addition, one of the discussion· themes for seminars
with faculty was the impact which a nurse (or nursing) can have upon the health care system
for the benefit of patient care. ·The broader conceptual system is probably a reflection of
broader exposure which the student experienced during this time. Students functioned as
members of the work culture and the academic culture, which is a situation similar to the cllnieal
faculty role. The decreased salience of clinical expertise may be related to the probable
expectation of the students at the onset that this experience would be an unprecedented
opportunity to refine clinical skDls (since It was the greatest concentration of clinical hours tn
the curriculum). It is likely that this was a high priority for these students, as it is for most
graQ.iatlng students and new graduates; and on that basis clinical expertise wu a major factor
In discriminating positively and negatively oriented nursing roles at the onset of the
experience. During 1he learning by role modeling experience, students probably had greater
exposure to interpanional deaDngs with others than opportunity to evaluate the clinical skills
of others. As their own clinical skills developed through practice they probably felt more
secure with their potential for clinical expertise and less focused upon conical skills. Factilty
usually promote this movement away from preoccupation with clinical skills by reassuring
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students that skill performance fmprovas with practice and f eadback and encouraging
students to give increasing attention to other aspects of clinical expertise such as

c,finica1

judgment and assertive advocacy for the patient. When discriminating among the persons
implied by the role descriptions at the conclusion of the experience, interpersonal constructs
had therefore become more salient for students. It is likely that students' definition of clinical
expertise focuses more upon skill performance than other dimensions of expertise, even at
the conclusion of the experience, alhough the concept of professional had become broader
for students at the conclusion of the experience.
There were other changes in students over the duration of the experience which
could not be categorized as tike either facuity or role models or as tike both faculty and role
models. Students became less Hke both faculty and role models in the decreased salience of
efficiency and less like role models in the dissolution of the relationship between clinical
expertise and efficiency. Eagerness to learn decreased in salience which was in the direction
of greater similarity toward role models for whom eagerness to learn was not among the most
salient constructs, however the salence of. eagerness to learn, though decreased, was similar
to the ·faculty perception of the construct.

Eagerness ·to learn became a part of the

professional concept. (At the onset it was related to se1t~irectlon, as it was for faa.ilty, and the
eagerness to team - sel-directed combination was not a part of either the Interpersonal or the
professional concept.) These changes are probably related to what appears to have been the
greater Impact upon the students of interpersonal, as compared with the professional, forces
during this time period. It also appears that students may have been reorganizing their

concept of professional during this time, which might be expected during a transitional time
between n>le of student and role of rurse.

'\

~.:
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Ouestjon #4: Are there retattonshjps among changes occyrring jn nursjng sbJdeot&

over the dtJration Of an eprtern1n•mlOQ by mle aJOdefing and: studlnt'S stl;grai$11:

Student's SPPrajsa! Of her staff DY[$1 EPfe model; pe[Cejved jnferpersonal styles of the
student arid .of her. staff oUrM mAl moctet: pen:;aiyed autonomv of the 11udeot and of bee staff
Dy[$8 EPfe rmdef?

Before addressing the. r~hip .among changes in the student over the duration
of the experience .and each. of. the. parameters studied, some general observations
concerning Question #4 should be made. The intent in studying this question was

to

demonstrate parallels between the student.role model relationship in the learning by role
modeling situation and the cfienMherapist relationship in the psychotherapy situation. There
are at least two po~le reasons why the resutts in relation tQ Question #4 did not produce
supportive evidence.

The present investl~n was

not designed to focus upon the

intended outcomes of the learning by role modeling experience, although some of the
objectives of the course in which the experience took place were implicit in the measurement.
lnste~.

the focus was upon the work values and professional interpersonal perceptions. of

the participants in the experience with a more general overall psychological approach. In that
sense, it might ~ve been

more

appropriate to study the relationship between student

change toward greater similarity to the role model and parameters associated with
transference In psychotherapy, rather than parameters associated with success in
psychotherapy (achievement of the goals of therapy). It might have been appropriate to study
the relationship of the parameters with some measure of achievement of the goals qf

tl\e

course of which the. learning by role modeling experience was a part. A seCQlld possible
explanation for these result& lies in tile construction of the variables used in the analysis
related to Question #4.

It might have been more appropriate. to measure these variables with

establtshed lnlburtllntt. or to experiment further with the constructions used in the present
investigatio~

ftQ1:8:•$1atistical standpoint, the clfferences in the distributiQn of the variables

probably ~'to the lack of significant Speannan correlation. The
"

~ '.

standard deviation
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of the change variable (66.9) and self·appraisal (76.3) were more comparable than the
standard deviations of the othervartabteS (student appraisal of role model, 26.4; interpersonal
style, 11.9; autonomy, 6.8) and ttie only significant Spearman correlation of the change
variable was with self-appraisal. Nevertheless, the findings related to students' Interpersonal
development over the duration Of the experience (as discussed In Question #3) and the pilot
study finding indicating that pailicipants in the experience stress the importance of a single
human resource for the student seem to st'.JJ:)port to Strupp's (1986) notion of the importance
of the Interpersonal context and the role of therapist in the relattonship with the cfient.
Considering the great number of work values, elements and constructs Included In this
investigation and the lack of strong significant correlations between the change variable and
the parameters, it is likely that at least some of the findings reported and discussed In relation
to the parameters are spurious. Some possible interpretations are offered below for changes
in work values and perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment which
appeared to be related to student's self appraisal, studenrs appraisal of her staff nurse rote
model, interpersonal style and autonomy. However, it should be pointed out that the findings
are not sufficiently conclusive to warrant consideration without further study.

Student's self-appraisal
As mentioned previously, a moderate correlation (Spearman's rho - -0.48) was found
between student's self-appraisal and change in the student toward greater similarity to her
role model. This lmpUes that students who had a more positive view of themselves were less
fikely to beCOme more similar to 1heir role models in work values and professional interpersonal
perceptions, whereas the work values and perceptions of the student having a less favorable

view of self were rriore susceptible to influence of the role model. This finding is consistent
with Bandurt's: (1977b} findings regarding individuals most susceptible to the influence of a
model. The spectftc ways in whieh the student having tower self-appraisal became more· Ike
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the role model included: vatuatlon of internal reward and economic return, perception of
balance between personal and professional life, self-confidence and comprehensive
individualized patient

care.

Students having lower self-appraisal also viewed themselves

as

more similar to their appraisal of their role models at the conclusion of the experience than
they had at the onset. Increased similarity between students and role models in perception of
enjoyment in helping others leam was found among students having a more positive setf..
appraisal.

Perhaps the student who was less self-assured had a self..concept

permeable to the influence of another, especially in terms of valuing

more

internal reward

(composed largely of independence), perceiving self-confidence and viewing self as
becoming more similar to that other person. It is possible that the student having a more
positive view of self became more similar to the role model in perception of eagemess to help
others learn because of the uniqueness of this experience in terms of the sustained Intense
close working relationship with the role model who, presumably, was trying to help the
student learn. The student sufficiently secure in the clrical setting (which is directly reflected
in the Student's Self-Appraisal Scale) might

tum attention to less familiar aspects of the

learning by role modeling experience and be susceptible to influence in forming a perception
of eagerness to help another person learn. having

not previously been exposed to this type

of teacher-learner relationship. Overall, however, the student having a

more positive self·

appraisal seemed less fikely to be' Influenced by the role model.

Stud9nfs aporajsal of her staff mJ1H role 'rngdet
Although there was

not a

significant Spearman correlation between the change

vanable and student's appraisal of her staff ruse role model, students having a monJ positive
appraisal of their

role models (more than one standard deviation above the mean) showed

change toward greater similarity to their role models In a larger number of work values

8"cl

perceptions than was the case with any of the other parameters studied in Question #4. N.
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the conclusion of the experience, students with more positive appraisals of their role models
showed greater similarity to 1heit role models in valuatiOn of chaDenge and in perception of:
the least successful student

nurs•. the

person with whom they would most like to wotk,

rapport with others, cooperativeness, realistic approach, clinical expertise, self-direction,
eagemess to help others leam, patience and supportiveness. At the conclusion of the
experience, students having a more favorable appraisal of their role rnodelS also evaluated
their role• models more similarity to the way in which role models evaluated their immediate
supervisors.

Bearing in mind that the C:Orrelation between the change variable and the

student's appraisal of her role model

was not significant, that

students having a favorable

appraisal of their role models became more similar to their role models in many ways and in
ways which include salient constructs of both interpersonal and professional concepts as well
as the relationship with th&'immedlatesupervisor Is worthy of note •. The student's appraisal of
the staff nurse role model probably has· 1some significance in learning by role moCS.tmg,
despite, the lick of a signffiGarit ntlationship 'produced by the method used in the present
investigation~

P•meiwtd Jnttupea;oMI styles or Jbt S1tJdent and Of bee staff muse mte model
While there ·was· no signltfcant correlation between the· change variable and
Interpersonal style, students having higher scores for interpersonal styte became more slmtar

to their role models in perception of the stllccessful student nurse. Students scoring lower on
interpetSonaf Blyl8 beCame mc>N simfar tO their IOl8 models in valuation ot internal rewam and
In perception Of ·balaflee' between personal and professional lfe, r&aftstfc approach,

eagerness to •am,'.~ 8fld supportlvenesa. · It might be speculated that.the studentrole

moct81 • · llantftO' ··a hfgh score fot Interpersonal style might have had a relationship

charactertnd l!Pf •·fNat deal of feedback and valdation, such that the student's deflnilon Of

successfUt llU!fitW"i'1Uise right algn more cloeefJ With the role tnodef's since the purpose of
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their relationship might be a _,. of.· their interactions. A possible Interpretation e>t the
relationships found between student-IOle model pairs having lower interpersonal style scores

and their increased similarity In valuation of internal reward might be that in pairs where. score
were low, both individuals hild a te~ toward independent functioning which the student
developed further during their relationship. The other findings in relation to
not lend. themseJves readily to interpretation. · Becau•e the

re~lts

pe~ns

do

in relation to. previous

questions support the il'TIPQrtance of-. the interpersonal aspects of ·both the student~ro•e
model relationship and th• learning which occurred in that relationship, it should be
suspected that interpersonal style is a significant factor in the learning that occurs, regardless
of the lack of significant findings produced here.

Perceiyed aytonomy of the student and of her ataff nua;e mfe mgdel

No significant correlatlon was found between change In the student toward·greater

similarity to her role model and the autonomy variable. In student-role model pairs scoring
higher in autonomy, students showed increased similarity to their role models in ~rception of
cooperativeness. tn student-role model pairs scoring lower in autonomy, students showed
more similarity In valuation ol internal rewan:t, economic retum, aesthetics and perception of
sel-drection. In student-role model pairs scoring tower in autonomy, students also tended. at
the conclusion of the experience,, to view themselves more silTdlarly to the way in which they
viewed their role models than they had at the onset of the experience. The finding of
increased simitartty In perception of coopen11iveness among those student-role model pairs
having higher autonomy aaores could be a result of the student's further refinement of

expectallons of cooperation In a working relationship of persons who are quite independent.
Gntater slmilarily in internal reward, perception of self-direction and student's view of self to
her view of role!model among those studenl-role model pairs having lower autonomy scorea

might .t>eirtnterpreted as the studenrs aisceptibility to Influence In areas related· to
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Independence (which was not~ particular personal strength). Insofar as there are si. . . . .
between the $tUdent-role mod._l ,relationship and the clent-therapist relationship,

autonomr

is probably related to learning in the role. modeling situation. The relationship was ..,t
demonstrated in the present

i~stiQation,

in part due to the widely differing distributions of

the correlated variables. The lack of a relationship between autonomy and learning by rqle
modeling may also be c;Sue to considering the three perspectives on autonomy in the
relationship of student and. role mod•I rather .than concentrating upon the student's
perception of own autonomy.

Theoretical and

Practical lmpUcWjons
Beqjprpcal OetemjDism

As demonstrated in the discussion of findings related to each of the four research
questions, the reciprocal deterministic perspective provides a conceptual framework suitable
for interpretation of the findings of the present investigation. It shouk:I be notect that t'1e
individual components of the rfdprocal detenninistic: paradigm (personal factors. behavior,
environment and the reciprocal interaction among them) were not specifically tested in this
investigation. A more complete test of the paradigm would require measuremena of the
numerous behavioral ,and environmental components and the rec:iprocal

f~

amono

them. The study reported here focused only on a few personal factOI'$ as.soc:iated wJJb the
.
'

~

student, role model

and.

faculty member who were a part of the learning environment of tt"t
I

.

,

·..

•

',

student. Information. about behavior . , possible environmental determinana. of behavior
were added to enOch. interpretation and discussion. This· infonnation was not collected

directly in this l~tion but was culled from related lterature and from the unstructured
observations ~ ... experience of the inv8$tlgator.
1Jtt?Jf11PDfl~
<•

'>"'

•' ..

of the reciprocal interactive feedback taking place among personal
,.,

factors. ~r~ the environment Is ~reel to be the major dfferen11atlng featurf of
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the reciprocal detenninfsm paradigm. Recently, the concept of the importance of reciplocal
feedback between teacher and learner has received considerable attention In educa11onal
psychology Bterature (Resniek, 1985; Brown and Campione, 1986; Kosuln, 1986). Social
interaction between a model and

a learner in the form of reciprocal feedback is central to the

learner's internalization of cognitive processes which guide expert performance. From
Vygotsky's perspective (Kozulin, 1986), the model questions the learner and critieizes learner
responses. As the reamer gradually gains proficiency, the model takes a progressively less
active role until the learner performs competently without the model's guidance (presumably
because the learner has incorporated the questioning and criticism of the model and uses it to
regulate his or her performance).

Interestingly, this reciprocal teaching instructional

procedure is already an estabUshed practice in nursing education. The· sttidenrs first clnicat
experience is closely supervised by a cnnlcal Instructor who questions the studtnt
extensively about information relevant to the nursing care of the patient to wtlom the student
is assigned (such as c:lsease condition, therapeutic regime, psychosoctal considerallons,
rationale for nursing actions and plans to evaluate patient progress). The student prepares fOr
clinical assignments by studying the patient's medical record and various nursing and medcal
texts; when preparation Is adequate, the student collects a large amount of information, not
all of which Is highly relevant to the particular clnical situation to which the student Is assignlld.

The systematic questioning and feeclb&ck process used by the clinical fnstruclor assists the
student In learning which facts are relevant, how they are integrated and hoW to Mt patient

care prtortttes. As the student·gainS clnical expertise, the inStructor takes a less active ·roltt ·
and provides more advanced questions which tap higher 'levels of clnical Judgment·,

synthesis and evaluation In nuratng care~ The students who served as subjects lft the
it1veStigatlon reported here had exs)ertenCed this fonn of reciprocal teaching in their prtOr

clnical training. Curing the teamlngbf W»le moctelng experience, faculty members assumed a

more consulltive role to both

~\ afid 'n>le models.

The role model took the n* of
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interrogator and critic with the student, making adjustments as she learned (through verbal
and behavioral feedback from the student)

the strengths and weaknesses of the student.

Although feedback between student and role model was not studied directly In this
investigation, the findings (greater interpersonal similarities between students and role
models at the conclusion of the experience and the students' further development of
interpersonal concepts over the duration of the experience) support the relevance and
importance of social Interaction between role model and student to the learntng which
occurred during the experience.

Bole Modeling
The reciprocal deterl'ninistlc formulation,of the learning by role modeling situation (as
presented in Figure 2) focuses upon the personal f·actors associated with the student and
with the role model who

ia a part

of the learning by role modeftn; environment.

This

perspective seems to have been appropriate as evidenced by the discussion of finclngs tn
relation to Questions #3 and #4 and In the timings which support the Importance of the
interpersonal relationship and learning which took place over the duration of the expertence.
As noted in the discussion of findings related to Question #4, some of the
methodological chotoes (constructing measurM from data collected, rather than using

established measures of variables such as set-appraisal: choosing not to focus upon the
learning outcomes intended for the course in which the teaming by role rnodelng experience
took place) made to study paratlels between the student-role model relatlonship and the
client-therapist relationship probably led to the laek of supportive evidence produced.
Nevertheless, the .relationship· between low sel·appraisat and susceptibilty to modetno
influences supports Bandunit (197'7b) findings. The resutts of the present investigation
indcate the Importance of the 1n1....,na1, relationship between student and role model and
the Interpersonal nature of mudl iof· the teaming which occurred and therefore, if
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psychotherapy is broadly defined as an interpersonal context in which therapeutic learning
occurs (Strupp, 1986), it is likely Ute there are parallels between the therapist-client
relationship and the role model-student relationship; despite the lack of evidence producecl
by the approach taken in Question #4. Reciprocal feedback as discussed above is an
additional characteristic which the role mocjet.student and therapist client appear to have :in
common. The interplay of the feedforward process with feedback occuring in the therapist·
client relationship (Mahoney, 1982), seems parallel to reciprocal feedback in the teaming by
role modeling situation.

Be,penory Grid Methodology

Results of the investigation produced some validity .evidence supporting the use. of
Repertory Grid technique in studies of the type reported here. In the patterns of all three
groups studied, elements were sorted into positively and negatively valanced groupings
which were maximally distant from one another. Afl groups used predominantly midrange
values when rating the constructs: problem solving versus rule orientation; realistic versus
idealistic; taking responsibility for own actions versus seeing others and circumstances as
responsible for. actions, emphasis upon comprehensive individuaBzed patient care versus
emphasis upon safe care for groups ot patienls and enjoyment in helping others leam vensus
dislike of helping others learn. ·. This l'.'llting pattern can be interpreted as the subjects'
decisions that a mldranoe value was most desirable or as the insignificance of these
constructs (or at least the poles of the constructs provided in the Grid) in discriminating among
the elements. The particular constlUdSnted in this way (particularly problem soMng, realstic
and comprehensive individualzed patient care) seem to indicate that Grid results accurately
ref feet the thinking of the subjectS. ·Some subjects noted on· the Grid that they thought both

poles .of some constructs were i~ and other subjects mentioned this point verbally to
the investigator. The Role Modal Repertory Giid was designed to measure perceptions of the
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professional interpersonal environment. The grouping of constructs by students and n>fe
models into a professional and, an interrpersonal concept suggests that the Grid achieved the
purpose for which it was intended. Although the number of items contained in an Instrument
is often associated with its relabilty, the completion of the fonn of the Grid used in the present
investigation was a cumbersome and somewhat difficult cognitive task if approached
thoughtfully. For that reason, the reliability and validity of data obtained by the Repertory Grid
is probably improved by decreasing the number of discriminations required, or by
incorporating interview Into the use of the Grid rather than requiring the subject to respond to
the Grid without assistance.
The use of the Work Va!yes lnyentory as well as the Grid permitted a comparison of
the standardized questionnaire technique with the Grid technique.

The Worts Valyes

lnyentory analysis allowed the use of tests of statistical significance, however, since no

significant differences were found between students and role models or between students at
the onset of the experience and students at the conclusion, the approach was not useful in
detecting subtle changes In students with respect to their role models. Applying a form of
ranking technique to the analysis of work values was not particularly useful either, since the
highest and lowest priorities were the same in au groups and in students at both times. The
Grid approach, especially when subjects are pennitted to generate constructs and elements,
allows for greater specificity and Is more sensitive to subtle nuances.
The use of the SPSSx CLUSTER procedure to analyze the Grid appears to have
been appropriate and to have gntatly fadltated a co111>rehensible presentation of the results.
The Imitations of the procedure lncludtt the Inability to analyze Grids indMdually due to the
algorithm used to create the distance matrix and the inabiffty to combine element and
construct relationships (which the principal components procedure permits). The first
Imitation was overcome by computing construct and element distances for Individual Grids;
the second Imitation was accepted In the choice of the CLUSTER procedure, because
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cluster analysis produces results which are more easily interpretable (although the data
reduction is not as complete) and because since elements and constructs are rated in terms
of one another, their relationship to one another is ifT1)Hcit in the results of cluster analysis.
The Grid approach has much to recommend it, particularly whera relationships which
may not be explicit to the subject are concerned. The technique has been widely used in
Britain, where various computer programs for analysis are available. British uses have
included many types of evaluation and research in business and training, as well as
psychological and psychiatric research. ·The ability to analyze the Grid with an SPSSx
procedure might encourage wider use of the Grid in the United States, for appropriate
applications. Certainly nursing has numerous evaluation needs and requirements which
might be approached productively with the Grid technique. Some of nursing's evaluation
needs include: quality assurance studies; patient classification; evaluation of nursing care
products, drugs, treatments and procedures; evaluation of students, peers, subordinates
and applicants, and evaluation mandated by agencies which accredit hospitals and other
health care settings, schools and continuing educatiOn offerings.

Instructional !rmfications
The purpose of the study reported here was to investigate leamng by role modeling
rather than compare this method of learning with others. Therefore, evidence to assert the
superiority of this method over others was not produced. Results indicate that In a relatively
short period of time, students gained perspective on the work situation, that interpersonal
discriminations among nurses who were significant to the students increased in importance,
and that the concept of professional seemed to undergo some evolution. Although the
present investigation does not address the question of whether or not these changes might
occur without:a specifically assigned staff nurse role model, it appears that these changes
were facilitated by the student-role model relationship.

Therefore it would seem
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advantageous for faculty to promote interpersonaJ relationships between students and staff
nurses on the cDnical units even if the •gnment of a particular nurse to each student is not
feasible.
If advancement from one stage to the next in the progression from novice to expert
nurse is f acilitat~d by working closely with a nurse who is only one level above the learner
(rather than more advanced), as Benner (1984) suggests, the results of the present study
would indicate that at least in the sample studied, staff nurses might facilitate the learning of
nursing students in some ways in which

f~culty

could not. Although .the present investigation

did not .address th~ patient care discriminatiQ!lS which are. the core of Benner's work, the
similarity of students and role ~els on the work values and perceptions studied was
demonstrated.
Finally, the study reported here suggests that differences exist between nursing
facuity and nurses whose primary role is patient care. From the reciprocal

determi~

perspective, differences between faculty and staff nurses might be expected due to varying

•

goals and expectations .which differentiate. their re$pective work environments, as well as
personal factors associated with the individuals who select one environment or the other.
The faculty and staff nurses studied were different in work vaJues and per.captions (despite
certain similarities which seem characleristic of nurses), aJthough the subjects as a whole were
quite homogenous demographically and in their assoeiation with a particular university having
a clearly defined philosophy. The impication is that it is probably more important to develop
productive working relationships between faculty and nursing staff than it is to try to eradicate
differences in values and perceptions Wl\idl seem to persist.

The limitations of the .pr-.~)nvestigation suggest considerations for further
research In this area. Maturation of the senior student might be distinguished from learning
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by role modeling by including groups bf similarly experienced senior l'l.lrsing students havfrtO
consistent assignment to the same Clinical unit over a period of time equal to the learning by
role modeling group, but lacking in the assignment of a particular staff nurse role model for
each student. Other nursing education situations in which leaming by role modeling is
intended (e.g .• graduate student-preceptor relationships) might also be included in attempt to
isolate the characteristics common to learning by role modeling situations. Other sampling
adjustments could be made to test the generalizability of the findings of the present
investigation:

staff nurses repre$entlng different types and siZes of hospitals, other health

care agencies and various clinical specialties, and students and faculty members of schools of
nursing having different characteristics might be studied.
Data could be collected from students and their role models concerning decision
making, priority setting, time management and other areas of expertise In which growth is
expected to occur over the duration of the relationship. Information about the relationship
between intended learning outcomes and characteristics of the student-role model
relationship would be useful in educational settings which make use of learning by role
modeling. Because reciprocal feedback seems to be an important ingredient in the studentrole model relationship, research findings which describe the process of reciprocal feedback
and identify its most Important features would be helpful in planning and implementing
learning by role modeling experiences.
The relationship of variables such as self-concept and interpersonal style with
learning by role modeling might be studied using tested and established measures of these
variables. Data collected for the purposes of the present investigation could be used to test
relationships between learning by role modeling and some of the specific characteristics of
students and role models (both self-perceptions and student perceptions of role models)
which were used as constructs in the Grid (such as patience and eagerness to learn).
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The reciprocal determinism paradigm and the Repertory Grid methodology might be
employed in the study of role modeling outside of the formal education setting. As previously
stated, full exploration of the reciprocal deterministic perspective should measure behavior
and non-person environmental factors. Factors which influence learning by role modeling in
society in a more general sense would be of interest to counselors and minority leaders who
are concerned about enhancing the effectiveness of positive role models and limiting the
influence of negative role models.
Several possible applications of Repertory Grid methodology were mentioned in the
previous section. In addition, the Grid technique might be suited to extensions of Benner's
(1984) research program in an attempt to make explicit the features of personal knowledge
and the clinical situation which enter into the dynamic transaction which she identifies as
expert nursing practice. That information would be valuable to nurse educators in graduate
and specialty programs whose objectives include the preparation of the expert practitioner.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

Learning by role modeling was studied in a clinical nursing course offered by a
university school of nursing at a university medical center. Subjects were nursing students
(n=48), nursing faculty (n=11) and staff nurse role models (n-36) who were participating in
the course. Literature related to: social learning theory and reciprocal determinism; modeling
and role modeling; parallels between the psychotherapist-client relationship and the role
model-student relationship; mentorship and preceptorship, and the nursing profession was
selectively reviewed. Work values (measured by the Work Values Inventory (Super, 1970])
and perceptions of the professional interpersonal environment (measured by a specially
crafted Role Model Repertory Grid) were examined across subjects.

Results identified

numerous differences among the three groups. Students and role models were more similar
to one another than either group was similar to faculty. Faculty appeared to be more oriented
toward independence and critical thinking than students and role models. Students and role
models appeared to use professional and interpersonal concepts to discriminate among
significant persons in their professional environment. All groups placed high relative priority
upon enhancement of others and cha118f19e and low relative priority upon external reward and
aesthetics.

Over the duration of the learning by role modeling experience, students

appeared to: view themselves as more distant from the student role and more similar to their
role models and persons with who.m they would like to work; develop a clearer definition of
I

desirable and unqe~irable characteristics of co-workers; broaden their professional concept;
find the interpersonal concept to be more salient than the professional concept in
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discriminating among significant persons in the professional environment. Over the duration
of the experience, most of the Changes In the students were toward greater similarity to their
role models. Some changes (interpreted as professional maturation) were also toward greater
similarity to faculty. Most increased similarities between role models and students at the
conclusion were of an interpersonal nature, though some increased similarities in the
professional concept were also noted.

A moderate negative relationship (Spearman

correlation) was found among changes in the students toward greater similarity to the role
model and student self-appraisal. Changes in the students toward greater similarity to the role
model were not significantly related to: student appraisal of the role model; perceived
interpersonal styles of the student and role model, or perceived autonomy of the student and
role model.
Findings were discussed within the theoretical context of social learning theory and
reciprocal teaching where emphasis is given to the importance of social interaction in the
student-role model relationship. Evidence was presented to support the use of Repertory
Grid methodology and cluster analysis·in studies of this type .. Instructional impUcatlons of the
study ineluded procedures for enhancing the efficiency of the learning situation studied in
contributing to gains in student perspective of the actual work situation and support for
encouraging lnterperaonal Interaction between students and staff nurses in the cUnical
setting. Research recommendations included procedures to improve the generafizability of
the findings and further exploration of sti.ldies designed to describe the specific nature of the
reciprocal teaching process. Finally, of utmost importance in future research are studies
designed

to focus upon the modifiable components included within the social learning

model, with special consideration given to and controlling for the individual difference
characteristics of both students and role models.
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rime:ioa safuy as a h11=1.Zl1 praccicicme:: ill

th• deli..,.ry of
nursizl.1 can.
3. J)eipollsc;r•c• professioul n,.n1ng care for a clianc population,
4. Fw:acd.oll affactiwly i,a a 'NSimUn1 le&d•nbip tole,
S. tcce1raca Tmovladp p1u4 f:oa cba trm.venicy ed.ucacioul
u:p.:;ia.c• cd t:b.• puc:iqe of nursill1 !ly vriciA1 a scholarly
P&l'•r uill1 a Classic/ConUlllporary piece of licaracure.

~·

Concant: for cha sellinars is clesiped by cha izl.dividual clillical fac:ulcy.
major concepts of ch• School of lursing CODCepcual framework (person.
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health. envir==ian:. adapca:i::. nursing ;irocess) serve u orgazzi.:illg scrw:ture
for discussi:::. ?:::;ii::ical i11d!::ators o:f ::he ma:or concep:s and selec:ed subconcepcs o:f ce cur=:.c:ul= are !.d•nti!!.ad il1 :!:.• analysis of a ci..s1c/
co:temporary ;iiece o:f li:eracu::e. Add1:1oull7. operad.ou.I. dei!.:ll.:1ou. of :he
CQt1C9P:S are co~e:.tad Vi::h ca leader a:d mac.ager roles of :he ;irofesa1c:al
nurse.

Se=i:ars, e::..::.::il ~ou:-..a:.s. cl!:ii=al axpe::..anca, scud.enc' s :>•rsonal
objec:ives ac:i ••l!-.1valua.cicn.

1.

?ar:iC:.pai:a ~ ::a cl.i11i::al u;ieriance :or :.:3 recui:-ed hours. :lo cues ara
allowed •.
z. !or::ulaca md su:::i: ~e-.i::en copies o:f c:~c:al oojec:ives vi::h a "cover"
;iage and ;cu:- resi.:::e :o !ae;.:,;.:; and :.en:or.
3. SuOai: a :a:.=.:: :·•••K..!.:: c!!::!.::3.: jou:::a.: acidras3:.:g ~r::g:-ess :::•..-a:-:: ~!::.i.:a!
objec:ives :: :ac::.::::.
4. Cocp.i.•i:e :.~;;.·::.~:. .c.J.i11!.::al oi:ljec:i·:es and :.&vel r: School o! ~ursi:g !a::::i:a:.
Objec::!ves.
S. ?ar:!cipaca i~ sC:::eduled c: ~our week.J.7) Se!!:~-ara.

Discuss :b.• sc:.~col' s co:ce;11:ual f::amawrk as ! : relates to :he ;iiece o:f literat=e
seJ.ec:ad and ;o C:e <:lienc ?Ol'ulation cared !::: duri:lg your :-ale tranai:ion cli:!c:a:i.
pract!c1.m1. Selec:i011 of par:!.c:M.ar books wt!.:. be lll&C• wit!\1: :!le cl.i:lical grou;t
from :he :.;. :a::a cure lis tad l>•lav.

;au lyn

Iha Searl• c La ctn

Di&ry of Mm.a 1nnk

RaaI..~

%ba Sh&4ov ""

'the DolJ. louse

laTilts !!!d the literature:

A. ll'ietly llUcu• die ~.,.;ujof COIU:8l':S U. cu lllll'•1D1 cq,nic:ul•:
para01l. aunms. health, ean.roa..1u:. and adaptatiOll.

J. Select ad !trie!ly diacusa a ~i- of four aupportiw aub-cozicepcs relevant
co your cl!=ical practice .. c~1.

c.

Illusc:-ate !aav t:!l• ujor •cl aupporciw cozicepu are:

1. utilized U. ch• liceracur•.
2. relate co ,.aur clim.cal prutice.
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Self eval.tiad.on a moac i:llpor:anc co grovch. The seudenc ~ !I• ezpec:cad co
evaluate hi.a/bar awn lea~ C:Ollti:luowsly 1:1 car.u of cha c:ou..-sa objec:d:vea.
!ha f!:s&l gracie vill be decar.:lilled by cha !ol.:.~g c:rt:erta:
A. Seai:ar

2!:

;an!~ac:!on

Achi~c

of lewl objec:::!ves
)
u eval.::aud by fac:ull:"/ V:.:h
mencor !.:puc.
C. Ac.~e"l-=e:lC of personal =~:ec:::!•tes
J. Raquired ?apar
3.

SY!IT!!!S!S ?.\?!! Ga.\Dr.IG
A. Or;an!:ad.Oll

l.

z.

3.
4.

~

:c:
:.; ::

ca:~:.\

For=ac (:O:)

Accapcable A.?.A. sc7:e - lZ-lS pages :!: lengch.
Gra:=ar, spelling, o::imiz:ac:!on of c:on:anc.
Oversl!. neac:ess and appea::anc:e.
C:ea:!:n:::t

3. Develo;i:::a:ic of Concepts (:O:)
l. 3rta: c!!sc:uasion of ::a;c:: c:cnc:epcs of :crsi:1g c:urtic:ul=.
z. sr:.e: disc:ussion of si:;i;ior::!ve selc:::!•re subc:ouc:epcs.

c.

Illwit::ad.Oll &d applic:ad.:m of major md suppord.ve c:ouc:ep: (60%)
1. 1at1ruucad.on ill li:aracure.
2. E:zampli.fic:acion in ch• 9"11chelis c:liuic:al prac:tic:um.

Selec::ad c:lasic:/c:oncemporar.r piec:e of litara.c:.u:e will be usaci !: se2i.n&rs.
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vNIVERSITY

sc.,cc1.. :::"

"•l;F.Sl~•C

Jece=:er 9, 1985

3at:a 3. :ase, a.:: .• ~.s.::.
5'5 !.:. Sc::iller
C~icago. :llinois 60610

:aar

:·~s.

:ase:

• a= •~!:!ng co you i:i. response co your raquesc for :he a~~rova~ of :he
?.asaar:::: .:.::mmiccae co col.:.act daca for ;·ou:- iisser:acion researc::. A re•riaw
"' ::our re~uesc cool< place ac che Deca:::ier :?c!l meeting of the Research Commi::ee.

'.\a are pleased co info= you that the Research Committee ::as approved your
request :o collect data at
School of !;ursing, dur!:lg
:!arch and April of 1986. ?rior to initiation of your project, doc\lll:8ntacion of
:."U3 approval and a copy of the revised inst:-umene are required.
If you would be kind ecough co advise :i:e of the name of the fac:ilty mami>er
coord!.:ae!ng the course you referred co, ! would be willing to notify chem t~e
your proposal has been approved.

tle look forward co reviewing your findi:lis and congraeulaea you on your prozresa wich your educational prozram. You have our best wishes fpr the succeHful
completion of your doctoral program.
· ·'"" ~

·~-~~2~

Rosanne c. Paraz, Ed.])., Jf.!f., C.P.!f.4.
Chair.:lan, lesearch CoaU.tcee
School of ~ursing
RCP/sj
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l.JNIVERSITY llEDICAL

~o·re::ber

18, 1935

Bet::a Case, R.~ .•
56 :.;es:: Schil:er
Chi=a.go, Illinois
Dear

CL~TER

~.S.~.

50610

:!s. Case:

Your :;iroposed resea.r::h, A !lescr:::cive St:::<h· of :.earnin!l bv
Role :·!odeli:-.ll, has ::een approveC. =or co:-.C.::c: :.;:..:;u.n t:ne
Depa.r:::ient: o~ ~l'ursi::s. You are =rae :::i ?r::iceec wi.t:h your
s:::;::::-" wi:!::.in t:he =ollowi.ng guid.e:i:-.es:

,....

A cop~r o= approval by :he

':::i·;ersi.:7 Medi.ca:
Cant: er' s !nst:itutional Re•1iew 3oard :::ust: be submi.tt:eci. :o ::he :rursing Research Jepar:::::ient: prior
t:o ii:iple:entat:ion of :rour s:':.!C.::.

2.

The results of your st:~dy I:IUSt be ver~ally presented
to the !lepart:nent of ~ursing staff 'lli.t:hin twelve
:nonths of data collection. As ~•e d:!.scussed, .the
~ursing Research Forum for 1986-1987 is probably
the bes: opportunity to do this.

3.

A copy of the study abstract

l:!USt: be submitted to
the Department of Nursing Research when complete.

!t was a pleasure to meet you, and ! wish you success in
completing your degree requirements.
Sincerely,

~at-~v

Karen B. Haller, Ph.D., R.N.
Nursina Research

KBH:sr
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lJNIVERSITY
INSTITUTIO::-.:AL REVIEW EC.-i.RD FOR PROT:::CTIO:-..:
OF Ht.::\L~N SUBJECTS - ~1EDICAL CE~-:ER
~_,

f. "'-"II. M.I).

a.-.

3ec:e Case, ::i..:;.
School of ~urs:.:ig
Cnive~s!:y ~Ci~al

Ccn::=

Re: "A Desc::i;::i•1e St1.:dy of :.ea:::i::ig
I~;:

:Jear

~.

~,,

Role :-!=;:ling."

:/36-3b.

G.ise:

At its ~=e:i.~; ~t :eor-~ar; 19. :~36, :he Ins:i:~:ional Review Boa::~ for :he
?rotecticn of ::.:man Sui>jects ra. .-:.ewed :he, ai>ove-~aptioned protoc~l.
Via Ex;>edi:ed l&viev, :he Boa::; approved the -~-~~•l risk study. ~ou nov have
full !R3 approval :o proceed -:O:.:h your researc~ ?reject and have ;een assigned
the IRB number indicated above.
The !RB suggests that if the ?a:~ents employed !:I. your research ?rotocol are
other than your owu, that their attending phys!d.an be informed ::i.&t :hey are
on an experi:::.ental protocol.
If you should have any questions or ?Ossible !;:cure changes with regard to the
research project, please do not hesitate to contact me.

71;;;;( CJ[Lcf)

Robert E. Henkin, M. D., Chair.::an
!nscituciouaJ. leview Board for :he
Protection of Buman Subjects - ~dical Cancer

B.EH/s
cc: IIBP'llS Mambers
IIBP'llS file
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:"=.e ?u:;:ose of chis :esear:::. ~ to study :ear.iins •hie:. :likes ?:ace
t~==~i: ~c:a :ociali:J.
s~~de:::s. !ac;::7 ::embers and ~u:se :en:~rs i:vc:·.-r- i.:: Nursi:g 381 a:e b•i=.i aska<i :o ?•rtici?ate by ;;~leci:i the
ques:i:nnaires •ilich ac::ompacy ::.is notice. s~~dencs. •i:: be asked co
co;;::eca c:.ese sa:ie quescion::aires at ::.e com:lusion of !:U:si:g 381.
?cu: :es;:onsas anci :esu::s cf !aca ana::sis •rill :.ie held i: st:i::est
cc:=:.;e:ce ::r ::.e i=.•1estigac:r. ltesU::s ·o1u;. !le repor-:ed in i=::uped fo=
~i:~:;u:

:eferance to

c.~a.=ac:-:a:~s:ics

o! i:cii·ridu.al.a or si::;atic::is :hat

•ou:d ::a.it.a i: ?OSsible :o idan:i!7 7ou a.s an
•i:;

:~a

answers you

i:cii~iciual

::: associate you

~==vi~a<i.

?:ea.se do :o: •ri:e 7ou: :ia:e :n an:r cf ::.e questionnaires.

You are asked

:o :.:::.::a:a :!:.e unit (a) :a -.Q.ie:. you a:e assigned anci ·.rCe::ar yo11 are a

a :en:or or a facO::::y ::ei:Der so :hac tile :espouses of ::e ?ar-:i:-.::a: s-:ucienc. his o: he: :en:or aJ1ci ::.:.. or he: inst::-~;:or :a7 :.ie
co:;:a:e-:.. ~~ infcr::a:ion ·r..:: be 11slt'i by the i:vesciga:::: onl:r for ::.e
pu:;:cs• of ciaca analysis and :o: shared -.n.::. subjec:s er oc:.e: :epreseccaci·1es of c:.e sc:.oo: or c:.e ::ecii::al cenca:. Res:.:lcs .,:,:: ::oc ;;e ::-epor:ad.
i.:: a::.y
•ilich allows ident:ifi::acion of an inciiviciua!. •i ch his or he:
:ss;:onses.
s~cia::.

••:r

in t~is s:uciy is complecaly voluni:a:y. !ou llave c:.e opcion
co ?&:t:iCi?•t• or not to pa::i:i?&ta. !ou may disconti=.ue par:i:ipacion
ac ar.y :i:e. Tile ques:ions you will be asked relate to your percepcions
of you: llo:'.i; sicuation anci professional li!a in nursing.
l'a:~ici;iacion

Tile:• a:a no ~nown :~axs co you t~rough your par:ici?&Cion in c~is scudy.
!o~: ;a::i::ipation wil: benefi: chose who will be involved in nursing
ec~caci:n in tile future. by =all:ing avai.:.able information concs::ini che
process of :ear:iing by role :iodeling.
By a:.ave:ing the queacions and :e:u:nini the quastionnai:es co cha investi;ator. your consent co p~icipace voluncarily in chis s:udy is implied.
Thank you for your usiscanc:e.

Sincerely.

//)_ ~/l.~

~~ a.~.

HSN
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I aa assigned to -

Cl.IKICAL UNIT(S}
I aa a

1:1 Female

0

Male

In a -

1:1 Student 1:1 Mentor 1:1 Facul:; ~eaber

WORK VALUES INVENTORY

Donald E. Super
Teachers College. Columbia University

~

Houghton

Mifflin
Tnt 1....,... OlllMe: . _ C.ty. Iowa

Anania • Cana •
~II.

~

c...,n9 ht e. ""·

a-.. 111ono11

New Jersey •

PalO AllO

........... .....

i.,. ".....,_

Pri11tecl ill ...

Mimi.. c-.....,.

u.u..
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Tl1t• st.11t•111t•nb hl'lnw rt•pn-st•nt valnt's "'·hit-h pl'oplt• t-nnsidt•r imponant iu tl11·i1 wurl..
Tltl'M' an• satisfat·ll1111s whid1 pt•oplt• oftt-n Sl't•k in tht•ir jobs or a" a n•snlt of tllt'ir joh,, Tiu•\ .ucnot all t,,n5idt•rt'<l t•1111<1lly impnnanl; somt!' aft' very impnrtanl lo !"Olllt' ptmplt• lml of lit.tit• impnrt.;111,.,.
In otht"rs. Rt•atl t•ad1 slall•mt•nt l:ilrt•folly and indit·att• how imponilnt it is for yon.

5 means
4 me;ms
3 n1t•ans
2 nwans
l ml'ans

"\'r-n· Im110r1ant":

::r,;;,n.mt"
"~fodt"r.itl'ly Important"
"Of Little lm1mrtant:e"
"Unimponilnt"

(Fill in ont" o\·al by t':1t·h item to show your ratinrr of the st;1teml'nt. 1
Work in whid1 pm ...

l. . . . ha\'l' to kl"t.'I' soh•inJ,l new J>robit"ms.

2. . .. help otht•rs.
3. . ..

t.".m

!!l'I ·a r.iist'.

4. . .• look forward to dtanJ,lt"S in your job.

5. . .. ha\'l' frt"edom in your own art'a.
6. . .. l!ilin prt"stiJ,ll' in ·your field .

.. . • • nl't'd to ha\'l' artistk: abiiity.
8. . •• al'\' ont' of tht" it".inrr.
9. • . • knnw your jt~b will la5t.
bt' thl' kind of 1x•rso11 you would likl' to ht'.

10. . ••

t1111

11. . ••

ha\'t'

a bos5 '11:.im J,li\"t'!i ·you

11

MJllafl' deal.

1!. ... likt" the llt'ftini: in which )"our job is done.
13. . ·.. ltt"t thl'

ft~linrr

of havinit done- a JZ()Od da>·'s work.

1-4. • .• ha\"l' authority ovt"r others.

15. . .• trr out ne•· ideas and sui:i:estions.
16. •.• create somethinrr ne'W.
17•••• know hr tht• R-imlt11 when you've done a 1100<i job.
18. •.. ha\'t' a boss who is R'wccmable.
19. •.•

atl' sul'\' of alwa)"S ha,.;nsr a job.

!O•.•• add

beiau~· to th..- world.

lJ. . . . make

)"Oltr

own dec:i1ion1.
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5

nlt'an~ ~-

-1

111c-.u1~

3

nwan~ "Modt•l'lltt·I~·

l11111una111 ..
''l111pnrtau.-·

lmpm1ant"'

2 nw-.111.s "Of Little lmportat"·1.-"
I mc.-ans "\Jnimpnrunf'

2!!. ... havt' pa>·

inc:rt'a.sc·~

23. . .. art' mentally

-

tlial kt't"P up """ith tht" ,·ost of livini:.

challt"ni:~.

24. . .. use leadership abilitil"s.

25.. ... have adequatl" lounJ?l'. toill"t and od1l"r f;&(·ilities.

:?&.

navl" a way of lifl". whill" not on tht' jnli. that you likl".

~

fonn friend.ships with your fl"llow employees.

~

·
·

c:=a::::c:=c:c:::::l

::?!. . .. know that othl"rs considl"r your work important.
~9. . . .

--

do not do the saml" thinit all thl" hmt".

30. . .. feel you have helped anothl"r person.

31. ... add to thl" weil·beini: of ocher people.

-

32.. • . . do many different thini:s.

33. ... are looked up to by others.

-

34. . .. have good <."Ontacts with fellow workers.
35. • . • lead the kind of life ~"Ou most enjoy.

36. ••• have a IOOcf place in which to work (good lighting;, quiet,
clean. enouith space. etc.)

C:Ca:x:::::>c::::>c:::::l

37. • •• plan and OllZllftize the work of others.

C:CC:Cc:::>c:::>c::>

31. • • • need to be mentallr alert.

C:CC:Cc::::>c:::>c::>

39. • • • are paid enough to live ris}tt.

C:CC:C:::c::::>c::::>c:::::l

..a. ... are your own boss.

c:::>C:Cc:::>c::::>c:::::l

4L ••. make attTactive products.

~c::::>c::::>

41. ••• are sure of another job In the compan)' if your present job ends.

c:cc:::cc:::::>c:::>c::>

43.. ••• have a supervisor who is considerate.

C:Ca::x:::::>c::::>c:::::l

..._ ••• see the results of your efforts.

C::CC::CC:::X::c::::>

G. ••. contribute new ideas.
N. . cA.ci ,_ w ..,. tUt ,_ ,.,_, ewry ,,.,.._,_

a:>c::cc:zx::x:::>

---

--·-

---
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(I llala

r..te

I•• (I

kd-t

0

(1 Faealt)' lfellber

lleltter

Tel•••

,..,1. n•
,..,1.
,....1.

Tiie acec-t• loelow r . .rea••t
..,lcla
coedder 1-n•t ia
tlleir
are aeciafeccto. nicla
oftia tHb joll•
or . . • r ..ult of tlleb Jolls.
~er• . . t
all coadder.. eop•Ur
lafort•tl s - •r• ""l'F lllpon- co • kt of little 1-rraace
to otlleu.
l!eed Heh n • t - t carefullr and illlllcne how 1 - n n t lt l•
for yow.

-a. "'"•

Plae -x• ia ...._ IfI whicla l .. icetH b. .
1 - c t • t eah nace...t ia to roe.
l.

"-• to " " ' soblJtt ,,... prolll-.

z.

llelp others.

3.

en .., a rai••·

••
'·

...... fr ..._

i• , _ .. -

......

a•ia prenia• i• roer field.

6.

.... to "-• ant.tic abilic,.

7.

are oa• of the 9an9.

••
'·

Joh

••• bow rour

will tan •

••• 1.U.a ch• sactin1 la wlaich yoer job is doae.

lD. ••• lo••• aatboritr ower otllera.,

0
0 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0
0 (I 0 0 (I
0 i:r (I 0 (I
0 (I (I 0 0
0 I--I 0 0 0
0 r:r 0 0 0
0 r:r 0 0 0
0 r:r 0 0 0
00 0 0 0
r:r r:r 0 0 0

11.

trr oet o- idHs ....i ••11••dons.

tz.

are nre of

13.

... b•autr to tla• world.

i:i

t•.

..... roar -

0 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0

1,.

at...,.•

haYint • jelo.

decbiooa.

"-• par iacreasu that ""' ap wicla
the con of li•lat·

r:r r:r

i:r i:r

ti • ••• .... - t d l r chau..., ...

r:r

17. ••• ... le..arabip alailiti...

(I

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

11.

II••• ed.,.oata l ....e, toilet aed
ocher faciliti•s•

(I

00 0 0

fora fd ...alaipa ritla r - fell- . . .1.,_.

00 0 0
(I (I 0 0
(I (I 0 0
0 0 0 0

19.

zo.

• • • " - tla•t OCHH C09dder , .... _.... ilipert•t.

21.

f•el , _ .... _,,..

zz.

... to tH

"·

are look.. op to

z• • • ••

"·

-u-......
1of

•o~

, . .......

Of OCHr people.

others.

loawe , ... eoateta wltlo f111low werltora.

• • • lane a , ... place !a wlaicla u werlt (a...
Ualati•&•
-ala sp11eo. acc.>

..,1.c. el••·

26.

.... to •• - t • l l r •lace.

27.

• ... p•H

21.

.... roar_ .....

-•h

to Uwe riallt.

29 • • •• Mk• ettractiwa psodaet•.
30 • •• • cootdlaata -

u-.

0
0
0
0

0 0 0
0000 0
000 0 0
(I (I

000 00
0000 0
0000 0
00000
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1

'· leu

nch r•rH• •• th 1C1lr of . . . (1) to
(7) fn He• . .1crlp1io• prOYit1"4 lltlff. Write ,.,. • • r b th Ilea ,..icll ii to
tllt left of tt. tleoerlpti. . l• tllt col- for
tllet r•no•.
HHI

6. lllH ,... llawe retetl uell r•no•
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P!ll(!PTIOMS OF THE ME.'CTOISHIP !XP!llEKCE

QU!S~IOMKAIIE
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FACULTY M~!ER 1:1

1. What do you think i1 the &reateac benefit of the m1ntor1hip experience?

%. What do you think is the moat impor:ant learning
the •tu.dent and mentor working toge::ar?

t~at

occurs

through

3. In the experience you have had this 1eme1t1r, what does the mentor Jl2.!S.
~ aay or do to help the atudent ~eaef it from obaervina the mentor
(e.1. 1 anaver the atudent'• queationa about what haa been ob•erYed;
tell the atudent what to look for in a aituatioa to be obaerted;
explain tbe mentor'• actioaa after the aituation baa been obaerved;
pro•ide lot• of opportuaitiea for the atudent to ••• the mentor in
action; or aome other action)?

4. What do you think i• the moat important cbaracteriatic of an
..ator?

effecti••

5. What do you think ia the moat importaat characteriatic of a atudeat wbo
lear1l8 effecti•ely from a aeator?
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